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There are decades when nothing happens;
and there are weeks when decades happen.
Vladimir Ilyich Lenin (1870-1924).
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Political theorist, Russian revolutionary,
first premier of the Soviet Union.
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Ten Years that Shook
the (Capitalist) World:
1988-1998

Our ignorance of history causes us to
slander our own times.
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Gustave Flaubert (1821-1880).
French novelist (literary realism).
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Preface
Introduction.
In 1993, along with my colleague Professor Peter McKiernan
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at Warwick Business School in the UK, we published a book in

partnership with the Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) titled Inside
Fortress Europe: Strategies for the Single Market. The text

examined the principles of global business strategy alongside a
discussion of the political and economic processes involved in

creating the European Single Market of twelve member states on
January 1st 1993.
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Twenty-five years later, it seemed important and relevant to
reflect on the period between that significant event and the UK’s
momentous decision to leave the now enlarged twenty-eight

w

member state European Union following the June 2016 Brexit
referendum. In 2018 I published a ‘sequel’ book: Outside Fortress
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Europe: Strategies for the Global Market. Its objective was to
provide a cross-functional, multi-disciplinary perspective on the
challenges of ‘organizational life’ and strategy development in a
highly competitive and complex global business environment (the
second edition of this book was published in 2021).
During the research for the book, an intriguing series of

apparently unrelated ‘episodes’ of events and historical processes
revealed significant interrelated changes in three broad areas within
a relatively short timeframe, our studied ten years:
viii
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1. Multiple interruptions to the long march of globalization,
which had accelerated since 1945.
2. ‘Once in a generation’ geopolitical and economic
disruptions, including the dramatic collapse of the USSR, the
end of the Cold War (round one), the formation of the
European Union and the extraordinary rise of China and
Taiwan as global economic powerhouses.
3. ‘Step-change’ developments in communications
infrastructure, underpinned by the convergence of the
telecommunications and information technology sectors
alongside ‘disruptive’ business processes.
To include detailed coverage of these developments in

‘Outside Fortress Europe: Strategies for the Global Market’ would

Fa

have detracted from its focus as a textbook on international
business and global strategic management.

Since two significant events - the 1987/88 and the 1997/98

w

global financial crises - bracketed a decade during which these
episodes unfolded, the Ten Years That Shook the (Capitalist) World:
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1988-1998 title (hereafter, Ten Years) for this book selected itself.
The first edition was published in 2018. This second edition expands
the core themes of the original and presents a more detailed
analysis of the significant events and historical processes explored
in this tumultuous decade. A new chapter outlining essential
principles of free trade, globalization, and international business
‘sets the scene’ for the 1988-1998 decade that is analysed. It also
explores the nature of uncertainty, risk and decision-making in
‘unknowable’ times. The book as a whole has benefited from
ix
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extensive feedback sought from its readers and numerous academic
colleagues.
Alternative Facts and Fake News: The Referencing Antidote.
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Any book is necessarily selective in the body of knowledge

from which it assimilates and articulates its ideas, and the current

text provides no exception to this general observation. In a similar
vein, all writing projects must be highly selective in their coverage
of any article or book they review. The problem here is

interpretation, and there always lurks the danger that the author is
unwittingly misleading the reader about the intentions and

plagiarism.

Fa

meanings within the original source or, much worse, is guilty of

If there is any doubt in the reader’s mind regarding the

w

integrity of content, there is no substitute for seeking out original
sources, articles or books and examining these for themselves. This
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is one reason why a book such as this is fully referenced. As the
poet and philosopher Samuel Taylor Coleridge observed, “Veracity
does not consist in saying, but in the intention of communicating
truth”. A more positive reason for full referencing is to allow the
reader to take any specific topic of interest and follow it through to
its broader domain. In the book's final section, references to every
source cited throughout its pages are provided to assist this.
As a final observation regarding the use of references by
readers, well-written articles and books have very thoughtfully
x
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constructed titles. They will convey meaning and insight into the
main thrust of their content. For the reader with the time to do so,
it is worth looking at these references as they arise to garner
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further insight on the scope of the work being cited. For the speed
reader, the disruption to comprehension associated with traditional
footnotes and endnotes is omitted.

Fa

For all readers, additional commentary and
recommendations for further inquiry are included
throughout the book, which, while relevant at that
juncture, would disrupt the flow of the narrative. At
these points, the ‘tumbling dice’ graphic
distinguishes between the chapter’s principal focus and the
supplementary information provided.
Z versus S: Linguistics and Globalization.

The typical reader would not believe how much managerial

w

time the publishing industry consumes on apparently trivial topics
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such as language, especially English! One such subject relates to
which version of English to use in English-language books: British
English or American English, a prominent topic being the use of ‘s’
or ‘z’ in words such as organi?ation or the spelling of words, e.g.
‘programme’ or ‘program’. As the latest edition of The Economist
Style Guide notes:

The differences between English as written and spoken
in America and English as used in Britain are
considerable, as is the potential for misunderstanding,
even offence, when using words or phrases that are
xi
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unfamiliar or that mean something else on the other
side of the Atlantic.
For many publishers, the preference is American English, not
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just because of the obvious size and business potential of the US
market but also because in large parts of the world where English is
taught as a second language (e.g. Indonesia) or is the country’s

‘official’ language (e.g. Philippines), the lingua franca is American. In
this book, the predominant usage is British English except for three
words: (i) organization; (ii) internationalization; (iii) globalization.
Broadly, globalization is used as an external, macro-concept, for

example, the globalization of markets; internationalization is used

Fa

as an internal, company-level concept, for example, the
internationalization of the firm.

w

Book Structure.

The dramas, events and historical processes that played out in

R
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the ten years of the book’s title feature in Chapters One through
Twelve, broadly in chronological order from 1988 to 1998.
The Introduction, Free Trade, Globalization and International

Business, provides the context and lays down the principles which
underpin the analysis featured in these twelve chapters. It explores
the degree to which historical events, processes and globalization
dynamics can be interpreted with reference to an established
knowledge base rather than as a series of unrelated random
(chance) occurrences. This assessment subsequently explains the
xii
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rationale behind the pervasive presence of tumbling dice from the
book’s front cover onwards.
The Introduction does not adhere to the time brackets of the
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extraordinary decade Ten Years focuses upon, but it does include
multiple important issues and themes that are referenced
throughout its pages.

Similarly, while the Epilogue reflects upon and interprets the
chapters it follows, it also provides additional content that

examines critical issues in globalization dynamics and international
business which fall outside the scope or timeframe of the book’s

Appendices.

Fa

principal focus.

Two appendices are presented in the book. Appendix One,

w

1998 - 2018: A Brief Overview, offers summaries of three significant
disruptions to globalization that arose in the two decades following
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the ten years featured here. A comprehensive list of resources for
further inquiry is provided.
Appendix Two, Milestones in the History of Globalization,

provides a timeline of significant milestones in ‘the long march of
globalization’, from Ötzi ‘the Iceman’ millennia ago to Donald
Trump’s international trade shenanigans and the impact of the
smartphone and social media network revolutions at the time of
writing this book.

xiii
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Despite it being designated an Appendix, many readers would
benefit from reading the Globalization Milestones before studying
the book itself.
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A Personal Note.

In 1995 I published Creating Organizational Advantage which
enjoyed both critical and commercial success. Like most popular
business books, it was ‘of its time’, capturing a moment and

addressing a zeitgeist that tended to suggest internationalizing

companies, especially from countries such as Japan, Taiwan and

South Korea, were doing ‘more of the same’, only cheaper and/or

Fa

better and, consequently, were taking market share from their
lumbering, sloth-like Western counterparts.

A second edition of this book was considered but time moves

w

on, and new ideas emerge. The publisher of the first (and only)
edition has agreed to the inclusion of passages of the original
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‘Creating Organizational Advantage’ text in Ten Years. Many of the
ideas are the same, just updated. And more potent.
My teaching expertise lies exclusively in post-experience

education, including MBA, MSc and Executive Development
Programmes. My consultancy practice facilitates business education
programmes, courses, seminars, workshops etc., on subject
domains relating to international business, global strategic
management, innovation, marketing and branding.

xiv
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Throughout the book, I draw heavily upon my experience of
working worldwide as a business advisor to the technology giants
IBM (1994-2002) and Royal Philips International (1989-2012). This
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was a monumental period of technological transformation, rivalling
anything arising during previous epochs of the industrial revolution
but much more intense, immediate and impactful.

Royal Philips International began many corporate

restructuring initiatives in the early 1990s following a difficult

period addressing intense competition and emerging technologies.
But there were also potential opportunities for the company

beyond technology, its traditional focus, especially in the emerging

Fa

markets of Central and Eastern Europe and Southeast Asia. While
Philips had the physical infrastructure in the regions, it needed to

develop organizational capabilities and competencies to realise the

w

potential of these multiple markets. I worked closely with my great
friend Carlos Casali, a Philips executive, designing and delivering
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business education programmes in these emerging economies from
the early 1990s onwards.
My collaborative academic writing projects have been

educational and bond-building, most notably with Professor Peter
McKiernan (Inside Fortress Europe: Strategies for the Single Market,
1993) and Professor Sue Bridgewater (International Marketing
Relationships, 2002).
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All positions, activities and collaborations have provided me
with the luxury of observing the international business world in
action. Much of what I ‘know’ has been learned vicariously from the
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executives and students I have worked with and from my scholarly
friends and mentors, who were also my collaborators and
confidants.
Concluding Remarks.

Over and above the aforementioned, any errors throughout
the book remain my own. If I have misunderstood or

misrepresented a scholar in my interpretation of their work, or a

offend.
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manager/student regarding their endeavour, my intention is not to

As the essayist and poet G.K. Chesterton observed, “it is the

w

most sincere compliment to an author to misquote him. It means
that his work has become a part of our mind and not merely of our
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library.”

Colin Edward Egan, Rugby, UK, November 2021.
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On international trade…
In 1991 hikers in the Austrian Ötztal Alps discovered a mummified
body protruding from a melting glacier. Archaeologists dated the
frozen remains at 5,300 years old and gave him the nickname Ötzi,
‘the Iceman’. They were able to demonstrate that he was travelling
between two locations, contending with confidence that he was
moving with the purpose of exchanging goods, one community to
another. International trade, if not born, or free (who knows?), is
proven.
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On globalization…
I think globalization cannot be stopped. Nobody can stop
globalization. Nobody can stop trade. And I believe, if trade stops,
war starts. Trade is the way to dissolve the war, not cause the wars.
Jack Ma, co-founder, former executive chairman, Alibaba.

On inquiry…
Chance favours only the prepared mind.
Louis Pasteur (1822-1895), uber-scientist.

On wisdom and decision-making…
A good decision is based on knowledge, not numbers.
Plato (423-347 BCE), Greek philosopher.
xix
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Introduction
Free Trade, Globalization and International Business.
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to take part “in a severe contest between intelligence, which presses
forward, and an unworthy, timid ignorance obstructing our
progress”.
The Economist, September 1843.

On January 1st 1995, the World Trade Organization (WTO)
was formally established with a simple mission:

Fa

The World Trade Organization deals with the global
rules of trade between nations. Its main function is to
ensure that trade flows as smoothly, predictably and
freely as possible. (WTO official website, home page).

Its origins are more complex. Along with the World Bank and
the International Monetary Fund (IMF), the WTO was first proposed
at the Bretton Woods Conference in the USA in 1944, just as the

w

Second World War approached its grim but final conclusion. It
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ultimately provided the blueprint for a ‘New World Order’ of free
and open trade between nations, a rules-based formula which, as
we will see, had its conceptual roots in late eighteenth- and early
nineteenth-century economic thought.
The WTO was the end-point of prolonged (and remarkably

patient) political negotiations between multiple countries held
under the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trades (GATT)
framework (see Chapter Nine). This new world order did not arise
from luck, the roll of a dice. It was created, in an extraordinary
1
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battle of wills between a world-renowned British economist (John
Maynard Keynes) and a largely unknown American technocrat
(Harry Dexter White), in a negotiated order of monumental global
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impact (Steil, 2014).
Why Trade at All?

In 1991 hikers in the Austrian Ötztal Alps discovered a

mummified body protruding from a melting glacier. Archaeologists
dated the frozen remains at 5,300 years old and gave him the

nickname Ötzi, ‘the Iceman’. They were able to demonstrate that he
was travelling between two locations, contending with confidence

Fa

that he was moving with the purpose of exchanging goods, one

community to another. Consequently, we can claim that the oldest
proven profession in history is trading (not prostitution) and that

w

Ötzi was engaged in a ‘go-to-market’ strategy, the first international
marketing manager!
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International trade, free or otherwise, is undertaken within a

framework of political economy, and this will be discussed in more
detail in Chapter Four. Briefly, in the liberal model, economic
resources are allocated through the interaction of supply and

demand. Consumers have free choice in what to buy, and firms
have free choice in what to produce. This is the essence of
economic liberalism, a philosophy based on the twin principles of
consumer sovereignty (freedom to choose) and self-interest
(rational choice).
2
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The profit motive ultimately drives firms to produce efficiently
and consumers to maximise their own satisfaction. In his two-book
five-volume magnum opus, An Inquiry into the Nature and Causes
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of the Wealth of Nations, the founding father of political economy
and the greatest proponent of liberalism, Adam Smith (1776),
described the process as follows:

Every man, as long as he does not violate the laws of
justice, is left perfectly free to pursue his own interests in
his own way, and to bring both his industry and capital
into competition with those of any other man, or order
of men.

The fundamental principle underpinning this liberal form of

Fa

economic organization is free competition and a market mechanism
that links individual decisions (demand) to aggregate output

(supply). As Smith further noted, every individual “intends only his

w

own gain and is in this as in many other cases led by an invisible
hand to promote an end which was no part of his intention”. He
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proposed the theory of Absolute Advantage to explain the logic of
specialisation and exchange for wealth creation via trade between
nations.

In 1817 David Ricardo published On the Principles of Political

Economy: And Taxation (Ricardo, 2018, classic reprint), in which he
expanded Smith’s ideas to include the opportunity cost calculus
(choice) of producing goods within and between countries and
demonstrated that, under most conditions, a nation would still
3
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benefit from trade even if it had an absolute advantage over every
product category than that of another country, i.e. in principle it
could be self-sufficient in all goods, a condition known as autarky
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(economically independent/self-sufficient). In practice, however,
Ricardo argued that engaging in the international exchange of

goods enhances productivity and enables greater wealth creation

Fa

for all participant countries.
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Smith and Ricardo:
International trade creates mutual country benefits.

Ricardo’s theory of (free) international trade is known as

Comparative Advantage. As Collinson et al. (2020) explain:
free trade provides greater economic output and
consumption to the trade partners jointly than they can
gain by working alone. By specialising in the production
of certain goods, exporting those for which they have a
comparative advantage, and importing those for which
they have a comparative disadvantage, the countries
end up being better off.

4
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In a liberal form of economic organization, the role of
government is primarily to set an institutional framework that
facilitates rather than obstructs freedom of choice. In developing
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his thesis on the wealth of nations, Adam Smith integrates these
twin themes of government and economy as follows:

Fa

In the midst of all the exactions of government ... capital
has been silently accumulated by the private frugality
and good conduct of individuals, by their universal,
continual, and uninterrupted effort to better their own
condition. It is this effort, protected by law and allowed
by liberty to exert itself in the manner which is most
advantageous, which has maintained the progress of
England towards opulence and improvement in almost
all former times, and which, it is to be hoped, will do so
in all future times.

The significance of this quote more than two centuries after

its composition and its implications for the future direction of the

w

world economy in the current millennium will be elaborated upon
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later. Both Smith and Ricardo were firm believers in free trade
between nations, and Ricardo actively agitated against the Corn
Laws. These were tariffs that made imports more expensive. They
protected the aristocratic agrarian rich but were punitive towards
the urban poor during a period in time when Britain was at the
forefront of the industrial revolution driven by an emergent,
entrepreneurial ‘middle’ class. The Corn Laws, the last bastion of
British mercantilism, were repealed in 1846 and still provide the

5
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benchmark for the institutionalisation of international free trade
principles to the present day.
In line with the established economic thought of their times,
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and acknowledging that Smith and Ricardo were theorising ahead
of the rapid surge in industrialisation from the 1830s onwards, both
authors relied on three essential ‘factors of production’ to support
their principles: Land; Labour; Capital.

In 1933 the Swedish economist, Nobel laureate Bertil Ohlin,
published a dynamic theory of comparative advantage and

international trade based upon the work of his PhD mentor Eli Filip
Heckscher and his own doctoral research. Factor endowment

Fa

theory (commonly known as Heckscher-Ohlin theory) develops the
Ricardian comparative advantage concept by acknowledging that
countries are blessed with factors other than land, labour and

w

capital. In essence, he transformed them into factor categories. So,
for example, 'land' embraces location, topography, resources,
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climate and so on. Historically, ‘capital’ would reflect accumulated
resources collected by countries, most commonly expressed as
'treasure' and treated in theory as a static construct.
In the context of international trade, Ohlin referred instead to

dynamic capital movements. These are financial transactions made
by individuals, firms and government bodies to compare receipts
and payments arising from trade in goods and services, accounted

6
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for in macroeconomics as the ‘balance of payments’. Collinson et al.

(2020) provide a concise definition of factor endowment theory:
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The [theory] holds that countries will produce and export
products that use large amounts of production factors
that they have in abundance, and they will import
products requiring large amounts of production factors
that they lack.

These international trade theories carry the same limitations
of all abstract models that seek to simplify and explain complex

real-world phenomena. The heavy weighting placed on labour and
labour productivity is a common weakness of all three.

Consider Malaysia, for example, which has a comparative

Fa

advantage in rubber and peanut oil as a function of its location and
rainforests (land), and it is indeed one of the world's biggest
exporters of these commodities. But it also uses its exotic location

w

of beautiful coastlines and abundant coral reefs to 'export' tourism.
Alongside trading rubber and peanuts with other nations, tourism
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revenues enable the country to accumulate foreign currency
reserves to buy things it doesn’t have, e.g. advanced technologies.
In this vein, Taiwan’s 1960s/1970s/1980s 'export-or-die'

initiative had the same motivation of building foreign currency
reserves as that of Japan in the post-war 1940s. In essence, it was
rapidly building an industrialised independent nation-state, and it
was hugely successful in achieving this. The principal difference
between the two nations is that Japan had sued for peace while
7
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Taiwan was still at 'war' or is, even now, treated as such by China
(Economist, 2017, October 7th).
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The epigraph to this Introduction is the rationale
provided by the publishers of The Economist when
the magazine was launched in September 1843; it
has been reprinted in the weekly contents pages in
every issue since. It conveniently describes the
philosophy of this book, and I unashamedly borrow it. The first
edition of The Economist was published three years before the
repeal of the Corn Laws Act in Great Britain. This single event is
undoubtedly the primary milestone in the history of the
international free trade movement because, for the first time, it
addressed reality, not philosophy — actions, not words.

Fa

The Competitive Advantage of Nations: A Theory of Everything?

Contemporary thinking on national competitiveness puts
excessive emphasis on factor costs (primarily labour value and

w

productivity, along with ill-defined land ‘rents’), economies of scale,
economies of scope and the impact of fluctuating interest and
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exchange rates on a raft of decision-making scenarios. At the level
of government, anti-competitive efforts have been made by
countries to manage and manipulate exchange rates (described by
many commentators as 'currency wars'), relax or tighten anti-trust

regulations and shelter national companies through protectionism
and subsidy. At the company level, perceived gaps in international
competitiveness have been 'filled' by emphasising cooperation
through joint ventures and strategic alliances or cross-border
mergers & acquisitions.
8
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In a critique of the explanatory power of factor conditions
(land, labour, capital etc.) which underpin most theories of
international trade, and addressing these ‘competitive avoidance’
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tendencies of countries (and companies), Harvard economics
professor Michael Porter (1990a) argued that a narrow focus on

production factors is fundamentally flawed, noting that they do not
address the real-world country challenges of seeking out, securing
and, if necessary, rejuvenating a nation's true comparative
advantage:

Fa

Pursuing them, with all their short term appeal, will
virtually guarantee that the United States - or any other
advanced nation - never achieves real and substantial
competitive advantage.

He claims that a range of "market distortions" such as those

mentioned above support wide inter-nation cost/price differentials

w

on similar goods (e.g. automobiles and telecommunications
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services) and create overall supply-side inefficiencies. He argued for
a new paradigm of competitiveness, one which emanates from an
analysis of internationally successful industries in a research process
without regard for conventional wisdom. His was a normative
approach to observing what works and why and subsequently
understanding how such rigorous academic research could be
applied.

Porter embarked on a four-year study and examined ten
major trading nations in-depth: Denmark, Germany, Italy, Japan,
9
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Singapore, South Korea, Sweden, Switzerland, United Kingdom,
United States. The research focused on documenting the process of
gaining and sustaining national competitive advantage in relatively
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sophisticated industries and market segments.
The nations selected for investigation provided a broad

cross-sectional profile. Alongside the major industrial countries
listed above, Porter chose other nations to vary widely in size,

government policy toward industry, social philosophy, geography,
and region. When Porter’s research was undertaken (the late

1980s), the robust rise of China throughout the early 1990s and
beyond was understandably overlooked, even though
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undercurrents of what was to come were festering below the

otherwise relatively stable geopolitical circumstances at the time

(see Chapter Five).

w

The scope and ambition of Porter's research are arguably its
greatest strengths. Many studies focus on a single nation or provide
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comparative analyses of just two or three countries, often
benchmarking Japan or Germany as a reference for other national
economies. Although such quantitative studies are helpful, they are
limited in breadth and are often qualitatively misleading. For
example, bilateral comparisons of the UK or USA with Japan will
frequently point to Japanese cooperative research projects as a key
explanation of that country’s international trade success.

10
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But calls for imitation are flawed, according to Porter.
Nations have unique contexts and inherent asset clusters. Countries
such as Germany and Switzerland, for example, sustain competitive
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advantages in many industries without cooperative projects, but
they continue to excel by other intrinsic strengths. Moreover, when
a third or fourth nation is brought into the sample for comparison
or control purposes, the results tend to lack consistency and
attempts to generalise across countries begin to erode.
Determinants of national competitive advantage.

A fundamental question addressed by Porter's research was

Fa

why a particular nation had historically achieved international

success in a specific industry, e.g. Germany in cars, Italy in fashion,
Switzerland in pharmaceuticals. In seeking a comprehensive

w

explanation, he proposed a "diamond system" of four attributes
that shape the national context in helping to promote or impede
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the creation of a nation’s competitive advantage. An adapted model
of his framework is presented in the ‘Determinants of International
Competitive Advantage’ illustration below.
The diagramme’s simple presentation disguises the complex

interactions between governments, industries and companies in the
conduct of international trade. The double-headed arrows which
link the four dimensions in the illustration demonstrate two
fundamental factors which combine international business theories

11
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with international business practice in the Porter diamond
framework:
1. Each element of the diamond impacts the others, i.e. they
constitute a nexus of inter-dependence.

Fa
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2. The four elements of the diamond must be in alignment, as I
will explain in the following narrative.
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w

Determinants of
International Competitive Advantage.
Adapted from Porter, M. E. (1990a).
The Competitive Advantage of Nations.

In this schema, the effect of one determinant is contingent

on the state of the others. So, favourable demand conditions (e.g.
well-informed and discerning consumers) will not lead to

competitive advantages unless the intensity of industry rivalry is
sufficient to trigger a corporate response to them.
The complex interplay of the complete system provides a

unique context for international competitive advantage and is
12
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extremely difficult for other nations to copy. Once in place, the
system tends to be self-reinforcing over lengthy timeframes.
However, while a country’s reliance on one or two
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determinants may be sufficient for success in a natural resourcedependent industry with low technology levels (e.g. coal, cobalt,

lithium), it is unlikely to be a sustainable national advantage in the
absence of a well-balanced, multiple-element, diamond nexus.

The diamond system is influenced by two additional factors:
chance and government. Chance events create discontinuities (see

below) that can significantly and radically change industry structure.
Examples include wars, technological breakthroughs and changes in

Fa

political regimes. Governments can create and foster

competitiveness or impede the development of an appropriate

dynamic within the diamond. Overt interference, protectionism,

w

shelter strategies, slack anti-trust regimes (which protect
monopolies) and the “narcotic” of government subsidies will hinder
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a nation's industries from developing natural and sustainable
international competitive advantages.
Conversely, careful stimulus through the four attributes of

the diamond can inject dynamism and innovation within the
system. For example, investments in training and education
fundamentally and lastingly affect factor conditions, although the
positive results may only be visible in the medium or long term.
Taiwan provides a good example. While it was busy building the
13
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manufacturing base underpinning its export drive in the 1960s and
1970s, it simultaneously financed many citizens to study abroad. In
the mid-1980s, a quarter of PhD students studying electronic
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engineering in the US were from Taiwan. On their return, these
‘returnees’ helped transform the country from a basic

manufacturing assembly ‘clone economy’ to a high-tech, R&Ddriven powerhouse.

Decades later, Taiwanese companies dominate multiple
global technology industries. Foxconn is well known as the

manufacturing force underpinning Apple’s extraordinary success
from the noughties onwards. Less well-known is Taiwan

Fa

Semiconductor Manufacturing Co. (TSMC), the world's largest

contract manufacturer of semiconductor chips (integrated circuits,
or ‘chips’) that power smartphones, laptops, cars, watches,

w

refrigerators and more, including the much-lauded ‘internet of
things’. Its better-known customers include AMD, Apple, Intel,
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Nvidia, Qualcomm and, indirectly, multiple global industrial sectors,
including automotive, defence and aerospace.
Returning to Porter’s framework, the role of government

and the nature and intensity of the impact of their interventions
provide a powerful context for the effective operation of the
diamond system. The significance of government interventions
should not be underestimated. As Porter observes:

14
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Policies implemented without consideration of the entire
system of determinants are as likely to undermine
national advantage as enhance it.
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The complete system.
As mentioned, both chance and government influence each

of the four attributes of Porter’s diamond system. The critical point
is that chance events are fruitless without existing national

advantages elsewhere in the diamond to respond rapidly to the
discontinuities they create.

Government has a significant role in stimulating this national
advantage by influencing each of the four attributes, for example,

Fa

factor conditions (policies towards education, capital markets,

regions etc.) and demand conditions (local product standards or

regulations, anti-trust etc.).

w

To reiterate, governments are an authentic influencer of the

national diamond, either as a stimulator or a destroyer. However,
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as Porter consistently emphasises, the effect of government policy
should only be partial and is highly unlikely to be the sole source of
a nation's competitive advantage.
The role of government as a facilitator with a relatively light

‘touch’ of interference was also a basic tenet of Adam Smith’s
‘Wealth of Nations’ treatise discussed earlier. In the realm of
politics and with a characteristically pithy comment, Ronald Reagan
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described the following statement as the most dangerous string of
words in the English language:
I’m from the government, and I’m here to help.
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w
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The role and size (aka involvement) of government in
the management of a country’s economy is divided
into two broad ‘schools of thought’ in
macroeconomic theory: Keynesian (demandfocused, ‘big government’) and monetarist (supplyside focused, ‘small government’). Keynesian policies were 'in
vogue' from the Great Depression to the mid-1970s. Since then, the
primary macroeconomic policy philosophy globally has been supplyside economics (‘pure’ monetarism never really worked),
popularised in theory by Nobel laureate economist Milton Friedman
and implemented in practice by, in the first instance, Ronald Reagan
(Reaganomics) and his ‘special relationship’ friend Margaret
Thatcher (Thatcherism). Remarkably, these three monetarist ‘stars’
aligned at the time of Friedman’s 1980 polemic, Free to Choose: A
Personal Statement, co-authored with his wife, Ruth. On the role of
government and economic management, Friedman is
unambiguous: “If you put the federal government in charge of the
Sahara Desert, in five years there'd be a shortage of sand”. In our
decade, monetarism (in its broadest sense) constantly features,
particularly with reference to finance, banking, and the IMF's role in
globalization dynamics (summarised in the Epilogue).
Reverting to Porter’s thesis, any system is only as good as the

sum of its constituent parts, which is true of the diamond system he
introduced. Each contributing attribute must feed off and stimulate
the others in a self-reinforcing manner. Moreover, advantages are
not static to any individual characteristic since they can move
around the diamond as business environments change. The
16
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challenge is to keep the system ‘positive’ since a slip into a negative
spiral will also be self-reinforcing and difficult to stem.
Understanding this context is essential for business leaders and
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nation-state political leaders to comprehend. And to act upon.
To summarise, Porter offered a mammoth 855-page tome as
a new paradigm to explain world trade, investment and innovation.
Two key themes emerge, each of which has enormous significance
in today’s competitive international business climate:
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1. There appears to be a convergence of economic systems
around the classical microeconomic models first proposed
by Adam Smith and David Ricardo, particularly regarding the
structure of markets and the Darwinian impact of
competitive forces.
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w

2. The importance of sophisticated consumers as a vital force
in the economic process is emerging as a profound driver of
international competitiveness and company strategy. As
Kenichi Ohmae observed in his influential book The
Borderless World (1990): “the pressure for globalization is
driven not so much by diversification or competition as by
the needs and preferences of customers”.
From an international business perspective, we can leverage

our knowledge of these trade theories to explain why a country
would have a propensity to import certain types of product (and not
others) with reference to the following five criteria:
1. Country wealth.
2. Foreign currency resources, i.e. an ability to pay.
3. The capability for indigenous production.
17
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4. A desire for indigenous production.
5. Types of imports (technologies) demanded.
The first three are direct or indirect functions of country
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wealth (land/labour/capital/etc.). The fourth describes a multiplefactor political motivation. For example, indigenous production
could: (i) reflect a policy of import substitution; (ii) provide the

ability to earn rather than spend foreign currency resources; (iii)
provide local employment; (iv) remove reliance on exporting
commodities by moving down the value chain; (v) help the

transition of one factor into another, e.g. Saudi Arabia’s 2030 vision
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for a post-oil economy via investment in massive infrastructure
projects such as airports and tourist attractions.

The fifth criterion is a function of what products/services are
needed now but cannot currently be produced domestically

w

because of a technology gap, regardless of country wealth. In this
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case, the country is likely to be seeking inward technology transfer,
an ultra-sensitive issue in international trade negotiations,
especially during the Cold War. America, for example, restricted
exports of such staple products as PC clones to Russia during the
1980s.

The 'national security' exemption clause in WTO
rules caused huge controversy during the Trump
presidency: the US utilised it to propose heavy tariffs
on steel and aluminium imports from its NATO allies,
including Canada, its friend and neighbour
(Economist, 2018, March 10th).
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In the passages which follow, I continue the discussion of
international trade. However, the emphasis will shift from why
countries should engage in international trade towards a rationale
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for why companies should consider conducting enterprise beyond
their national boundaries. In parallel, I also explore the complexities
they are likely to encounter in assessing the attractiveness of
country markets for such international business adventures.

The Globalization Phenomenon and the International Business
Strategy Response.

The illustration below shows the three broad dimensions of
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w
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international business strategy.

The Globalization-Strategy-Organization Nexus.

As with the Porter diamond framework, the double-headed

arrows in the illustration indicate a nexus (inter-relatedness)
between the three dimensions of international business strategy for
19
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companies trading in global markets. The same nexus relationship
applies to firms that exclusively supply products to their domestic
markets but face competition from foreign suppliers for their home
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customer base.
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The decade I examine in this book focuses on the
Globalization Processes, Events and Dynamics ‘oval’
depicted in the illustration above. As noted in the
Preface, Ten Years emerged from a broader research
project exploring global business strategies in the context of
globalization forces. The resulting publication was ‘Outside Fortress
Europe: Strategies for the Global Market’, now in its second edition.
The focus of that book rests in the Business Strategy and the
Business Organization ovals.
The opportunities for companies to design and implement

successful international business strategies by adopting a structured

w

and systematic approach to strategic management, marketing,
innovation and branding, backed up by efficient operations and
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supply chain management, are potentially huge (Egan, 2021).
Despite this, traditional organizational structures such as

multinational corporations (MNCs), designed for a different
competitive era, have struggled to come to terms with the
globalization phenomenon. This challenge has been made
significantly more difficult by dramatic changes in the global
communications infrastructure over the last two decades (see
Chapter Ten, Windows ’95 and the ‘Invention’ of the Internet).

20
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Other companies have grasped the opportunities that
globalization presents with open arms. Chinese contract
manufacturer Lenovo, for example, became a global brand
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‘overnight’ via its early alliance relationship with IBM in China,
followed by its subsequent acquisition of the American giant’s PC
and small server divisions and, crucially, a license to use IBM’s
established global brand identities such as 'ThinkPad'.

Taiwanese company Foxconn, a contract manufacturer of

global products such as those marketed by Apple and Samsung,
now has its own aspirations to build a global branded goods

presence. Meanwhile, new(ish) companies such as Airbnb, Alibaba,
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Amazon, Baidu, Booking.com, eBay, Etsy, Facebook (Meta), Google
(Alphabet), Just Eat, LinkedIn, Lyft, Netflix, Snapchat, Tencent,
Twitter, TikTok, Uber, WhatsApp and Zoom have taken the

w

opportunity to establish international business structures and
processes from scratch, becoming genuinely global in an
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extraordinarily brief period. These firms should be examined from a
perspective commonly described as born global brands, and,
unsurprisingly, many have been acquired with this in mind (e.g.
Microsoft/LinkedIn, Meta/WhatsApp).
Furthermore, the global internet infrastructure has opened

tremendous opportunities for smaller companies (SMEs) to access
international markets from which they were excluded in the past,
facilitated by ‘new economy’ companies creating their own global,
21
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virtual marketplaces, including Alibaba, Amazon, eBay, Etsy,
Facebook and The Hut Group. Consider the following observation
from Jack Ma, the co-founder and former executive chairman of
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Chinese company Alibaba:
e-commerce is not for big companies or developed
countries. It’s for developing countries, young people
and small businesses. We should not let world global
trade be controlled by 60,000 big companies. We should
make technologies and policies to encourage six million,
16 million or 60 million businesses. Alibaba will make it
happen.

In the next section of this chapter, I briefly introduce the

Fa

research of Professor Pankaj Ghemawat of Stern School of Business,
New York. He has taken a contrarian view on globalization by
focusing on the practical challenges of conducting business strategy
in the context of the new world order of international free trade

w

described thus far.
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Specifically, he questions the ‘fashionable’ lexicon of words
and phrases such as ‘glocalisation’, ‘shrinking world’, ‘think global,
act local’ etc., which, he claims, excessively trivialise complex
phenomena.

Ghemawat's Cultural, Administrative, Geographic Economic (CAGE)
Market Location Framework.
Ghemawat argues from a business strategy perspective that
his 'laws' of 'semiglobalization' and 'distance' more closely reflect
22
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the real world of international business and strategy than is
generally acknowledged in the mainstream debate (Ghemawat,
2018a):
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semiglobalization opens up far more interesting
strategic opportunities for firms than would be available
in a world where globalization is either negligible or
complete.

His research amongst executives revealed that multinational
companies typically overestimate the extent of globalization and

therefore exaggerate the attractiveness of foreign markets. They
also underestimate the challenges and costs involved in foreign

Fa

ventures, mainly because of a failure to understand 'distance

factors’, some of which are obvious (e.g. language), others less so
(e.g. 'soft' governmental influences).

Ghemawat presents statistical data which suggests that

w

factors such as a country's market size or income levels have
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considerably fewer positive effects on trade flows between
countries than factors such as common languages or participation in
regional trading blocs.
The CAGE framework was his most significant contribution

from an ‘international business in practice’ perspective. This was
devised to facilitate the understanding of country differences and
commonalities relevant to MNCs in their selection of foreign
markets, especially bilateral differences between the home country
(HQ location) and the investment-recipient country (host nation).
23
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Ghemawat's output is unusual in the mainstream literature
because it relies heavily on a statistical analysis of historical data
that most managers wouldn't understand (or care about) and
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makes extensive use of acronyms and simplified linguistics that
managers like but which many academics treat as trivial.

The CAGE framework considers four dimensions that can

explain differences ('distance') between two countries: Cultural;
Administrative; Geographic, Economic.
Cultural Differences:
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•

Fa

•
•
•
•

Different languages.
Different ethnicities/lack of connective ethnic or social
networks.
Different religions.
Differences in national work systems.
Different values, norms and dispositions.
Products that have a high linguistic content, for example, TV,
radio, newspapers.
Products that are important for cultural identity, for
example, food and drink.
Products that vary in terms of physical size preferences, for
example, automobiles, furniture, consumer electronics.
Products that vary in terms of design preferences, for
example, domestic appliances, household aesthetics.

w

•
•

•
•

Administrative Differences:
•

24

Administrative distance is particularly relevant for MNCs in
sectors where the government intervenes to protect local
industries from outside competition and erects entry
barriers to foreign investors, especially FDI or ‘portfolio’
(equity) ownership.
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•
•
•
•
•

The government is more likely to intervene and erect
barriers in the following sectors:
• Sectors which produce goods that are essential for
everyday life, for example, food and electricity
generation.
• Sectors with sizeable local employment that constitute
important political constituencies, for example, farming
and textile industries.
• Sectors that are large suppliers to the government, for
example, defence and mass transportation equipment.
• Sectors that are considered essential for national
security and resource nationalism, for example, seaports
and petroleum.
Lack of colonial ties.
Lack of shared regional trading bloc.
Lack of common currency.
Different legal system.
Political hostility.

Fa

•

Geographic Differences:

w

These are particularly relevant in sectors where:
• Products have a low value-to-weight or low value-to-bulk
ratio and are therefore sensitive to high transportation
costs, for example, aggregates and other building
materials.
• Products are fragile or easily perishable, and may not
travel well over long distances, for example, glass,
seafood, fruit, vegetables, flowers (although new
technologies, e.g. irradiation, are changing this).
• The need for local supervision and operational control is
high, typical in many service sectors.
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•

•
•
•

Physical distance.
Lack of land border.
Differences in climates, disease environments, topography,
proneness to earthquakes, hurricanes, flooding etc.
25
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Economic Differences:

•

•

Differences in distribution or business systems, for example,
insurance and legal services, marketing institutions, media
availability.
Global economies of scale and scope are highly limited, for
example, aggregates and other building materials.

Fa

•

Differences in consumer incomes significantly influence
'effective demand', i.e. the ability to pay along with the
desire for owning or hiring the product/service.
Differences in the availability of:
• Natural resources.
• Financial resources.
• Human resources.
• Intermediate inputs.
• Infrastructure.
• Information or knowledge.
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•

Despite the earlier critique of Ghemawat’s ‘analysis/paralysis’
approach, his presentation is honest regarding the realities of the

w

economics of globalization alongside providing actionable insights
for management decisions relating to international business
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strategy. He has a much stronger emphasis on the latter in his most
recent book, The New Global Road Map: Enduring Strategies for
Turbulent Times (Ghemawat, 2018b).
Reflecting on the decade of turbulence since he published the

research outputs I have discussed above, and considering the
specific impact of the 2007/08 global financial markets meltdown,
Ghemawat makes the following observation:
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national borders still present formidable barriers to
international interactions, but the flows that do get
across them are too significant to allow firms to focus
exclusively on domestic opportunities and threats. I call
this the law of semiglobalization because it highlights
how the depth of globalization is significantly above zero
but still far smaller than it would be in a perfectly
integrated world.

He argues that his second law of globalization, the 'law of

distance', remains relevant in the post-financial-crisis era and likens
it to Newtonian physics:
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International interactions are dampened by distance
along cultural, administrative, and geographic
dimensions and are often affected by economic distance
as well. In other words, distance isn't dead—or dying.
My second law of globalization deliberately echoes
Newton's universal law of gravitation in physics. The
idea behind gravity models in both physics and business
is similar. The interactions between two bodies or places
are proportional to their sizes and inversely proportional
to the distances between them. But in business,
distances can mean geographic distance as well as
cultural, administrative, and economic distance
generated by similarities and differences across
countries.

This claim is quite a conceptual stretch and would have

more impact and influence if presented as a metaphor rather than a
statistical ‘universal law’ based upon disparate data sets and
anecdotal case scenarios. But the CAGE framework works well as
one of several processes in determining foreign market
27
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attractiveness and opportunity potential, a key element of risk
assessment in international business strategy development
(discussed further in the next section).
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To summarise, business strategy is not conducted in a
vacuum, hence the importance of understanding its context with

reference to political economy and the principles of international
free trade I have discussed in this Introduction to Ten Years.
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For readers interested in a more detailed exploration
of the subject of international business, my
recommended textbook is Collinson et al. (2020),
International Business.

Exploring Uncertainty, Risk and Knowledge.

Uncertainty and risk permeate all aspects of politics,

w

economics, and society. They relate directly to the dynamic nature
of the globalization forces and interruptions that I explore in this
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book. The developing pace of global business environment change
and the increasing complexity of this for political and business
strategy decision-making have given a high profile to the
importance of accounting for risk amongst policymakers and
company executives.

Probabilities, possibilities and uncertainties.
As the causes and effects of risk and uncertainty have become
more significant to decision-making, more complex models have
28
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been advanced for their analysis. Many such models have proved
hopelessly inadequate, mainly because their sophisticated
mathematics is complicated to understand or apply. Despite this,
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the challenge of knowledge acquisition remains one of fundamental
importance if sensible political and business policies/strategies are
to be created and implemented.

The applied mathematician Igor Ansoff, widely regarded as a
pioneer in modelling environmental turbulence, describes risk

conditions as the situation where alternatives are known and so are
their probabilities, allowing contingent decision-making to be
undertaken.
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In contrast, conditions of uncertainty are those situations

where alternatives are known but not their precise probabilities.
Under conditions of risk and uncertainty (Ansoff, 1979), “the

w

consequences of different alternatives can be analysed in advance
and decisions made contingent on their occurrence”. In analysing
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the impact of risk and uncertainty, decision-makers should consider
a variety of possible outcomes and subsequently take a view as to
the relative likelihood of their occurrence and whether they would
be favourable (opportunity) or detrimental (threat).
Contingency plans for alternative outcome scenarios can then

be crafted, e.g. Plan A, Plan B, Plan C etc. In Chapter Five, I present a
detailed real-world example of scenario analysis and contingency
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planning which used the ‘Delphi method’ to predict the direction of
Chinese economic development in the early 1990s.
The full complexities underpinning the principles of risk
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analysis are beyond the scope of this book. Still, it is worth
mentioning the unique challenges of two critical problems
encountered in the practice of risk assessment:

1. At the outset, there is a need to recognise that the ability to
see the future in any detail is limited to only certain
foreseeable events.

Fa

2. There is every reason to expect that other events,
unforeseeable at present, have a high likelihood of occurring
in an unknowable future.
These factors will affect the cognitive expectations and
outcome perceptions of decision-makers, and these, in turn, will be
dependent upon three sources of uncertainty:

w

1. Uncertainties in the estimation of results.
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2. Uncertainties in projecting the dynamics of the current
international business environment into the future.
3. Uncertainties in anticipating competitive reactions
(countries in geopolitics, companies in business strategy),
particularly in turbulent times.
Similarly, Nassim Nicolas Taleb, who introduced us to the idea

of black swans in his 2007 global bestseller The Black Swan: The
Impact of the Highly Improbable, challenges the overblown
symmetry of cognitive behaviours and criticises an excessive
reliance on naïve empiricism:
30
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I am saying that a series of corroborative facts is not
necessarily evidence. Seeing white swans does not
confirm the nonexistence of black swans.

An uncertain path leads to unknowable outcomes.

Political policymakers and business executives tend to seek
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solace in hard data and measurable probabilities. But for

intelligence creation and successful decision-making, we should also
acknowledge the need to ‘expect the unexpected’ or, as Taleb

w

advises us in the subtitle of his book, to prepare for the impact of
the highly improbable. (In his 2018 book, Skin in the Game: Hidden
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Asymmetries in Daily Life, Taleb explores randomness, a greater
terror).

In this context, it is difficult to resist citing former US Defence

Secretary Donald Rumsfeld’s cerebral observations on the nature of
uncertainty:

There are known knowns; there are things we know we
know. We also know there are known unknowns; that is
to say we know there are some things we do not know.
But there are also 'known unknowns' - the ones we don't
know we don't know. And if one looks throughout the
31
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history of our country and other free countries, it is the
latter category that tend to be the difficult ones.
Restoring some sense of normality, it can be acknowledged
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that Ansoff has usefully drawn together the implications of risk and
uncertainty for decision-making at the political policy and business

strategy level, indicating the importance of forecasting the variables
that affect the global business environment (risk assessment) and
taking appropriate actions to address them (risk mitigation) while

highlighting the inherent difficulties of such predictive techniques.

It is essential to understand what he describes as the “degree
of changeability” in the environment, which, he argues, can be
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understood as levels of environmental turbulence.

Risk assessment and mitigation aid
decision-making in turbulent environments.

In attempting to quantify this, the applied mathematician in

Ansoff has identified the following critical measurable factors which
determine its force and impact:
1. The changeability of the business environment.
2. The speed of such change.
3. The intensity of competition.
32
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4. The fertility of technology.
5. The level of discrimination by customers.
6. Pressures from governments and influence groups.
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In his ground-breaking work on strategic management, Ansoff
charted the history of environmental turbulence throughout the

twentieth century and located its progressive growth amongst four
key trends:

1. Growth in the novelty of change, whereby past experience
becomes less valuable to solving present problems.

Fa

2. Growth in the intensity of international business
environment dynamics means responsiveness to them
absorbs a growing proportion of decision-making resources.
3. An increase in the speed of environmental change, a major
driving force being technological innovation.

w

4. The growing complexity of the business environment more
generally.
These fundamental dynamics collectively led to a model of the
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business environment characterised more by discontinuous change
than the static and evolutionary nature of most environmental
models in the available literature of the time. The recognition of
revolutionary rather than evolutionary change is not a new
phenomenon. In the broader context of the emerging postindustrial period, Professor Peter Drucker (1992) had characterised
the modern era as the 'Age of Discontinuity' and set in motion a
theme that continued throughout the 1990s to the present day of
disruptive technologies and business processes.
33
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The importance of such environmental change and turbulence
is not its existence per se; instead, it is the ability of decisionmakers to make appropriate responses. As Professor Charles Handy
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(2002) noted in an update to his classic study of an uncertain world:
discontinuous change requires discontinuous upsidedown thinking to deal with it, even if both thinkers and
thought appear absurd at first sight.

From a business strategy perspective, Oxford University

Associate Fellow Richard Tanner Pascale (1990) has convincingly
argued that multiple tensions and conflicts must be attacked
simultaneously as an organization ‘transforms’ itself through
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paradigm change in complex environments. His emphasis is on
organization, and the implications for leadership and policy

decision-making apply equally to political institutions and business
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entities:
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With discontinuous change, leadership leaps into the
unknown ... the choices are abstract; their results cannot
be predicted ... Transformation is the managerial
equivalent of Rubric’s cube. If you go left first and right
second, you come out in a different place than if you had
moved right first and left second.
Maybe Donald Rumsfeld had a valid point regarding

unknowable knowables: see his excellent memoir, Known and
Unknown, for further insights and fun (Rumsfeld, 2013).
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Trends, Discontinuities, Chaos and Complexity.
Decision-makers love trends. Trends are typically slow and
predictable, and established data sets can readily be extrapolated
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to some point in the future. A classic example is demographics:
countries like Japan, Germany and Italy have an ageing population,
whereas many African and Indian subcontinent countries have a
young and burgeoning populace. These country-cases are quite
different in social/cultural complexion, but their demographic

trends are very similar, can be readily measured, and forecasts are
likely to be accurate.

In contrast, discontinuities represent a clear break from the

Fa

past. A discontinuity in one business environment factor can often
create discontinuities in others; for example, market liberalisation
in a country can rapidly change the nature and intensity of the

w

competition facing domestic suppliers. Technological discontinuities
can spawn new industries, especially when disparate technologies
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converge, for example, 4/5G telecommunications, smartphones and
social media platforms.
Discontinuity is similar in its meaning to M. Mitchell Waldrop's

complexity construct, a concept developed from the then-nascent
discipline of chaos theory. Providing a ‘pure science’ perspective on
social science phenomena, Mitchell Waldrop, a physicist, took as
the driving force behind his thinking the trend in scientific
investigation towards holistic views. It was a challenge to the
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prevailing orthodoxy of deconstructing science into smaller and
smaller parts of the larger whole. His notion of complexity is
founded upon the following questions (Mitchell Waldrop, 1992):
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Why is it that simple particles obeying simple rules will
sometimes engage in the most astonishing,
unpredictable behaviour? And why is it that simple
particles will spontaneously organize themselves like
stars, galaxies, snowflakes, and hurricanes - almost as if
they were obeying a hidden yearning for organization
and order?
Mitchell Waldrop went on to apply this complexity

conundrum to economics. Crystallising his ideas within the

Fa

economics concept of ‘increasing returns’, he claimed that the

complexity construct could help “understand the messiness, the
upheaval, and the spontaneous self-organization of the world.” In a
challenge to the equilibrium concepts of theoretical economists, he

w

argued that such theories had shunned the reality of instability and
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change in the modern economy.
Does God Play Dice?

In this section, I will drop a couple of names of very famous

‘pure’ scientists before, in the chapters which follow, reverting to
the ‘dismal science’ of economics and its companions from the
‘social’ sciences, including history, sociology, psychology and
political economy. These latter disciplines provide the substance of
Ten Years. The pure and the social sciences share a joint endeavour
36
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and a common query: to what extent is it possible to predict the
future, and how do current and past events determine such
forecasted outcomes? In a famous 1999 lecture on determinism
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(from which this section borrows its title), ‘Does God Play Dice?’,
Professor Stephen Hawking effectively explains pure science with
reference to popular culture and is worth quoting here at length
(retrieved from www.hawking.org.uk):
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This lecture is about whether we can predict the future,
or whether it is arbitrary and random … The idea that
the state of the universe at one time determines the
state at all other times [is] a central tenet of science… It
implies that we can predict the future, in principle at
least. In practice, however, our ability to predict the
future is severely limited by the complexity of the
equations, and the fact that they often have a property
called chaos. As those who have seen Jurassic Park will
know, this means a tiny disturbance in one place, can
cause a major change in another. A butterfly flapping its
wings can cause rain in Central Park, New York. The
trouble is, it is not repeatable. The next time the
butterfly flaps its wings, a host of other things will be
different, which will also influence the weather. That is
why weather forecasts are so unreliable.

Prof. Hawking’s lecture addressed the concerns held by Albert

Einstein relating to quantum mechanics, who famously observed
that “God does not play dice”, a defence of ‘determinism’, a view
that all events are determined entirely by previously existing causes
rather than apparently random chance occurrences.
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For readers interested in the pure maths of chaos
theory and its multiple applications, the must-read
book is the seminal 1997 text by Ian Stewart,
Emeritus Professor of Mathematics at the University
of Warwick, Does God Play Dice?: The New
Mathematics of Chaos (2ed.). In this book, Prof. Stewart makes a
strong case for the alignment of chaos and complexity ‘theories’:
“Chaos theory tells us that simple systems can exhibit complex
behaviour; complexity theory tells us that complex systems can
exhibit simple ‘emergent’ behaviour. No discussion of chaos
nowadays would be complete without some mention of complexity
theory”.
Radical Uncertainty, Tumbling Dice and Decision-making.

In 2021 Sir John Kay, an economist and business strategy

Fa

professor, and Lord Mervyn King, a former Governor of the Bank of
England, published Radical Uncertainty: Decision-making for an

unknowable future. In the context of the discussion presented thus

w

far, the authors’ short description of the wide-ranging scenarios
that define the scope of their book is helpful:
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We are emphasising the vast range of possibilities that
lie in between the world of unlikely events which can
nevertheless be described with the aid of probability
distributions, and the world of the unimaginable.
Considering this range as a spectrum, their notion of ‘radical

uncertainty’ deals with the realm of the unimaginable, and the
diversity of situations they assess is broad.
Crucially, they link these scenarios to what they describe as
‘adaptation’ and ‘embracing’ strategies, i.e. coping behaviours that
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lead to better decision-making whether in politics, business or
amongst individuals. The authors are not remotely suggesting that
the absence of information or knowledge should foster defeatism
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or a ‘do nothing’ attitude, nor should it justify procrastination:
Acknowledging radical uncertainty does not mean that
anything goes.

This brief statement aligns perfectly with the purpose of the
twelve chapters that describe and explain events and historical

processes in globalization dynamics during the decade we examine
in Ten Years. It also implicitly suggests that analysing decision-

making and events lies on a spectrum of explanation (hindsight) and

Fa

prediction (foresight), a subject we briefly address in the Epilogue.
In studying many decisions that have been taken in politics,
economics, finance and business, one is frequently incredulous at

w

how crass they seemed to be given the knowledge base that does
exist and is universally accepted. For example, a standard definition
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of a high-quality textbook is ‘a critical evaluation of the extant
literature’. The extant (all existing) literature is primarily found in
leading academic journals with a rigorous and robust review
process, overseen by an editorial advisory board and involving
‘blind refereeing’ of submitted articles.
Despite the existence of this ‘knowledge base’, it often

appears that a decision has been made based on the outcome of a
spin of a roulette wheel or the roll of a dice, i.e. it has been taken in
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a game of chance without any recourse to scholarship. With the
benefit of hindsight and looking at it objectively, the decision taken
seems absurd. But the real point is that, given the existence of an
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accepted body of evidence-derived knowledge, why was a
particular decision taken without intelligent aforethought?

Chaos and complexity: rational choice or tumbling dice?

Fa

In 1971 a best-selling novel was published which created a

cult following worldwide that exists to the present day. The Dice
Man: This book will change your life, by Luke Rhinehart, features a

w

bored psychiatrist who one dull evening decides to add an element
of chance to his daily life choices:
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I became ablaze at the thought: I am right. I must
always obey the dice. Lead where they will, I must
follow. All power to the die! Excited and proud, I stood
for a moment on my own personal Rubicon. And then I
stepped across. I established in my mind at that moment
and for all time, the never-to-be-questioned principle
that what the die dictates, I will perform.
The protagonist in the novel, Luke himself, would write six

options on a piece of paper, ranging from the mundane (go to bed,
browse magazines at the news stand, read a particular book) to
40
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violent behaviours (rape the neighbour — Luke’s best friend’s wife).
Whatever the decision taken, the odds were stacked heavily against
it at the outset (1 in 6) and, “If I played with two dice, the subtleties
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in probability were much greater”. As the novel unfolds, chaos
abounds and multiplies as each dice-decision increasingly
randomises Luke’s life. And death.

In the following chapters, I explore the apparent randomness
of globalization dynamics and the uncertainties this creates. But I

contend that higher-quality decisions can be taken with reference

to established knowledge rather than a simple reliance upon rolling
dice in the manner of Luke Rhinehart.

Fa

I acknowledge that ‘pure’ science is not superior to the social
sciences, but it is different. So, for example, in the pure sciences, if
you break the rule, you change the rule, but to achieve acceptance

w

of this will require multiple replications under intense scrutiny.
In contrast, social sciences can accommodate exceptions to
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the rule and, crucially, can typically explain these with reference to
the same knowledge base that created it.
I use a simple graphic featuring tumbling dice on the front

cover of Ten Years and throughout its pages. The purpose is to
emphasise that even in conditions of radical uncertainty or extreme
randomness, our constant pursuit of knowledge, combined with
endeavour, perseverance and ingenuity, can lead us towards
intelligent interpretations of the globalization dynamics we explore
41
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in our chaotic and complex decade. As Prof. Ian Stewart (1997)
argues in Does God Play Dice: The New Mathematics of Chaos:
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the question is not so much whether God plays dice, but
how God plays dice.
And, in the book’s one sentence epilogue, Dicing with the
diety, he concludes:
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If God played dice … he’d win.
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Chapter One
A Rude Awakening for Globalization.
The only law of history is the law of unintended consequences.
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Professor Niall Ferguson, economic historian.
“Greed is good”. So said the fictional character Gordon Gekko
as the 1980s Wall Street stocks and bonds bonanza continued its
seemingly endless progression towards record highs. Then, on

October 19th 1987, global stock markets sank faster than they had
done just ahead of the Great Depression of the 1930s. However,
unlike the 1929 Wall Street Crash, which led to a prolonged and

Fa

deep global economic depression, the retreat to protectionist

international trade policies and, arguably, World War II, the 1987
‘Black Monday’ financial collapse was miraculously short-lived.

w

Lazarus-like, markets rose again with a roar of hubris captured
perfectly in Tom Wolfe’s fictional yarn, The Bonfire of the Vanities
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(Wolfe, 1988; and movie with the same title, 1990).
Meanwhile, in the real world of Wall St., Michael Milken and

his associates created ‘innovative’ mezzanine financial debt
instruments, technically known as ‘high-yield corporate bonds’ but
which, amongst those who saw through the ruse, quickly earned
the pejorative sobriquet ‘junk bonds’. Around this time, Michael
Lewis produced the first of his many contributions providing deep
insights into the bizarre world of ‘high finance’, Liar’s Poker, a mustread semi-autobiographical account profiling the madness of
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markets and those financiers who play the capitalist game (Lewis,
1990). It would have been funny were its implications not so
serious.
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By the end of the 1980s, debt worship was the new creed. The
seminal business book Barbarians at the Gate was soon to be

published, a reality-show dramatization of leverage and deceit

surrounding the infamous RJR Nabisco management vs Wall St.

buyout of the time (Burrough & Helyar, 1990; and movie with the
same title, 1993). Greed was back, with more to come.

The scene is now set for a discussion of an extraordinary

period in economic and political history (1988–1998) which had its

Fa

origins in 18th and 19th Century political economy with the

publication of Adam Smith’s seminal two-volume, five book treatise
on market economics and free trade, An Inquiry into the Nature and

w

Causes of the Wealth of Nations (Smith, 1776).
Smith’s concepts were subsequently developed with far
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greater explanatory power by David Ricardo (2018, classic reprint)
in his 1817 book, On the Principles of Political Economy: And
Taxation. Much modern economics uses vocabulary first introduced
by Ricardo. No explanation of international business principles is
complete without introducing the Ricardian law of Comparative
Advantage, which, as discussed in the Introduction, presents the
fundamental argument in favour of free trade between nations.
Ricardo was a fierce opponent of protectionism. The ‘talking points’
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of his day resonate loudly 200 years on, with President Trump’s
daily tweets using the same language on trade wars as those
leading up to the repeal of the British Corn Laws in 1846,
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particularly amongst those factions opposing or fearing its
progressive impact for the greater good of all.

When writing the first edition of this book - Autumn 2018 daily news bulletins were dominated by pitiful claims from

supposedly well-educated business leaders that there was way too
much ‘uncertainty’ in the current economic climate to allow
reasonable long-term strategic decision making (see the

Introduction). It seems that they clamoured for stability and surety,

Fa

a comforting status quo. (Note here Ronald Reagan’s famous aside,
“status quo is nothing more than Latin for the mess we’re in”).
These uncertainty mantras arose most vocally amongst

w

executives from the United Kingdom and its EU partners as Brexit
processes followed their long and winding road to who knew where
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(see Appendix One for details). Japanese, American, Chinese,
Taiwanese and South Korean companies, meanwhile, looked on
with what can only be envisaged as a sense of amusement and
happy detachment, in much the same way as they did in the run-up
to the European Single Market as it morphed into being on January
1st 1993 (discussed in Chapter Eight).
Uncertainty? Really? When I was co-writing Inside Fortress
Europe: Strategies for the Single Market with my colleague Peter
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McKiernan during 1992-93, multiple economic and geopolitical
forces in the world economy were in the process of unfolding,
unravelling, uncoupling and restructuring in an extraordinary period
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of unprecedentedly compressed and, in many cases, cataclysmic
dramas. As Lenin famously observed, “There are decades when

nothing happens; and there are weeks when decades happen”.
Ten Years explores a decade that embraces more than a

century of economic and geopolitical dramas, certainly in terms of
significant events and processes and especially with regard to a

confluence of apparently unrelated historical strands which define
the modern era.

Fa

These globalization dynamics provide the book’s focus and

are discussed in the chapters which follow. They are not presented
in precise chronological order, and I will deviate from our

w

designated decade on occasion. Regarding chronology, historians
are fond of reminding us that the juxtaposition of time and incident
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is rarely linear, nor can single events be isolated from other single
events and, collectively, from multi-faceted longitudinal processes.
As the historian Arthur Marwick explains in his classic study of
historiography, i.e. those key questions relating to what history is,
and why and how it is studied: it was ever thus (Marwick, 2001).
While the mayhem and market madness of late 1980s

Western financial markets described earlier continued to amuse,
there were stranger and more profound forces at play in East
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Germany, Hungry, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Bulgaria, Romania,
Yugoslavia, the USSR (as was) and, to a lesser extent, ‘nation states’
elsewhere in middle and eastern Europe.
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And, from the wretchedness of a failed communist-inspired
military engagement in Afghanistan, a man whom a smitten

Margaret Thatcher famously described as someone “she could do

business with”, quietly ascended to become the General Secretary
of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union: Mikhail Gorbachev

(see Taubman, 2017, for an excellent biography of the man, his life

and times). Gorbachev is most famously known for his twin policies
of glasnost (openness/political freedom) and perestroika
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later chapters.

Fa

(restructuring/economic reform), and I will discuss his legacy in
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Chapter Two
Ich bin ein Berliner!
We all breathe the same air, we all cherish our children’s future, and
we are all mortal.
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John Fitzgerald Kennedy (1917-1963).
35th President of the United States.

This simple German phrase (I am a Berliner), used twice in a

nine-minute ‘city hall’ oration in West Berlin on June 26th 1963, was

J.F. Kennedy’s most-watched/listened-to speech in ‘real-time’, of all
time. Its target audience was tens of millions of TV viewers in

America, hundreds of millions more worldwide, and over 150,000

Fa

people mustered in the square outside Rathaus Schöneberg where

it was given. Kennedy was also sending a clear message to the First
Secretary of the USSR, Nikita Khrushchev, the man who had blinked

w

first in the harrowing late-October days of the Cuban Missile Crisis
eight months previously. It was also Kennedy’s last deliverance on a
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global platform before his assassination only five months later.
This hugely intense geopolitical period between October 1962

(the Cuban Crisis) and November 22nd 1963 (Kennedy’s
assassination) marked the vertex of the Cold War, displayed the
strength and confidence of America and represented the pinnacle
of Soviet power. At his oratorical best, the Berlin Speech was JFK
offering a resounding message of support for West Germany
alongside a valorous tirade against communism: not from the
sanctuary of the White House Oval Office but on the doorstep of
48
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America’s arch-enemy. The speech echoed with twin themes of
freedom and peace, and Kennedy concluding (reproduced in
MacArthur, 2017):
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Freedom is indivisible and when one man is enslaved
who are free? When all are free, then we can look
forward to that day when this city will be joined as one
and this country and this great continent of Europe in a
peaceful and hopeful globe. When that day finally
comes, as it will, the people of West Berlin can take
sober satisfaction in the fact that they were in the front
lines for almost two decades. All free men, wherever
they may live, are citizens of Berlin. And therefore, as a
free man, I take pride in the words ‘Ich bin ein Berliner!’

Fa

To put this in perspective, here’s a hypothetical: in 1945, an

aspiring PhD student proposes to undertake a comparative analysis
of two economic systems - command versus free-market - involving
approximatively 600m (human) subjects split evenly between two

w

geographically proximate political systems - communism versus
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liberal democracy - in a European context raw with fresh wounds
gouged by eugenics and pogroms. Throw in a few hypotheses,
observe for 45 years and note what occurs.
It is an absurd proposition, but this is what happened

between 1945 and 1991 on the continent of Europe. From a
research design perspective, the ‘geographical proximity’
component of the proposal presents its fundamental problem: how
to keep the subjects apart for such a long time, especially if the
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outcomes for one group are looking significantly more favourable
than for those of the other?
Winston Churchill, the man who said he knew what would be
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in the history books because he planned to pen them, had seen the
writing on the wall. In his Sinews of Peace speech given at

Westminster College in Fulton, Missouri on March 5th 1946, invited
by US President Truman but attending in a private capacity,

Churchill was the bearer of stark news to his captivated audience
(reproduced in MacArthur, 2017):
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It is my duty to place before you certain facts about the
present position in Europe. From Stettin in the Baltic to
Trieste in the Adriatic an iron curtain has descended
across the Continent. Behind that line lie all the capitals
of the ancient states of Central and Eastern Europe.
Warsaw, Berlin, Prague, Vienna, Budapest, Belgrade,
Bucharest and Sofia, all these famous cities and the
populations around them lie in what I must call the
Soviet sphere, and all are subject in one form or another,
not only to Soviet influence but to a very high and, in
some cases, increasing measure of control from
Moscow. The Communist parties, which were very small
in all these Eastern States of Europe, have been raised to
pre-eminence and power far beyond their numbers and
are seeking everywhere to obtain totalitarian control.
Police governments are prevailing in nearly every case
and … there is no true democracy.

Reverting to Kennedy, the ‘writing on the wall’ was most

visibly centred in and coiled around Berlin and, from the vantage
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point of his podium when making his speech, he could see its ugly
legacy, adding:

Fa
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Freedom has many difficulties, and democracy is not
perfect, but we have never had to put a wall up to keep
our people in, to prevent them from leaving us.

The Berlin Wall (abstract impression).
Twenty-four years later - June 12th 1987 - the uber anti-

w

communist US president Ronald Reagan, speaking in front of the
Brandenburg Gate and standing alongside the Berlin Wall,
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observed:

As I looked out a moment ago from the Reichstag, that
embodiment of German unity, I noticed words crudely
spray-painted upon the wall, perhaps by a young
Berliner: "This wall will fall. Beliefs become reality." Yes,
across Europe, this wall will fall. For it cannot withstand
faith; it cannot withstand truth. The wall cannot
withstand freedom.
Reagan was approaching the end of his two-term presidency

and was undertaking a ‘retirement/legacy’ geopolitical tour (or so it
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seemed) at the time of his second West Berlin speech. He had first
come to presidential office on an anti-USSR platform, raising the
spectre of the Russian Bear’s apparent expansionist agenda and
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feeding a deep-rooted fear amongst Americans of communism in
general. His first presidential election victory (in November 1980)
coincided with the ill-fated Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, widely

seen as an aggressive move towards increasing the USSR’s influence
in Asia and contributing to a Cold War proxy war, a dangerous
development for world peace in which the CIA also played a
significant role.

Attempting to soften the growing perception that he was an

Fa

extreme ‘hawk’ (hard-liner) determined to destroy the Soviet Union
at all costs, Reagan agreed to attend a hastily-convened meeting
with Soviet leader Mikhail Gorbachev in Reykjavik, the Iceland

w

capital, on October 11th – 12th 1986. Described by Sweet (2021) as
“a failure that may have saved the world”, and elsewhere as ‘the
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doomed summit that ended the Cold War’, the legacy of this ‘soft
summit’ fed into geopolitical realms beyond its stated goals relating
to nuclear disarmament and arms control.
As the diplomatic dust settled, Reagan was emboldened to lay

down the following challenge to his new geopolitical sparring
partner in his Berlin Wall speech only months later, on June 12 th
1987:
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There is one sign the Soviets can make that would be
unmistakable, that would advance dramatically the
cause of freedom and peace. General Secretary
Gorbachev, if you seek peace, if you seek prosperity for
the Soviet Union and Eastern Europe, if you seek
liberalization, come here to this gate. Mr Gorbachev
open this gate. Mr Gorbachev, tear down this wall!

w

Cold War thaw: a fireside chat in Reykjavik, Iceland.

Within two years of President Ronald Reagan delivering this
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impassioned speech, the Iron Curtain was breached: not in Berlin,
but in Hungary; and not through iron or concrete, but via an open
wooden door.
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Chapter Three
The Berlin Wall Falls, Germany Reunifies, Comecon
Unravels, The Soviet Union Dissolves.
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You can resist an invading army, but not an idea whose time has
come.
Victor Hugo (1802-1885).
Poet, novelist, dramatist.

In a timely book addressing the role of walls in geopolitics -

both historically and in the current era - critically-acclaimed author

Tim Marshall (2018) makes the following observation regarding the
Iron Curtain in the atmosphere of glasnost, which was being

Fa

created by the speeches (and actions) of Mikhail Gorbachev:
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In a thousand small ways society and politics opened up
and people listened to each other. By late spring in 1989
the idea had spread so far that Hungary, behind the Iron
Curtain, had begun to dismantle part of its border fence
with Austria. That summer thousands of East Germans
decided to take their summer holidays in Hungary.
As we will see in the following paragraphs, a widespread anti-

communist mood was fermenting in Soviet vassal-states, each with
entirely different historical dynamics. Still, there is no doubt that
glasnost, perestroika and, separately, ‘step-change
communications’ such as satellite TV broadcasting contributed to
the fervour. In Berlin, where West and East faced off physically (but
through the wall) and in close proximity (a divided city), those in the
East could see at close quarters the disparity in material well-being
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between themselves and West Berliners. In the context of events
unfolding elsewhere in Eastern Europe (discussed below), growing
unrest in East Berlin led to the departure of the reviled East German
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leader Eric Honecker in October. What happened next sounds more
like English farce than German precision. With the politburo in

confusion, the propaganda minister on vacation and extremely

mixed signals coming from Moscow, a dozy East German border

guard ‘opened the doors of freedom’, the emotional consequences
of which are captured perfectly by Marshall (2018):
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At first the East German border guards refused to allow
anyone out, but then, amid the confusion, they stamped
a few passports and then stood back to allow the crowds
to surge through. The scenes, which a year before no
one had predicted, were amazing. West and East
Germans embraced each other, champagne corks
popped, and the ‘wall peckers’, ordinary East and West
Berliners, climbed to the top of the wall with chisels,
hammers and axes, and set to work levelling the great
barrier. The word of the night was wahnsinnig – mindblowing.
All historical moments in time have antecedents and

consequences and are frequently accompanied by parallel events
which contribute to their occurrence. In the following paragraphs, I
briefly review a range of country-specific factors that paralleled and
contributed to the scene that Marshall describes. Ahead of this, a
brief note on a hugely significant milestone in the history of
globalization is warranted: German reunification.
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The catalyst for this was rooted in Gorbachev’s policies and
philosophies. These, in turn, were a direct function of the Soviet
Union’s lack of competitiveness in both economics and ideology in
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an increasingly global ‘market’ for resources and ideas. Gorbachev
didn’t introduce reforms out of philanthropy; they arose from

necessity. As The Economist noted (Economist, 2017, September

2nd): “Dismantling the Soviet Union was the last thing Mr Gorbachev
wanted; he came to save it, not bury it”.
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For those interested in a scholarly account of the
break-up of the USSR, including a challenge to many
interpretations of its assumed ‘deterministic’
outcomes following Gorbachev’s reforms as
described here, a new book by London School of
Economics (LSE) professor Vladislav Zubok (2021) is essential
reading: Collapse: The Fall of the Soviet Union. In his introduction to
the text, he explains its genesis: “At first, I wanted to start my
account of the Soviet collapse in January 1991 and stay focused on
month-by-month developments. Soon I realized, however, how
crucial it was to explain … the previous years of reforms, high
hopes, mobilization of nationalism, impatience, and radicalization –
before they gave way to the frustration, fears, and resignation of
1991”.
Following the breach of the Iron Curtain in Hungary and the

increasingly overt ceding of Soviet hegemony in Eastern Europe,
what became known as ‘The Peaceful Revolution’ took root in the
German Democratic Republic (GDR), a series of violence-free
initiatives, protests and demonstrations led by intellectuals and
church figures and mirrored by vast numbers of people attempting
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to flee the country. In this context, the GDR’s first free
parliamentary election took place in March 1990. But, as the saying
goes, it takes two to tango and support for reunification in West
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Germany was not assured, not least because of the enormous
financial implications for this fiscally prudent nation. Without the
inspired leadership of the visionary West German Chancellor

Helmut Kohl, reunification may never have happened, and East

Germany may have remained a sorry state under Soviet or Russian
influence. However, on December 2nd 1990, the first free, all-

German parliamentary elections for six decades were held, and the
two Germany’s became one. The marriage was not all plain sailing,
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as Marshall notes:
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The wall hadn’t just prevented people from travelling, it
had created deep gulfs – economic, political and social –
that would prove harder to overcome than the physical
barrier. So, after the tears of joy and declarations of
brotherhood, the hard yards of reunification began. This
was not a merger of equals.
Following a fragile start, German reunification was ultimately

a great success. It marked a significant turning point in the path of
globalization and laid a strong foundation for creating the EU and its
subsequent enlargement. Without the stability of this German
powerhouse, the country scenarios outlined in the following
paragraphs could have led to entirely different outcomes.
Poland (more accurately, the Polish populace) had a long
history of non-conformity to communism, which reached a political
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milestone in September 1980 with the creation of a non-communist
trade union under the leadership of Lech Walesa, a worker at the
Gdańsk shipyard which carried the name of Lenin. By 1981 the
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Solidarity trade union had attracted ten million members,
accounting for more than a third of working-age Polish people.
The union had become a broad-based anti-bureaucratic

movement that promoted workers’ rights and social change via
coordinated civil resistance. There was an initial government
backlash against Solidarity, which involved martial law and a

sustained phase of political repression. Still, underground resistance
and an odd mixture of financial backing from the CIA and the

Fa

Vatican (then led by a Polish Pope) fuelled the Solidarity movement
which emerged over the decade. In 1989 the first free elections
since the Soviet-imposed communism after the Second World War

w

were held. A Solidarity-led coalition whitewashed the ruling
communists, setting the scene for the 1989 revolutions I describe
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here. Walesa became President of Poland on December 22nd 1990.
A long-awaited triumph for liberal democracy arose in a region
noted for decades of autocracy and often brutal repression.
In Czechoslovakia, meanwhile, a ’velvet (aka gentle)

revolution’ inspired and led by the cerebral leader of the Civic
Forum party, Václav Havel, led to the capitulation of communism in
the country, the instruments of the communist one-party rule being
dismantled and mass resignations of communist politicians taking
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place in rapid order. There had been a previous phase of political
liberalisation during 1968 (known as the Prague Spring), which
included decentralisation of the economy, broader democratisation
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and a loosening of restrictions on the media, speech and travel. But
it ruffled Moscow’s feathers and was met by an invasion of the

country by the Soviet Army and forces from Warsaw Pact allies. The
uprising was suppressed, and clear signals were implicitly sent to

other potential rogue states thinking of disturbing the communist
equilibrium.

That was then, but this was now - 1989 - and the Soviet
dominoes were falling fast. On December 10th, the first non-

Fa

communist government since 1948 was appointed by the departing

Communist President Gustáv Husák. Václav Havel, who had agitated
during the Prague Spring and afterwards - peaceful activities which

w

led to numerous imprisonments - became President of
Czechoslovakia on December 29th 1989, and fully democratic
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elections were held within six months. It was another triumph for
liberal democracy. Similar peaceful revolutions leading to freedom
from Soviet influence and control took place in Bulgaria and Hungry,
and by 1991 both countries had held free elections. From a political
economy perspective, they could now comfortably be described as
liberal democracies.
Less ‘gentle’ in this crumbling Soviet house-of-cards was the
bloody toppling of the increasingly autocratic long-serving
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Romanian communist General Secretary Nicolae Ceaușescu
following the violent Romanian revolution of 1989 in which
thousands were killed or injured.
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Ceaușescu was put on a show trial, with charges that included
‘illegal gathering of wealth’ and ‘genocide by starvation’. Ceaușescu
and his wife, Deputy Prime Minister Elena Ceaușescu, were

executed by firing squad on Christmas Day, 1989 (a spiritual

celebration they had brutally suppressed while in power). The

National Salvation Front, a centre-left think tank that had used

Radio Free Europe amongst other banned media to communicate
atrocities in Romania to the ‘outside world’, took charge as an

Fa

interim Governing Body after the executions, promising elections
within five months. They reformed as a political party under the

leadership of Ion Iliescu. They won a landslide victory the following

w

May, bringing in a series of economic, democratic and social
reforms and shifting Romania’s allegiance towards the West. It was
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yet another triumph for liberal democracy, but it followed a violent
and bloodlust struggle for the first time in the series of revolutions
described here. It was to be the last revolution against communist
rule in Europe but, as we shall see, by no means the last gasp of
communism as an ideology and vehicle for political rule on a
massive scale.

Unlike the Soviet satellite states discussed in the previous
paragraphs, Yugoslavia was not a product of the post-second world
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war Soviet order. As a ‘nation’, it was established as the Kingdom of
Yugoslavia at the end of World War One. After 1945, under
Marshall Josip Broz Tito, Yugoslavia mirrored the USSR federal
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model. It established six ‘Socialist Republics’ to create the Socialist
Federal Public of Yugoslavia, with the national capital being in

Belgrade, Serbia. The socialist republics were: (i) Socialist Republic
of Bosnia and Herzegovina; (ii) Socialist Republic of Croatia; (iii)
Socialist Republic of Macedonia; (iv) Socialist Republic of

Montenegro; (v) Socialist Republic of Serbia (with Socialist

Autonomous Province of Kosovo and Socialist Autonomous

Province of Vojvodina); (vi) Socialist Republic of Slovenia. The King

Fa

was forced to abdicate, and uncontested elections were held in
each Republic; the Federation was run by the centralised

Communist Party. Tito split from Stalin and the USSR in 1947 and

USA.

w

subsequently sought (and received) non-Marshall Plan aid from the
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In short measure following these 1989 revolutions (often

described as the ‘Autumn of Nations’) there followed the collapse
of Comecon, the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, an
organization founded by Joseph Stalin in 1949 to provide an
economic framework under Soviet Union leadership, primarily
made up of member (satellite) states of the Eastern Bloc but also
including several communist states elsewhere in the world, e.g.
Vietnam. It was effectively an economic organization to ‘compete’
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with Western equivalents and, for the most part, provided a degree
of economic stability between the two ‘trade blocs’ (East and West)
during the Cold War.
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Comecon ceased to exist in the autumn of 1991, shortly
followed by the end of the great USSR experiment in the same year.
Under mounting pressure on multiple fronts, the Soviet Union

dissolved in December 1991 as eleven nation-states declared their

independence: Armenia; Azerbaijan; Belarus; Georgia; Kazakhstan;
Kyrgyzstan; Moldova; Tajikistan; Turkmenistan; Ukraine;
Uzbekistan.

The Baltic states of Estonia, Latvia and Lithuania had already

Fa

regained their independence earlier in the year, in September.

Albania and Yugoslavia rejected communism between 1990 and
1992. The political system was dropped outside its European
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stronghold in Cambodia in 1991 and Ethiopia in 1990.

The Rise and Fall of the USSR: 1922-1991.

The Cold War (round one), a complex interplay of ideology,

political systems and the struggle for economic
hegemony/supremacy was over, for the time being at least.
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Following the collapse of Comecon - which had a global
footprint - there was an air of triumphalism amongst ardent anticommunists and socialists more generally. But it must be
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acknowledged that the complex, long-term nature of geopolitical
processes rarely comes to an abrupt end, as we will see in the next
chapter. Undercurrents of discord typically divert and fester, and

w
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‘peace’ is almost always fragile and fractious.
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Cold War: checkmate, stalemate or end of round one?

See Steil, 2018, The Marshall Plan: Dawn of the Cold
War, for an authoritative account of the Marshall
Plan and its role in the collapse of post-war USSoviet Relations and the origins of the Cold War.
Focusing on the period and events between 1947
and 1949, this account can be read as a continuance of the
previously cited award-winning book by Steil, 2014, The Battle of
Bretton Woods: John Maynard Keynes, Harry Dexter White, and the
Making of a New World Order.
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The transition periods of former Comecon-aligned European
countries to open market economies were rarely smooth and,
perhaps predictably, the Balkan countries experienced multiple
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frissons, tensions, traumas and tragedies during the 1990s as the
status quo ante played out, culminating in numerous United

Nations and NATO interventions towards the end of the tumultuous
decade.

Returning to the demise of Soviet communism as a more
general theme, the last words on this extraordinary period of

European history, in this book at least, go to Václav Havel, who had
agitated for freedoms through two ‘revolutions’ in Czechoslovakia.
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The first, the Prague Spring, provided a political science suffix that

defines significant events to the present day (the Beijing Spring, the
Arab Spring etc.) and, although subdued by the threat of

w

overwhelming Soviet force, led to humble humiliation but little
bloodshed. The second, the Velvet Revolution, was managed as a
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fait accompli and set a tone of persuasive transformation for other
Soviet vassal states. Giving the traditional Presidential Address on
January 1st 1990, just two days into his presidency, Havel was
speaking about the Czech experience but alluding to a wider world
(reproduced in MacArthur, 2017):
The previous regime – armed with its arrogant and
intolerant ideology – reduced man to a force of
production and nature to a tool of production. In this it
attacked both their very substance and their mutual
relationship. It reduced gifted and autonomous people,
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skillfully working in their own country, to nuts and bolts
of some monstrously huge, noisy, and stinking machine,
whose real meaning is not clear to anyone. It cannot do
more than slowly but inexorably wear down itself and all
its nuts and bolts.
These were heady days for scholars and practitioners engaged
in the study of international business and especially for proponents
of the virtues of liberal democracy. And also for political scientists
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and philosophers trying to make sense of it all.
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Chapter Four
Premature Prognosis: The End of History?
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Life is not an illogicality; yet it is a trap for logicians. It looks just a
little more mathematical and regular than it is; its exactitude is
obvious, but its inexactitude is hidden; its wildness lies in wait.
G.K. Chesterton (1874-1936).
Novelist, poet, essayist, journalist, philosopher.

Whatever view is taken regarding the stability or otherwise of
globalization dynamics, one thing is certain: the world is a changed
and rapidly changing place and has been for some considerable
time (see, for example, early contributions on the subject by

Fa

Professor Peter Drucker, 1992, The Age of Discontinuity: Guidelines
to our Changing Society; and Professor Charles Handy, 2002, The
Age of Unreason: New Thinking for a New World). Many scholars

w

nowadays talk about a new ‘geopolitical mandate’ although what
this is and what are the characteristics of its antecedents and where
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it might lead are intensely debated (see, for example, Giddens and
Sutton, Sociology, 2021, for an authoritative perspective).
As we have seen, however, one singular discontinuity has

acted as a milestone for creating general awareness that the course
of world history after 1989 took a distinctly different direction. The
breaching and subsequent destruction of the Berlin Wall between
1989 and 1992 represented both a symbolic and tangible series of
events which signalled the end of communist-inspired industrial and
social organization in Central and Eastern Europe and marked the
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return of market(ish)-based economies to the former Soviet Union
satellite trading nations. As these momentous events took place, an
article titled ‘The End of History?’ was penned by Francis Fukuyama,
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an unknown US State Department official and amateur political
scientist, published in an equally obscure American journal, The
National Interest (Fukuyama, 1989).

The thesis which Fukuyama presented was both compelling
and powerful and, as time would tell, a tad premature: it claimed
that a new geopolitical norm was emerging. It argued that this

would be the final output of a long historical process of continuity
and radical change:

w
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If we are now at a point where we cannot imagine a
world substantially different from our own, in which
there is no apparent or obvious way in which the future
will represent a fundamental improvement over our
current order, then we must also take into consideration
that History itself might be at an end.
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The principal tenets of Fukuyama’s end-of-history hypothesis

concerned the apparent convergence of economic systems and
modes of political organization worldwide. The original article was
subsequently developed into a book, intriguingly entitled The End

of History and the Last Man (Fukuyama, 1992), which
simultaneously defended and expanded the thesis to accommodate
real-world, real-time developments since its publication, not least
the reunification of Germany and the spectacular collapse of the
former USSR discussed earlier.
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Fukuyama's enhanced end-of-history thesis demands
evaluation against a rigorous analysis of comparative models of
political and economic organization and their dynamics, a task
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beyond the scope of the current book. Suffice to say, he saw
nothing less than a “new world order”; not a novel idea, as
discussed in the Introduction.

From his observations of historical political and economic
developments, Fukuyama argued that there appeared to be a

fundamental and sustained trend towards a dominant role for

liberal democracy in the global geopolitical system, as even the
most totalitarian of political regimes appeared to be moving

Fa

towards the enfranchisement of the populace and a general
freeing-up of markets.

The collapse of the previous status quo in models of political

w

economy (in extremis, free-market laissez-faire capitalism versus
communist-driven centrally-planned command economics) is often
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viewed as a late-twentieth-century phenomenon driven by
Thatcherism, Reaganomics (both leaders being strong proponents
of monetarist ‘neo-liberal’ supply-side economics) and the
previously discussed principles of glasnost and perestroika
developed by Mikhail Gorbachev. However, the process has much
deeper historical roots, although, even here, there is debate
regarding the genesis of liberal democracy. Fukuyama himself
stated that “the growth of liberal democracy, together with its
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companion, economic liberalism, has been the most remarkable
macropolitical phenomenon of the last four hundred years”.
In the liberal economic model, resources are allocated
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through the interaction of supply and demand. Consumers have
free choice in what to buy, and firms have free choice in what to
produce. In the context of political economy, it can generally be

stated that governments deliver policies that involve a greater or

lesser degree of state ownership and a greater or lesser degree of

intervention in directing how economic decision making is practised
(e.g. through taxes, expenditures, antitrust, tariffs and so on).

Meanwhile, opposition to a dominant political party is either

Fa

forbidden or heavily controlled in autocratic political systems.

Decision making is highly centralised and generally restricted to

very few individuals (e.g. a politburo) or, in the extreme case, to

w

one person (a dictator). In complex autocratic societies, heavy use is
made of military force to administer such decision-making and
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individuals' freedom of movement and political choice is heavily
constrained. Where voting is allowed, it is seldom ‘free’ in the sense
described below.

Democratic political organization is based on equality,

freedom of choice, and the participation of all (eligible) individuals
in the decision-making processes that develop and maintain society.
In complex democracies, individuals are represented by members of
political parties who are free to organize without constraint and
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create policies that they are mandated to implement if elected by a
majority of voters. Terms in office are limited, and the complete
system is regulated by ‘checks and balances’ through the
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independence of the executive (government) and legislature (legal
system). In the Federal Government of the US, the Constitution

stipulates a third branch of government, judicial, i.e. the Supreme
Court.

This form of political organization, coupled with economic

freedoms, has led to capitalism as a dominant global paradigm and
has underpinned the globalization of the world economy through
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free trade, aid, and foreign direct investment (FDI).

The capitalism lexicon.

Whether or not we have reached the 'end of history' remains

open to controversy and debate. The most robust critique levelled
at Fukuyama is the deterministic nature of his 'End of History' thesis
(see the discussion relating to determinism in the Introduction). He
is not the first political scientist to claim directional and finite
characteristics for historical processes. The German philosopher
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G.W.F. Hegel - who Fukuyama cites in his original 1989 essay wrote of a 'higher synthesis', described as the outcome of a process
that incorporates rational components while rejecting the
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irrational. Hegel's theoretical process is grounded in logical
argument and applies to historical progression. For Hegel, the 'End
of History' was the liberal state.

Perhaps the most famous producer of an 'end of history'
thesis was Karl Marx, who, through his studies of politics,

economics and society, saw capitalism as one stage of a historical
process, a precursor to socialism en route to a truly communist

his legacy).
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society (see Wheen, 2010, for an excellent biography of Marx and
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By way of an aside, and to lighten things a little, it’s
worth noting here an observation on communism
from the eminent biologist E.O. Wilson, who
specialised in myrmecology, the study of ants:
“wonderful theory, wrong species”.

The critiques levelled at Hegel and Marx can be equally

directed at Fukuyama. The future is always shrouded in a cloudy
present. History helps because it provides a benchmark that may or
may not offer some causal explanation of future events.
Furthermore, from an economics perspective, it must be
acknowledged that business does not function in a vacuum. It acts
upon and is shaped by the environment in which it operates. As
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philosopher and organizational theorist Professor Haridimos
Tsoukas (1992) argued in a critique of Fukuyama published in The
Independent newspaper at the time of publication: “in open social
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systems myriads of unintended or unforeseen interactions conspire
to vitiate any attempt at foretelling the precise shape of future
events”.
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It is plausible that Fukuyama used the phrase ‘The
End of History’ as a political economy metaphor
rather than a literal interpretation of emerging
trends as he saw them. However, the expression still
has a deterministic naïvety that has dogged its
author since events took a significantly different turn than he
suggested, starting more or less when his book was published. For a
comprehensive history of the world economy, which transcends
millennia, not decades, see Philip Coggan (2020), More: the 10,000
Year Rise of the World Economy. As an excellent companion read
which takes the study of geopolitics to new heights – space – see
Tim Marshall (2021), The Power of Geography: Ten Maps That
Reveal the Future of Our World. As Marshall notes in the
Introduction: “Welcome to the 2020s. We are entering a new age of
great-power rivalry in which numerous actors, even minor players,
are jostling to take centre stage. The geopolitical drama is even
spilling out of our earthly realm, as countries stake their claims
above our atmosphere, to the moon and beyond”.
For our purpose regarding the philosophy, scope and

ambitions of Ten Years, I can state that the more we understand the
nature and dynamics of the open social systems Tsoukas refers to,
the greater our chance of creating the future we desire.
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It is the new world order idea - based on the political and
economic freedom of the individual as a desirable finalé to an
overlong series of unnecessary if not uninteresting dramas - which
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defines what Fukuyama describes as ‘The End of History’: “liberal
democracy remains the only coherent political aspiration that spans
different regions and cultures across the globe”. But between the
publication of the original end-of-history essay and during … the
Last Man book’s writing, there was a rapidly emerging null

hypothesis to the otherwise logical thesis which Fukuyama
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promulgated, one wild inexactitude in waiting: China.
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Chapter Five
China’s Conundrum and the Clash of Freedoms.
The best time to plant a tree was 20 years ago. The second best
time is now.
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Chinese proverb.

As I will demonstrate, while China quite liked the idea of
economic reform, it was less enamoured by political freedom.

Fukuyama was firm in his contention that the two freedoms must
go hand-in-hand, a view which was highly naïve given the hugely

different characteristics and histories of the two communist uber-

Fa

states, the USSR and China.

In the paragraphs which follow, I will deviate briefly from any
semblance of chronological rhythm (to reference Mark Twain’s
observation that history doesn’t repeat itself, it rhymes) to

w

understand the current position of China with reference to a single
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point-in-time where historical outcomes could have taken on a
dramatically different direction.
The People’s Republic of China, the PRC, emerged as a

geopolitical force following the end of the long Chinese Civil War in
1949, a victory for Chinese Communists under Mao Zedong (aka,
Emperor, Chairman, Great Helmsman). He had led the rebellion
against the ruling Nationalists Kuomintang (KMT) party amidst a
protracted conflict between China and Japan.
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The KMT, under its long-time leader and generalissimo Chiang
Kai-shek, had already established a retreat on the island of Taiwan
(formerly Formosa) ahead of the 1949 fissure, stashing gold,
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national treasures and foreign currency reserves in anticipation of a
temporary period of exile ahead of a triumphant return to the
mainland.

Two of the most powerful trading nations, China (PRC) and

Taiwan, the original Republic of China (ROC), were established at
the end of the 1945-49 conflict. In today’s global institutions and
forums, ranging from the UN to the International Olympics
Committee, PRC is the ‘legitimate China’ while Taiwan is

Fa

represented chiefly under the name Chinese Taipei.

The PRC vigorously maintains its ‘One China Principle’ stance
within which it includes Taiwan, as does Taiwan, in its case claiming

w

one Chinese nation (ROC) which includes the PRC or, more
realistically in recent years, that it should be recognised as an
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independent sovereign state. Regarding unification of the ‘two
Chinas’ on Taiwan’s terms, The Economist notes (Economist, 2017,
October 7th):

That fantasy now exists only among a few diehards.
These days governments in Taiwan, including KMT ones,
claim to rule only for Taiwan, not for all of China.
For excellent insights into contemporary China, see Jonathan

Fenby, 2013, The Penguin History of Modern China: The Fall and
Rise of a Great Power, 1850 to the Present. I am indebted to this
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authoritative account for informing and contributing to the
paragraphs, sections and categorisations which follow.
Chinese history is fascinating and colourful. It is incredibly
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tempting to ‘stretch’ a discussion of dynasties, warlords, silk roads,
colonisation, opium wars and even dragons into our focus on

globalization dynamics. But it would be an unnecessary distraction.
It would also be informative to analyse Chiang Kai-shek's China’s
Destiny alongside Quotations from Chairman Mao Tse-tung (the
Little Red Book) for philosophical insights from the two civil war
protagonists.

Closer to our focus, the ‘Long March’, the ‘Chinese

Fa

Communist Revolution’, the ‘Great Leap Forward’ of dismal

economic and social reform, the ‘Cultural Revolution’, the ‘Gang of
Four’ and the ‘Red Guards’ had little impact on the pace of post-

w

Bretton Woods globalization other than delaying China’s
contribution to its development and acceleration. Strong evidence
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for this is provided by Taiwan's extraordinary technology-focused,
export-driven industrial economic growth under the equally
authoritarian one-party (KMT) government during the period of
Maoist mayhem and shenanigans alluded to in the previous
sentences.

Five distinct periods relate directly to China’s current position

in the history of globalization. Following is a brief chronicle of these,
starting in 1949 and leading into the decade reviewed in Ten Years.
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1. The Finalé: China’s Long Civil War Ends (1949).
Interrupted by the Sino-Japanese War and Japan’s
occupation of the Chinese mainland and surrounding islands during
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the Second World War, the Chinese Civil War began in 1927
between the Kuomintang-led (Nationalist) government of the

Republic of China (ROC) and the Communist Party of China (CPC). It
settled into a protracted clash of fiefdoms led by the KMT’s Chiang
Kai-shek and the CPC’s Mao Zedong. As discussed in the

introduction to this chapter, the conclusion to this civil war came in
1949 and laid the foundations for two global economic

superpowers, the ROC and PRC, separated by just over a hundred

Fa

miles of water and a lengthy but always uneasy truce.

2. Panda Diplomacy: President Nixon Visits Chairman Mao (1972).

w

Although the US had remained ice-cold towards the PRC and
its ideology since the civil war had ended, following the latter’s
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ascendancy to legitimate status as the ‘one China’ in the UN in
1971, relations did begin to thaw. President Richard Nixon saw both
opportunity and threat in the vast country and persuaded his
National Security Advisor, Henry Kissinger, to his line of thinking. He
was also vivid in his rhetoric. 1bn sounds inconsequential, the ‘1’
guiding our misperception of magnitude according to behavioural
science. But, as Nixon observed in a hand-written note to make his
point (cited in Fenby): “Chinese Communists … we do not want
800,000,000 living in angry isolation”. That looks like a big number
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and, of course, it is. (China had 1,411,778,724 souls in 2020; or a
measly 1.4bn, rounded down).
Typical of Nixon, famed for opportunism and grandstanding
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amongst other political traits, a meeting with the Chairman was
arranged by Kissinger in negotiations shrouded in secrecy and

subterfuge. When the get-together was subsequently publicised

and spun as a great success by both the US and China, the Chinese
door was opened to America’s allies, including a hugely symbolic

meeting with old enemy Japan shortly afterwards. More generally,

the Nixon-Mao meeting is widely acknowledged as the first move by
China to engage with the West and, as such, is a significant

Fa

milestone in the long march of globalization.

It should be noted that the primary motivation behind
Nixon’s visit to China was his desire to destabilise the delicate Cold

w

War balance between the USA and the USSR, which at the time
resembled a teetering faux-conflict complicated by the Vietnam
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War. In this, it failed, as Fenby notes:
The Sino-US relationship would become enormously
important, but the immediate fall-out from the trip was
unimpressive, and the real change would have to wait
for a decade, under another Chinese leader, who was
repairing tractors in Jiangxi when Nixon met Mao.
That amateur mechanic was Deng Xiaoping, the engineer of

‘socialism with Chinese characteristics’, which defines the
contemporary era of Chinese engagement with global capitalism. As
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a parting gift following the meeting with Mao, Nixon was presented
with two giant pandas, Ling-Ling and Hsing-Hsing, who
subsequently proved to be a major attraction at the National Zoo in
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Washington D.C. In return, Nixon gave two muskoxen: hairy, horny
(in the antler-sense), smelly (during mating) mammals.

w
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China has a long history of Panda Diplomacy, dating
back to the Tang Dynasty. In recent years it has
developed a business in leasing pandas to zoos
worldwide, typically for ten years at around $1m a
year, with any cubs born reverting to Chinese
ownership. Edinburgh Zoo in Scotland currently has two Giant
Pandas on a ten-year loan, arranged as part of a £2.6bn UK-China
trade deal. The female is Tian Tian (Sweetie), and the male is Yang
Guang (Sunshine). At the time of writing, the pandas remain
unproductive on the cub-creation front but are hugely popular
amongst families and schoolchildren on social media and at
Edinburgh Zoo’s PandaCam, although the SquirrelMonkeyCam is
more animated!
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3. Deng Xiaoping, Modernisation and Special Economic Zones
(the 1980s).
For many decades China has been accused of ‘stealing’ ideas

by fair means or foul. But while the focus in recent years has been
upon technology and intellectual property theft, it is essential to
note that the Communist Party of China has not been shy of
‘borrowing’ ideas from political science and political economy.
Deng had been sidelined on numerous occasions under
Mao’s chaotic leadership and had witnessed the disastrous
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consequences of the Great Leap Forward in both the agricultural
and industrial sectors. Moreover, he was undoubtedly very much
aware of the impact of Stalin’s purges of the ‘capitalist’ Kulaks and
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the subsequent failures of various attempts at collectivisation of
agriculture in the USSR. Multiple ‘private land plots’, in contrast,
were considered the most productive component of Soviet

agricultural output, and it was this model of agrarian reform that
began Deng’s transformative approach to Chinese economics. As
Fenby comments:
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In the past, a peasant had been part of a huge,
amorphous commune or collective run by cadres, who
might know nothing of farming, and subject to orders
from political bosses. Now, individuals could better
themselves by their own effort and skills. It was the
greatest change seen since the early Communist land
reforms, and a frontal attack on everything done since
the early 1950s. It was also stunningly successful.

It's off to work we go: happy farmers?

From this foundation, Deng’s focus switched to an old idea
that had been around in China for many years but never
80
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implemented in any systematic manner: special development areas.
Looking at economic development initiatives from as far afield as
Ireland (the southern Shannon project), post-war South Korea,
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closer to home in Guangdong province and across the water to the
extraordinarily successful Taiwan, Deng made the following oft-

cited (and adapted) observation: “We must integrate the universal
truth of Marxism with the concrete realities of China, blaze a path
of our own and build socialism with Chinese characteristics.” The
means of achieving this evolved into the creation of Special

Economic Zones (SEZs), and I am again grateful for the concise and
informative commentary of Fenby:
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In May 1980, [the] fishing village of Shenzhen was
declared the first SEZ, chosen for its position just across
the border from Hong Kong. It was followed by zones at
Zhuhai, near Macau, and the old treaty city of Shantou,
in east Guangdong. A fourth SEZ was opened in the onetime tea port of Xiamen in Fujian, on the Strait opposite
Taiwan, which, political differences notwithstanding,
was to be a big source of investment and trade.
The reference here to Taiwanese investment is of huge

contemporary significance: while politics between the two Chinas
has remained ice-cool, trade and investment have forever
flourished.

The SEZ’s success was replicated and expanded, primarily

around eastern coastal areas, south towards Hong Kong and with
special attention focused on conurbations such as Shanghai, the
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mega-city being allowed to attract foreign inward investment and
expertise, for example, by establishing international joint ventures
with multinational companies such as VW.
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The SEZs were focused almost exclusively on exports that
earned foreign currency reserves and effectively financed domestic
economic growth and development, a process accelerated by

restrictions on capital outflows and a steadily declining yuen over
many years. China under Deng was characterised by market

liberalization and FDI, concisely paraphrased as ‘one country, two

systems’, later to become the philosophy underpinning the Special
Administrative Region (SAR) status of Hong Kong and Macao. For

Fa

the first time in its modern history, China had successfully

synchronised agricultural and industrial economic reform. However,
it should be noted that the benefits accrued went largely to

w

eastern-coastal and southern regions at the expense of the west
and the vast hinterland between the country’s longitudinal (wide)
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extremes.

4. Students Protest; Gorbachev visits Deng; the Tanks Roll (1989).
As the end of the 1980s approached, ‘Western’ firms

(including companies from Japan, Taiwan, South Korea) saw
political stability, low-cost manufacturing potential and, further
down the line, a vast consumer market in the making in China.
Sitting in his small office in Washington D.C., Francis Fukuyama was
excited about the end of history as he saw it (the triumph of liberal
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democracy), particularly in the light of the twin freedoms of
perestroika and glasnost emanating from speeches being given by
Mikhail Gorbachev, the thawing of the Cold War and the
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subsequent collapse of Comecon and the Soviet Union.
It sounds harsh, but Fukuyama’s analysis was shallow,

particularly regarding European social and economic history. A

simple comparative assessment of the two communist superpowers
(USSR and China) and their development throughout the 1980s
would have revealed sharp contrasts.

As the 1980s progressed, China grew ever stronger while the
USSR became bogged down in a highly messy military engagement

Fa

in Afghanistan, a conflict which it was losing badly. China was one

country with a long history, run under a powerful, highly centralised
controlling institution, the Communist Party of China (CPC), and a

w

fiercely loyal one-nation military, the People’s Liberation Army
(PLA).
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In contrast, the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics was a

fragile construction, a federal hydra of unsettled nation-states with
hugely disparate historical contexts. These countries’ biggest
misfortune was being geographically proximate to Stalin’s Russia at
the end of the Second World War (see the earlier chapters on the
fall of the Berlin Wall and the 1989 east European revolutions).
While the Soviet Armed Forces may have been loyal to their
Moscow masters, they were also used violently against Soviet
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satellite states on occasion, for example, to suppress the 1956
Hungarian Revolution and invade Czechoslovakia during the Prague
Spring of 1968. In the latter case, the Soviet Army was joined by

NATO country invading another.
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forces of Warsaw Pact members, essentially equivalent to one

With these observations made, we can see through the

naïvety of Fukuyama’s thesis, but, as this chapter’s title suggests,
Deng faced a conundrum: students in China were agitating in

campuses across the country, especially in the more prosperous

areas. Given the spectacular success of his economic reforms, Deng
pondered how he should respond to the university students’

Fa

demands which were broad-ranging in scope (Fenby, 2013):
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At dawn on 18 April [1989], several hundred
undergraduates mounted a sit-in in front of the Great
Hall of the People. They demanded that the leadership
back Hu’s views on freedom and democracy, admit that
the campaigns against spiritual pollution and bourgeois
liberalization had been wrong, publish information on
the incomes of state leaders and their families, allow
private newspapers and freedom of speech, raise
funding for education and the pay of intellectuals, lift
restrictions on demonstrations in Beijing and hold
democratic elections to replace those who made bad
decisions.
It was quite a laundry list. The Politburo was divided on the

degree of political liberation that could be conceded without
disturbing the delicate balance of powers between the state, the
party, and the PLA. In the Chinese constitution of the day, the
84
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Politburo of the Party had the greater authority, and ultimate
decision making was in the hands of the Politburo Standing
Committee (PSC).
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Deng was one of the ‘Elders’, a veteran of the Long March. He
had been on the receiving end of the infamous leadership purges,
had witnessed the disastrous Great Leap Forward and, perhaps
most important of all, had observed the role of students in the

philistine-inspired destruction embodied in The Cultural Revolution
under the guise of the (student) Red Guards. At that time, the
students had lobbied for influence and went on an orgy of

destruction with Mao's approval: once the student genie was

restrain.

Fa

released from the bottle, it had proved almost impossible to

It should also be noted that the student movement in

w

Tiananmen and elsewhere in the country was not a simple copycat
of what was happening in Central and Eastern Europe. There was a
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long tradition of student agitation in pre-communist Chinese
history. There were also many factions in the student body who
pitched their tents in Tiananmen Square in 1989 and marched daily
in huge numbers. Their ranks were swelled by artists, teachers,
historians and journalists.
As early as 1988, Deng had observed and intensely disliked

the emerging impact on the USSR of Gorbachev’s glasnost and
perestroika freedoms and reforms. By coincidence, Gorbachev
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made an official visit to meet Deng for a summit in Beijing on May
15th 1989 and had to enter the Great Hall by a side entrance as
more than 300,000 protestors marched on Tiananmen. Meanwhile,
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international reporters covering the summit turned their attention
to the protestors and their wish lists. China in general, and Deng in
particular, had lost face, both directly with their great communist

rival, the Soviet Union and, more broadly, with the world at large.
There was extreme tension in the CPC leadership with the most
powerful group then (and now), the PSC, urging restraint. As a

veteran of the Long March and representing the ‘Elders’, and with

Fenby observes:
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no formal constitutional power base, Deng sent in the tanks. As

w

The Standing Committee of the Politburo had
relinquished its constitutional authority to the Elders. If
there had been any hope of political modernization
accompanying the economic reform, it was killed by the
decisions taken.
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The capitalist community and no doubt Fukuyama-followers

watched intently: in the absence of political freedom, what next for
Chinese economic reform?
5. Deng’s Southern Tour and Reaffirmation of China’s Economic
Reform (1992).
Thus far, I have aimed to contrast a complex series of events

(in Eastern Europe) with a parallel series of events (in China) to
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address a common theme: the nature of political and economic
changes in the context of post-Bretton Woods globalization.
The atrocities committed in Tiananmen Square and the
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broader discussions relating to human rights, democracy & dissent,
liberal versus conservative, old versus young, and related

controversies are beyond the scope of this book but are central to

its context. Capital had flowed to China from Western and Japanese
firms in anticipation of bumper rewards, which is what capital does.

Billions had been invested, but asset repatriation, expropriation and
nationalisation have plagued FDI in the past, especially in countries

w

governance.
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rich in resources (land, labour, capital) but opaque in political
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Tiananmen Square:
All quiet on the northern (Beijing) front?

After Tiananmen, a deep breath was taken by companies who

waited to see how the dice would roll: what had widely been seen
as a safe bet now had the nasty taste of a highly speculative punt.
The ‘voice of reason’ in China and the group with the formal power
base, the PSC, had been overruled by the man who had seen it all
and was wholly associated with the successful economic reforms.
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And Deng was old and looked as though he might die sometime
soon.
I was privileged to be involved on the fringes of an
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extraordinary conference held in Bangkok in 1991, hosted by a
manufacturers’ association whose members had made huge

investments in the southern SEZ Guangdong Province and had

transferred proprietorial technologies to their Chinese joint venture
partners. The three-day event had a simple theme: The Impact on
Chinese Economic Reform if Deng Xiaoping Dies. Uncertainty was
huge and historical precedent didn’t exist (see the discussion

relating to uncertainty in the Introduction). A methodology known

Fa

as ‘Delphi’ was used, a process that relies on ‘expert opinion’, not
dissimilar to the ‘talking heads’ invited to speak on cable news
channels such as CNN in a ‘breaking news’ scenario. The experts

w

here were professors of Sinology, experienced journalists, military
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generals, former ambassadors and so on.
The Delphi Method resides at the more sophisticated
end of the qualitative research methodology
spectrum. Its origins are rooted in Ancient Greece
and the fabled Pythia, the high priestess of the
Temple of Apollo at Delphi who served as the oracle,
a person who proffered wise and insightful counsel, prophecies and
prescient visions of the future, typically characterised as the Oracle
of Delphi. There have been more recent assertions that the
gibberish she blathered from her font of knowledge had more to do
with vapours arising from a chasm underneath the rock upon which
she was seated, i.e. she was high as a kite rather than at one with
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the gods! But I should leave that discussion for the classicists to
debate and dispute.
During the Bangkok conference, three scenarios were

(ii)
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w

(iii)

Economic reform retardation based upon the primary
assumption that the ‘old guard’, the Elders who wielded
great informal power, would put the brakes on reform.
This scenario reflected on China’s recent history alongside
‘real-time’ observations of the 1989 anti-communist
revolutions in Central and Eastern Europe and the
imminent unravelling of the Soviet Union.
Economic reform acceleration based upon the primary
assumption that Deng, already worried about political
freedom and widely acknowledged as the individual
behind the Tiananmen massacre, had applied the brakes
and, upon his death, the younger generation would rerelease the growth agenda.
Steady progression, i.e. no significant change, based upon
the primary assumption that the political climate was
calm, there was no significant geopolitical backlash to
Tiananmen and that ‘socialism with Chinese
characteristics’ was indeed highly viable.

Fa

(i)
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brainstormed and subsequently evaluated on their likely outcomes:

The experts were then requested to assign a probability to

each scenario. For information, the following were the estimates of
likely outcomes: (i) 15%; (ii) 20%; (iii) 65%. The companies (and their
investors) who participated in the conference then had to create
their own Plans A, B and C, assuming they trusted the experts.
There was one small problem: Deng was very much alive and, if
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Mao and the wonders of traditional Chinese medicine were
anything to go by, could well be that way for a decade or so.
At least a benchmark had been set for the companies which
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could be used as a baseline for continuous monitoring and flexible
strategic response. For three years following Tiananmen, there

remained extreme uncertainty concerning China. It is important to

note that this was not a risk assessment for market entry into China,
where the luxury of a go/no go decision would be under

consideration. Billions of dollars of capital had already been

committed. And for more context, in the late 1980s, China was in

negotiations with the UK regarding the handing over of Hong Kong

Fa

when its lease expired in 1997. As Chris Patten, the ‘Last Governor
of Hong Kong’ observed, an impatient Deng, no doubt with a view
to his declining health, told Margaret Thatcher that the PLA could

w

simply ‘march south and take it now’ (Patten, 1998). They could,
but they didn’t, apparently fearing ‘bad publicity’. Beyond irony.
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So, the world watched and waited, totally impotent on the

China front, dealing with an autocratic, ageing, senile dictator who
had overridden the most powerful group within the CPC when he
sent the tanks into Tiananmen. And then, as Fenby chronicles:
On 15 January 1992, though in weak health, Deng
launched his counter-offensive [against internal
opponents], the last major action of his life and one
which would set his decisive stamp on the evolution of
China into the twenty-first century.
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This manifested itself in a train journey in 1992, which
became known as ‘Deng’s Southern Tour’, a trip during which he
made the following statement (cited in Fenby):
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We should be bolder in carrying out reforms and
opening up to the outside world and in making
experimentation; we should not act like a woman with
bound feet.
And for the aftermath, I turn to Fenby once more:
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The SEZs boomed. Foreign money poured in. Western
firms saw the cost benefits of using Chinese labour.
Modern machinery was imported. Tens of millions of
migrant workers crowded into the development zones.
Annual growth soared. The seeds of a middle class
began to emerge, made up of entrepreneurs and wellconnected businessmen who could use their political
contacts to move ahead. The generally peaceful
international climate provided the essential context for
rising exports and inward investment. China’s role as
assembly shop for the world became irreversible.

Shanghai skyline:
A Chinese new (SEZ) world order.

In 2021 we know China has far greater ambitions than being a

simple ‘assembly shop’, i.e. providing low-cost OEM supplies to
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global brands. But by the mid-1990s, the creation of the SEZs had
already transformed China’s economy. Four key factors explain this:
1. Under the CPC, an autocratic political system enabled the
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rapid and ‘forced’ mass movement of people into newly
created supercities. These were either built upon

established conurbations such as Shanghai (which saw its
historic architecture violently bulldozed and its citizens
displaced) or developed from scratch.

2. The same political system provided the surety and stability
sought by executives making FDI decisions.

Fa

3. Whereas inward FDI was initially only allowed to create

partnerships with local firms, investment in wholly-owned
subsidiaries became possible alongside international joint
ventures (IJVs) over time. $bns of inward investment was

w

attracted, the textbook example of a hugely successful IJV in
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China being Shanghai Volkswagen.
4. Strict rules of FDI engagement ensured that the majority of
manufactured goods in China had to be exported, which, in
turn, had three favourable outcomes: (i) companies had to
produce goods to international quality standards, thus deemphasising any negative connotations associated with
‘Made in China’; (ii) related to the previous point, Japanese,
German, Taiwanese and South Korean companies
transferred their highest tech manufacturing equipment and
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process technologies into China; (iii) substantial foreign
reserves were quickly accumulated, allowing China to invest
heavily in mega-infrastructure projects, including hi-speed
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railways, super-highways (e.g. between Guangzhou and
Hong Kong), airports, nuclear power stations etc. Rural areas
also benefited, although the wealth gap between poor and
rich grew markedly.

Fa

Deng did die on February 19th 1997, aged 92. Sadly
for him, he missed the Hong Kong Handover party
fireworks, which sparkled, soared and spewed at
midnight on July 1st 1997.

I conclude this section on China and its contribution to postwar globalization with a lengthy contemporary quotation from
‘noted academic’ Zhang Weiwei:
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The hallowed dichotomy of democracy versus autocracy
is a vacuous one in today’s complex world, given the
large numbers of poorly governed democracies across
the globe. China’s experience may eventually create a
paradigmatic shift in international political discourse
away from this old dichotomy of good versus bad
governance, in which good governance may look like
either a Western political system or a non-Western one.
Similarly, bad governance may or may not take the form
of a Western political system. In response to Francis
Fukuyama, author of The End of History and the Last
Man, now is not the end of history, but the end of the
end of history. This is not only good for China, but for the
West and the whole world, as we can now jointly
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explore new ways and means for better governance and
development in the interest of our common humanity.
Please note that there is no reference cited relating to this
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quotation at the end of the book because:
1. Mr Zhang is not a noted academic, not that this matters for
citation. But he is notorious, which is different. He is widely
acknowledged as a high-ranking ideologist in the Chinese
Communist Party, the founding and only ruling party in
China, as seen in this chapter.

2. It is not taken from an article or conference paper with any
editorial credence, which is essential for scholarly
recognition (see the Introduction).
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I can let you know the title of the ‘piece’: How China Made It:

The political philosophy behind the world’s most remarkable success
story.

w

And the source? A propagandic advertorial placed by ‘China
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Focus’ in The Economist, March 10th, 2018, pp 34, 36.
Your right of reply, again, Dr Fukuyama.
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Chapter Six
George Soros versus The Bank of England.
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Practical men, who believe themselves to be quite exempt from any
intellectual influence, are usually the slaves of some defunct
economist.
John Maynard Keynes (1883-1946).
Economist, writer, senior British Treasury advisor.

In the late 1980s, a Hungarian émigré to the UK, George

Soros, had written a controversial book called The Alchemy of

Finance (Soros, 1987) and, with confidence in its underlying theory
of global financial markets, took on and ‘broke’ The Bank of
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England, just a few years before Tony Blair and Gordon Brown’s
New Labour granted that hallowed institution its freedom from
politics (more accurately, politicians), independence it has

w

treasured to this day.

As the ‘1992 Process’ panned out (see Chapter Eight), the
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British government was desperately (a word not used lightly) trying
to ‘peg’ sterling to the European Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM),
which was dominated by a strong Deutschmark. For relatively
complex reasons, this currency-pegging policy is rarely successful:
the main monetary lever to manage the process is the manipulation
of interest rates by central banks, which, in turn, can wreak havoc
on the nasty dynamics between inflation, recession and
unemployment. If there is a substantial gap between ‘economic
fundamentals’ and artificially manipulated interest rates, it presents
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a red flag to speculative bulls, in this specific case the biggest of
them all at the time: George Soros.
In a bizarre few hours on September 16th 1992, named Black
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Wednesday by many commentators, a bullring stand-off ensued
between a hapless finance minister raising interest rates by the
hour (Norman Lamont) and a calm Soros exploiting the market

imperfection this created, cashing in all the while. Most estimates

suggest that Soros earned £1bn at a cost to the Bank of England of
£3.3bn — not a bad return for a few hours ‘work’.

For our purposes in this book and the themes it explores, this
drama had a potentially massive impact on British business,

Fa

particularly those companies which operated in global markets and
had complex financial instruments to manage, e.g. interest rate
swaps, convoluted currency hedges, futures and derivatives
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amongst others.

A day of drama in Threadneedle Street.

On the day this drama played out, I was working closely with a

management team amid a big cross-border merger where the
relative valuation of each company was a direct function of
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currency exchange rates. The day was chaos writ large, but the deal
eventually went ahead because the British government caved in,
and some semblance of economic reality was restored. The political
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legacy of that day lives on, including the UK’s decision not to join
the Euro in 1999. Many of the issues it raised are at the core of the

complexities associated with the Brexit discussions that were taking
place as the first edition of Ten Years was published.

For the record, the economy grew quite strongly in the
aftermath of this peculiarly English farce, prompting some

commentators to rechristen the day White Wednesday. But this is
readily explained by relatively simple economics, including the

Fa

boost given to British manufacturing exports - and $-denominated
earnings - due to the devalued currency after the forced ERM
withdrawal.

w

Exactly the same happened in the immediate aftermath of the

‘shock’ Brexit referendum result of June 2016. This outcome had
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surprised global financial markets and once again led to a sharp fall
in the pound sterling. What both episodes demonstrate perfectly
well is the market volatility induced when political ideology and
economic fundamentals clash (see Chapter Eleven for episode two
of the George Soros global financial markets drama).
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Chapter Seven
Japan’s Lost Decade?
Capitalism without failure is like religion without sin. It doesn’t
work.
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Allan H. Meltzer (1928-2017).
Economist, Professor of Political Economy.

In 1990, Harvard economist Michael Porter had great

publishing success deploying what today would likely be called ‘fake
empiricism’ to spin a contemporary perspective on an age-old

international business research challenge (see the Introduction for
details). His goal was to leverage the ideas presented in his 1980s

Fa

MBA must-read books on business strategy to explain those factors

underpinning the competitive advantage of nations, not firms. In his
weighty tome The Competitive Advantage of Nations, Porter, along

w

with a global team of researchers, embarked on an epic adventure
to explain why some countries such as Switzerland could be so
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successful while others, such as (relatively) close neighbour UK,
somewhat less so (Porter, 1990a).
Like many authors reflecting on country economic

performance during the 1980s, Porter eulogized Japan for, amongst
other things, creating an intensely competitive environment among
its domestic industries, leading to extraordinary success for its
companies both at home and abroad. However, within months of
the book’s publication in 1990, the Japanese economy spiralled into
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a deep crisis as, amongst other latent traumas, hyper-inflated asset
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prices collapsed, most notably equities and property.

Japanese (great) asset wave: high crest, heavy break.

Fa

Japan's highly uncompetitive financial services sector was hit
particularly hard, partly because banks could carry unrealised

capital gains (e.g. on equity and property) on their balance sheets as
tangible assets (i.e. at an ‘assumed market’ rather than ‘purchased

w

book’ rate). This accounting practice would have been anathema to
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large, global ‘western’ banks but reflected the fragmented nature of
the industry structure in Japan. Smaller banks, for example, were
‘propped up’ and allowed to survive rather than consolidate or go
bankrupt, despite having substantial small company ‘toxic debts’ on
their balance sheets. Furthermore, foreign bank entrants were
barred or strongly deterred from competing in the Japanese
market.

During the 2007/2008 global financial crisis, mega-banks and
financial institutions such as American International Group (AIG)
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were deemed ‘too big to fail’ (Sorkin, 2009) and were therefore
bailed out by the federal government in the US and governments
elsewhere. By contrast, in early 1990s Japan, it was mid-size
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community banks which, within Japanese society and culture, were
felt to be ‘too small to fail’ and were therefore supported by
government, both national and local, during the period.

The common economic/behavioural factors which existed
between these contrasting failure scenarios - separated by two

decades - was (and remains) moral hazard. This is the implicit or
explicit assumption amongst bank executives that bad lending

decisions will not be punished and, in parallel, the belief amongst
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the general public that their cash-in-the-bank deposits are secure.

A fundamental tenet of market economics is that banks must
be allowed to go bankrupt or, at the very least, restructure in one

w

form or another in times of financial crisis. In Japan, during the
1990s that didn’t happen, and the Japanese economy endured a
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decade or more of stagnation interspersed with outbreaks of
deflation, described by many commentators as ‘Japan’s lost
decade’.

The question mark in this chapter’s heading
indicates some dissent amongst economists and
social historians relating to Japan’s relative economic
and social/cultural performance over such an
extended period as a decade. Macroeconomic
comparisons of relative country performance are notoriously
narrow in their metrics, such as GDP per capita, employment levels,
and inflation. Social-cultural data, such as coherence, demographics
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and inequality, are frequently overlooked and often
misrepresented.
Other factors also played a role to counter Porter’s broad-
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brush analysis and praise for Japan, most notably ‘structural
impediments’ to market entry. These include a range of non-tariff
trade barriers such as impenetrable supply chains preventing
foreign company access to Japanese consumers.

To add another dimension largely ignored in the Porter thesis,
the unfathomable, byzantine nature of keiretsu organizations such
as Fuji, Hitachi, Matsushita, Mitsubishi and Toshiba confused the
competitive landscape. These long-established mega-firms - so

Fa

different from post-war newcomers Honda and Sony - were (and

remain) diversified conglomerates that span multiple business and
financial sectors and have intricate relationship matrices within and

w

between themselves.

These impenetrable industrial structures made participation
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in many Japanese market sectors extremely challenging for nonJapanese companies. While analysis of these and other examples
from ‘pure’ or ‘macro’ international business studies are beyond
this book's scope, they need to be understood from the perspective
of international trade and the global business strategies of
multinational corporations.
This harsh critique of the legendary management guru’s
country-competitiveness thesis may create dissonance amongst
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many readers, particularly those with a business school education
who will be very familiar with Porter’s generic strategies of cost
leadership, differentiation, market focus and competitive scope.
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And also, his analytical frameworks, including 5-forces extended
rivalry, industry attractiveness, value chain analysis, entry barriers

assessment and so on. Please note that the criticism here refers to
one aspect of one piece of work, The Competitive Advantage of
Nations, not Porter’s oeuvre.

Porter stands accused of being derivative by many economics
and management science scholars, but his contributions are well-

understood and widely disseminated. Indeed, his seminal works on
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Competitive Strategy (1980) and Competitive Advantage (1985) and
his many contributions to influential publications such as Harvard
Business Review have translated the dull and often dreary subjects

w

of the managerial economics discipline into principles, frameworks,
tools and processes which are meaningful, accessible and
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actionable. And academics are jealous, sniffy creatures by nature
and are in the habit of eschewing ‘popular’ (i.e. understandable)
interpretations of their precious theorems.
Porterian critique aside, the critical point here relates to the

uneasy categorisation of macro and microeconomic forces when
attempting to explain the nature of competition in the context of
globalization.
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And as was concluded concerning competitiveness in general
when I co-authored Inside Fortress Europe: Strategies for the Single
Market with my colleague Professor Peter McKiernan (Egan and
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McKiernan, 1993):
We believe that the focus of the debate should be on the
industrial level, that is, through strong firms recognizing
the primacy of customer-based innovation over
government-sponsored protectionist policies.

More than twenty-five years later, I remain convinced that

the fundamental essence of competitiveness, when applied to free

markets, is more valid than ever in international business and trade
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history. The principles are the same, just more: (i) intense; (ii)
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immediate; (iii) impactful.
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Chapter Eight
Inside Fortress Europe and the ‘1992 Process’.
The difference between perseverance and obstinacy is that one
comes from a strong will, and the other from a strong won’t.
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Henry Ward Beecher (1813-1887).
Congregational clergyman, social reformer, abolitionist.

With China evolving, Japan wilting and the US nursing its debt
hangover, twelve European states were planning the final stages of
the biggest Euro-project since the Treaty of Rome was ratified in

1957. Even earlier, the 1951 Treaty of Paris between France, West
Germany, Italy and the three Benelux countries (Belgium,

Fa

Netherlands and Luxemburg) established the European Coal and

Steel Community and laid down the foundations for the European

w

Union (EU), which came into being on January 1st 1993.
The United States of Europe? A Brief History of a European Union.
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The dream of European unity has a long history. It had liberal
and pacifist roots, ideals that floundered in the face of selfdestructive, violent interruptions. Intellectual calls for European
integration have followed a turbulent path. Though the famous
‘Grand Design’ attributed to Henry IV of France (1553-1610) is of
dubious origin - as such fables tend to be - its legend explicitly
referred to a ‘Great Republic of Europe’. This entity would join
together the disparate kingdoms, principalities and religions of
Europe and harness them in peaceful unity.
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The English Quaker William Penn (1644-1718), founder of the
US Province of Pennsylvania and early proponent of a Unites States
of America (a constitution of English colonies), published a notable
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monograph in 1693 titled An Essay Towards the Present and Future
Peace of Europe. This work envisaged European integration via

creating a European Assembly made of deputies who could discuss

and adjudicate controversies peacefully, a prescient Parliament that
foresaw the present-day European Union. Crucially, this entity

would have the power to enforce the outcome of its deliberations
against any dissident member state.

In his 1795 book, Zum Ewigen Frieden: Ein philosophischer

Fa

Entwurf (Perpetual Peace: A Philosophical Sketch), the

enlightenment philosopher Immanuel Kant (1724-1804) wrote of
the ‘superior hand’ of legal justice over state aggression. His vision

w

of ‘peace through [natural] law’ was for a federation of free states,
freely consented to. Others subsequently developed these ideas as
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the three pillars of peace: democratic; commercial; institutional.
In their 1814 tract De la réorganisation de la société

européenne (The Reorganisation of European Society), Henri de
Saint Simon (1760-1825) and his doctoral pupil Augustin Thiery
(1795-1856) called for the unification of Europe on the basis of a
single constitution. Their thesis emphasised the principle of a
European democratic parliament independent of nation-states and
empowered to take mediatory action. Italian philosopher Carlo
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Cattaneo (1801-69) linked people-to-nation-to-state-to world
citizenship through his notion of what is now known as subsidiarity,
the principle that a central authority should only have a subsidiary
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function, performing those tasks which cannot be performed at a
more local level. (Subsidiarity is a central tenet of today’s European
Union and a constant source of tension among its member states).
Despite their lofty ambitions, such appeals were largely

ignored. Europe instead became a continent of nation-states that

were individually reluctant to tolerate their dominant neighbours.

War and rebellion became the means of solving national-territorial

and hereditary disputes as Europe’s constituent countries amassed

each other.
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a significant competitive advantage in killing and maiming, mostly

Western European nations were in constant strife from 1550

w

to the eventual (yet still fragile) peace of 1945. Warmaking and
warmongering became the engine of industrial and economic
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development, the driver of political policy and the glorification of
man’s noblest instincts and chivalry. Rather than united, the
continent of Europe has been restless, fragile, contradictory and
pluralist. European unity was the dream, disunity its apparent
destiny.

The 1992 Process.

For many years it had become common parlance to discuss
the ‘1992 Process’ but, as with many things European, events did
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not quite tally. As mentioned earlier, the formal creation of the
European Single Market was on January 1st 1993.
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It should be acknowledged here that the Maastricht
Treaty, also known as the Treaty on European Union,
TEU, was signed by the twelve member states of the
European Community on February 7th 1992.
The first-of-the-first-in-the-year is typical for the

commencement of major European projects. For example, the thencontroversial single currency, the Euro, was officially introduced as
an accounting medium of exchange to global financial markets on

Fa

January 1st 1999, i.e. in the first instance, it existed exclusively as a

technical concept with only electronic exchange and transfers being
possible. The cash - notes and coins - didn’t arrive until January 1st
2002. Unofficially, the governments of France, Belgium and the

w

Netherlands put massive pressure on retailers to postpone their
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January sales until the new currency had ‘bed-in’, this for fear of the
ATMs being empty when consumers traditionally let in the New
Year with their annual retail therapy!
This Euro trivia may well be Euro-trash, but it was a serious

political detail: the same-day launch of a multi-country single
currency, in the absence of fiscal (tax) harmonisation, had never
been done before, and there was wide and deep scepticism that it
would work. As behavioural scientists inform us, consumers’
perceptions matter most, and the widespread misunderstanding
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relating to the Euro as a currency dominated the European
integration discussion then with much the same state of confusion
that Brexit played out amongst the general public in the UK
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following the June 2016 referendum (see Appendix One). In
practice, all Eurozone countries operated a dual-currency transition
phase, most until at least May 2002.

At this juncture, it is worth emphasising a key point relating
to this book's philosophy, nature, and scope. It is not a text of

record; instead, it aims to delineate globalization themes from a
series of inter-related economic and political processes in the

decade it observes. However, just this once, and for the record, the

Fa

twelve European Community countries who became signatories to

the Single European Act of 1986 (ratified and effective July 1st 1987)
to formalise a European Single Market by the end of 1992 were:

w

Belgium.
Denmark.
France.
Germany.
Greece.
Ireland.
Italy.
Luxemburg.
Netherlands.
Portugal.
Spain.
United Kingdom.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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When writing the first edition of this book in 2018, there were
twenty-eight member states within the European Union, with one
about to leave (the UK) and others patiently queuing to join in the
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fun (e.g. North Macedonia, Serbia, Turkey). For a brief perspective
on Brexit, Frexit, Grexit, Italexist, Polexit, and the rest, see Appendix
One.

For a concise yet authoritative overview of the
origins, treaties and historical dramas which shaped
the European Union that we know and love today, I
strongly recommend The European Union: A Very
Short Introduction by Pinder and Usherwood, 2018.

Fa

As discussed in the Introduction, one of the factors Porter
identified in explaining the competitiveness of nations was the

extent to which national industries were themselves characterised
by intense rivalry. In the run-up to the European Single Market, the

w

characteristic attitude of large national firms from France, UK,
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Netherlands and, to a lesser extent, Germany (see below), was
exactly that: nationalistic; or, perhaps more accurately, countryparochial; or, and worse, xenophobic. Rather than competing or
consolidating, national firms spent energy and resources
extensively lobbying their respective governments to protect their
privileged European market positions.
The case of Germany in this context is worthy of particular

note. On a GDP per capita basis, Germany was then the world’s
largest exporter of manufactured goods, and it remains so to the
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present day (Economist, 2017, July 8th). Underpinning this
powerhouse performance are not only the usual suspects: VW,
Bosch, Daimler, BMW, Siemens, Henkel, Bayer and so on. The
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driving force of German export success is the Mittelstand, ‘noname’ small and medium-sized engineering companies who

dominate global high-end business-to-business niches, typically
employing less than 500 people and mostly family-owned.

The most remarkable factor relating to German export

success during the 1992 process was that the country was then the
highest unit labour cost producer in Europe. Furthermore, it was

exporting against the strongest currency (the Deutschmark) in the

Fa

pre-Euro era (a strong currency makes exported goods more
expensive when sold in foreign markets).

In his well-received and influential book, The Borderless

w

World, Kenichi Ohmae (1990) drew attention to the purchasing
power of the Triad trading blocs - Japan, North America and Europe
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- and urged companies to globalize their operations within these
geographically proximate regions and to manage as if international
borders did not exist. In practice, however, there was a growing
fear that the emerging trade blocks were more likely to operate as
‘Fortress America’, ‘Fortress Japan’ and ’Fortress Europe’ than as a
spur to driving growth in the world economy (Egan and Mckieran,
1993).
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In its 1990 annual paper on the World Economy, Japan’s
Economic Planning Agency highlighted this danger and, pointing to
the proposed North American Free Trade Agreement (which
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embraced Canada in the north and Mexico to the south) and the
European Single Market, it predicted a potential shrinkage in world
trade: “The possibility of raising barriers against countries outside
the union cannot be denied. We must be vigilant against such a
tendency.”

Japanese concern was not surprising, although the constraint
shown in the politeness of the report perhaps was. Japan’s

response to the emerging trading bloc mentality was in stark

Fa

contrast to the caustic nature of the attacks on the Japanese at the
time by the former French Prime Minister, Edith Cresson, a highly
divisive figure in European politics throughout the 1990s:

R
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w

The Japanese have a strategy of world conquest. They
have finished their job in the US, and now they are about
to devour Europe.
However, the French position does need to be put in a

broader perspective. The UK, for instance, didn’t follow the same
hard-line xenophobic attitude, a point which commentators argued
reflected the fact that Japanese companies had placed 40% of their
European foreign direct investment (FDI) in the UK. High profile
examples were the car giants Toyota, Nissan and Honda, as
depicted in the illustration below.
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Made in England, designed by Japan!
1980s Japanese FDI in the UK.
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For non-Anglophiles looking at the map above,
Honda located its manufacturing facilities in
Swindon, Toyota in Derby and Nissan in Sunderland.
Arguably, Toyota made the smartest location choice:
Derby is the home of Rolls-Royce Aerospace and
Canadian engineering company Bombardier Transportation. The
city, its universities, colleges, and even its schools exist within a
cutting-edge precision-engineering culture unrivalled anywhere
outside the US, including Germany and Japan.
This simple example relating to Foreign Direct Investment

(FDI) into Europe featured in the book I co-authored with my
colleague Professor Peter McKiernan in 1993: Inside Fortress
Europe: Strategies for the Single Market (see the Preface for further
details). The book was commissioned by the highly respected and
influential Economist Intelligent Unit (EIU); its principal focus was
on assessing foreign company preparations for the impending
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European Single Market, which, as discussed in this chapter, came
into effect on January 1st 1993.
The book’s emphasis was on American and Japanese
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companies but primarily the latter, largely because it appeared that
their strategic and organizational challenges in dealing with the

looming ‘European Fortress’ were more daunting than those of US

firms, not least because of stark cultural differences between Japan
and any other country it engaged in trade with.

An additional and under-reported challenge faced by

Japanese companies was how the US and the soon-to-be EU had
dealt with chronic Japanese trade surpluses between their

Fa

respective trading blocs, especially during the 1980s. The American
central bank, the Federal Reserve (the ‘Fed’), and European
Community (EC) central banks intervened in the global financial

w

markets to artificially increase the yen's value, thus making
exported Japanese goods more expensive in their destination
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markets. The US and the EC also imposed unit quota restrictions on
many targeted goods categories (e.g. automobiles), which Japanese
companies could export into their markets.
The President of Toyota, Shoichiro Toyoda, and his fellow

countrymen at Honda and Nissan combined two similar strategies
to deal with those market conditions (Egan, 2021): (i) the Trojan
Horse pretence; (ii) divide and rule. Regarding (i), if your rivals are
building fortresses, it makes strategic sense to embed yourself
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within the walls (hence the title of the EIU book), i.e. to seek
sanctuary inside the fortress. Regarding (ii), all twelve EC member
states were competing for Japanese inward investment (FDI) ahead
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of the much tougher regulations which the European Single Market
would bring. Incentives were everywhere in abundance, and the

UK’s were the sweetest (even in 2018 the UK boasts that it attracts
40% of Japanese inward EU investment despite tougher EU
regulations relating to incentives).

On the second strategic front, faced with unit import quotas,
as discussed above, the logical strategic solution was to try and

extract more value-per-unit from the market. This is what Toyota

Fa

did when they created the upmarket brand Lexus. Nissan created
the less successful marque ‘Infinity’, and Honda designed Acura,
primarily for the US and Canadian markets, while expanding

value cars.

w

manufacturing facilities within the NAFTA fortress for its lower
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The solution to the dual-issue business case scenario of a

strong currency (¥) and unit import quotas was deceptively simple
(although it required a long-term planning horizon): manufacture
the mainstream high volume brands inside the walls of the
fortresses to get around the quota impositions and export the
higher value-per-unit products to extract maximum margins from
those markets.
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Perhaps more illuminating as 1993 approached (and daunting
for some European, Japanese and American companies) was the
German stance against protectionist measures at the time: it was
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fervently against them. This position reflected their conviction that
German companies could take on and beat their Japanese and

other global rivals by any measure of customer value. The evidence
was with them rather than those advocating protectionism, and
that is how it played out in the decades which followed.

As we saw in the Introduction, in The Competitive Advantage
of Nations (an ambitious attempt at creating a universal theory of

international trade), Harvard economist Michael Porter convincingly

Fa

argued that the intense rivalry of competing firms in a global

industry was highly likely to lead to continuous product and process
innovation and competitive success, both domestically and in

w

international markets.

As he also noted in a rare author-named guest essay in The
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Economist, Europe’s Companies after 1992: Don’t collaborate,
compete, the tendency of European firms to collaborate or clamour
for protection during the approach to what was the inevitability of
the European Single Market (rather than addressing the business
environment challenges it presented them with) would fail. His
message was simple: “the secret of competitive advantage is to
compete” (Porter, 1990b).
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As the reality of the UK’s (predictably) messy 2020 exit from
the European Single Market sinks in, combined with the
catastrophic economic fallout arising as a consequence of the global
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pandemic Covid-19, Porter’s advice should be well-heeded.
As I concluded in the previous chapter, the fundamental

essence of competitiveness, when applied to free markets, is more
valid today than ever in international business and trade history.

The principles are the same, just more: (i) intense; (ii) immediate;
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(iii) impactful.
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Chapter Nine
Time to Stop Talking. Multilateral, Rules-based ‘Free
Trade’ is (Belatedly) Born: The World Trade Organization.
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Persist and persevere, and you will find most things that are
attainable, possible.
Lord Chesterfield (1694-1773).
Diplomat, statesman, man-of-letters.

In the Introduction, it was suggested that the reader should
perhaps observe the daily news for the latest developments in

international business and trade and consider their implications for
the globalization process. While it was mentioned with the

Fa

intention of a light touch, it was no joke. On the day of writing this
paragraph for the first edition of the book – March 8th 2018 - the
US, in the form of an Executive Order signed by President Trump,

w

imposed tariff barriers on imports of Steel (25%) and Aluminium
(10%), citing national security issues to override WTO rules
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(Donnan, 2018, 9th March; Economist, 2018, March 10th). Within
hours, the EU was planning its retaliation, threatening to impose
tariffs on a range of non-security-related goods such as Jack Daniels
Tennessee Whiskey and Harley-Davidson motorcycles (Brunsden,

2018, 16th March).

As an author, I found it a surreal experience writing what was

effectively a daily blog on issues discussed thus far as they panned
out over 250 years. I have considered uncertainty but neglected
randomness, a greater terror (see the Introduction). Asked what his
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biggest fear in relation to stability in government was, British Prime
Minister Harold McMillan (disputedly) replied to the reporter
raising the question, “Events, dear boy, events”.
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Whether he said those exact words or not, there’s
undoubtedly a lesson in the message for executives charged with
the conduct of international business on behalf of their

corporations or for politicians governing their countries. Vigilance is
essential, even where change is erratic, unpredictable and, worse,

(apparently) random (see Kay and King, 2021, Radical Uncertainty:
Decision-making for an unknowable future, for informative and
influential insights).
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Five - yes, five - years since the Brexit referendum in the UK,
there is still a protracted discussion relating to whether there will
be a ‘hard’ or ‘soft’ Brexit. There remains a residual ‘deal’ or ‘no

w

deal’ mindset that resembles the tawdry ‘reality’ TV programme (or
is it a quiz show?) with that cheap title.
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Regardless of her political skills or the tenuous (self-inflicted)

parliamentary situation at the time, British Prime Minister Theresa
May (and her advisors) made a kindergarten negotiation error by
playing her strongest hand at the start of the divorce discussions
with the EU, stating very publicly that the UK would prefer ‘no deal’
rather than a ‘bad deal’. In the context of this chapter’s focus, and
from the perspective of international trade rather than UKdomestic or EU politics, a ‘bad deal’ or a ‘hard Brexit’, at its
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fundamental level, means conducting trade within the rules-based
framework of the World Trade Organization (WTO).
Until January 1st 1995, international business managers and
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investors would have loved to enjoy this luxury, i.e. the certainty of
conducting trade in global markets which in large measure could be

undertaken without political interference (but see Economist, 2018,
March 10th, ‘The threat to world trade: The rules-based system is in
grave danger’ for observations on the implications of President
Trump’s roughshod riding over this hallowed institution).

Before the WTO was formally established, the framework for
the conduct of international business was the General Agreement
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on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), known by aficionados of international
relations as the General Agreement to Talk and Talk (ha ha). The
origins of GATT were rooted in failure: the attempt by many

w

countries through a United Nations conference on trade and
employment to create the International Trade Organization (ITO).
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This idea was heavily debated during the Bretton Woods
negotiations with an explicit acknowledgement that tariffs and
other forms of protectionism had contributed to the Second World
War and significantly influenced the origins of the First (Steil, 2014).
As David Ricardo had observed more than a century earlier,

free and open international trade has benefits for all countryparticipants whereas mercantilism (the predominant ‘global’
business modus operandi of his day) is rooted in parochial market
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closure, treasure accumulation and selfishness, i.e. it is a zero-sum
game, winner takes all trade policy. Economic interdependence
between nations, in contrast, has a happy side effect over and
above wealth creation: world peace.
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GATT got going on October 30th 1947 with 23 nations as

signatories and became operationally effective on January 1st 1948.

Its remit was expanded over time - as was its membership - during a
long series of ‘rounds’ of negotiation talks:
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Geneva I (1947).
Annecy (1949).
Torquay (1951).
Geneva II (1955-56).
Dillon (1960-62).
Kennedy (1962-67).
Tokyo (1973-79).
Uruguay (1986-1994).

w

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Each round had different agendas and the cumulative
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outcomes achieved were extraordinary given that they progressed
relatively smoothly against a geopolitical backdrop that included
the still-unresolved Korean War (1950-1953), the complex second
Indochina War - more generally known as the Vietnam War - which
spanned two decades from 1955, the Cold War (and its proxies) and
multiple military skirmishes (e.g. the Falklands War) which tested
international relations between countries and continents. And
factor in the collapse of the USSR, the Chinese economic reform
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hiatus of the early 1990s discussed in previous chapters and the
creation of the European Single Market to underline how the
patient persistence of GATT participants and negotiators led to a
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degree of unprecedented stability for international trade. The final
pieces of this complex jigsaw during the Uruguay Round addressed
two specific concerns of ‘developed countries’, the twin issues of

trade in services and intellectual property protection in all its forms

w
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(Collins, 2015).
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The persistence pay-off: rules-based international trade.

On January 1st 1995, the WTO replaced GATT as the

independent regulator of global commerce. The most
comprehensive, informative and apolitical historical resource for
exploring the origins of multilateral trade and the creation of the
World Trade Organization are to be found on the institution’s
official website: www.wto.org. The following paragraph is taken
from the page titled History of the Multilateral Trading System,
accessed on May 1st 2018:
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From the early days of the Silk Road to the creation of
the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and
the birth of the WTO, trade has played an important role
in supporting economic development and promoting
peaceful relations among nations.
It continues in a positive tenor: “This page traces the history

of trade, from its earliest roots to the present day”. And further, in
introducing one of its many resource documents,’What the WTO
can do’:
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The world is complex. The World Trade Organization is
complex. This booklet is brief, but it tries to reflect the
complex and dynamic nature of trade and the WTO’s
trade rules. It highlights benefits of the trading system,
but it doesn’t claim that everything is perfect. Were it a
perfect system, there would be no need for further
negotiations and for the system to evolve and reform
continually.

w

And the following numbered list outlines the ten major roles,
ambitions and aspirations which fall within the WTO’s remit and
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define its purpose:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
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Cut living costs and raise living standards.
Settle disputes and reduce trade tensions.
Stimulate economic growth and employment.
Cut the cost of doing business internationally.
Encourage good governance.
Help countries develop.
Give the weak a stronger voice.
Support the environment and health.
Contribute to peace and stability.

TEN YEARS THAT SHOOK THE (CAPITALIST) WORLD

10. Be effective without hitting the headlines.
The WTO goes on to comment:
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Nor does this booklet claim that everyone agrees about
everything in the WTO. That’s one of the most important
reasons for having the system: it’s a forum for countries
to thrash out their differences on trade issues.
Lovers of standard English will find the language a tad

colloquial, which is why I produce it here verbatim. While it may
also sound utopian, it should be acknowledged that these lofty

goals represent the desired outcomes of 164 member countries and
provide the ‘round-table’ context for the discussion forum the WTO
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refers to. And I present this here to put into context the concerns of
those fearing a ‘hard Brexit’ as compared to the tumultuous
business environment uncertainties faced by executives during the

w

early 1990s. And I do so without stating any support or otherwise
for any form of long-term post-Brexit arrangement: hard, soft or,
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most likely, fudgy, in the time-honoured fashion of realpolitik
political pragmatism in international relations, not least within the
tortuous machinations of the European Union.
The business message is that companies should follow the

grand tradition of the British Boy Scouts movement motto: Be
Prepared. Specifically: appoint a WTO/international trade expert
and support team; enjoy the luxury and relative certainties in the
global business environment that early 1990s executives could only
dream about; instil scenario analysis and contingency planning as an
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embedded business process (but, nota bene, as one beleaguered
executive taught me, to have a contingency plan, you need a plan!).
Of course, this is a gross over-simplification and is presented
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with a hint of ‘tongue-in-cheek’. The real world of business is way
more challenging, and organizational complexity typically confronts

strategic rationality (Egan, 1995). Despite this, the hard-fought rules
that GATT delivered to the WTO in 1995 still provide the legal
framework for the conduct of international trade in 2021.
Much criticism of the WTO is misplaced, partial or

demonstrates misunderstanding and ill-judgement. The three pillars
of the WTO are:

2. Transparency.

Fa

1. Tariff commitments.

w

3. Non-discrimination and most favoured nation (MFN) rules.
I focus on MFN rules since the root arguments relating to a
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‘hard’ Brexit deal lie here. (Brexit processes and outcomes are way
beyond the scope of this book and outwith its timeframe, but I
present a brief review in Appendix One).
The basic premise of MFN status is explained concisely by

Collins (2015) in his excellent ‘Beginner’s Guide’ to the WTO.
Most favoured nation requires that governments must
not impose different legal requirements on goods
coming from different countries. Goods must be treated
the same regardless of the foreign country from which
they originate. This prevents favouritism or strategic
alliances among countries. So any reduction in tariffs or
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taxes extended to goods from one place must be
extended to goods from all places.
As with all legal frameworks, there are exceptions and
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exemptions to this MFN rule, notably regional trade agreements
such as those embodied within the EU. These legitimately grant

preferential terms to goods originating from those EU members
trading within its external borders. This WTO exemption

‘permission’ explains why the UK (or any other exiting EU member
for that matter) has to negotiate multiple new international trade

agreements, having departed the European Single Market it joined
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in 1993.

The tangled web of international relations.

In the next chapter, I leave geopolitics and the messiness of

international relations behind and explore an arguably greater
double-edged force in the globalization process that arose in the
mid-1990s and is driving its current momentum: information
technology and ‘step-change’ communications catalysts.
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Chapter Ten
Windows ’95 and the ‘Invention’ of the Internet.
The Web as I envisaged it, we have not seen it yet. The future is still
so much bigger than the past.
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Sir Tim Berners-Lee.
Computer scientist, engineer, ‘inventor’ of the internet.

Bill Gates is a huge Rolling Stones fan. (Urban) legend has it
that when Microsoft was planning the spectacular launch of
Windows ’95, Bill invited Mick to his Xanadu 2.0 mansion in

Washington State to discuss using the Rolling Stones’ 1981 single
Start Me Up for the August 1995 mega-event and beyond. The
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reason for using that specific ditty was to emphasise the redesign of
the messy user interface of previous Windows incarnations,
primarily focusing on the all-new ‘Start’ button. The PC would burst

w

into life when it was clicked, just like the song itself following its
opening riff. But the Rolling Stones didn’t do jingles or allow their
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music to be used for such trivia: they were a blues band, cats, not a
hippy-happy-bursty pop-tart group. The song was used, so what
happened?

Gates was famous for two things while studying at, and

before dropping out of, Harvard University: (i) he didn’t attend any
lectures remotely related to the subject he’d enrolled for (law),
preferring instead to challenge the university’s computers to their
limits and to read advanced math texts for further fun; (ii) playing
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poker. Jagger, meanwhile, is famous for many things over and
above singin’ the blues, and, like Gates, he has a passion for poker.
Other than the protagonists, nobody knows precisely what
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went down during that brief Seattle sojourn apart from the playing
of a legendary poker game between the two venerable poker faces.

Someone was bluffing, but the song played on. The subsequent spin
from the two parties’ publicity machines suggested that a fee was

agreed for using the tune, the actual figure paid ranging from $15m
(the Stones) to “a fraction of that amount” (Microsoft).

w

Fa

As a brief aside, a more recent copyright controversy
raged between the Rolling Stones and Donald Trump
over his persistent use of the band’s hit You can’t always
get what you want during his 2016 presidential
campaign. The brutal irony arising when juxtaposing the song’s title
with its use by a man who tends to get exactly what he wants, all
the time, is surely lost on The Donald?
The poker fable outlined above may seem somewhat remote
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from the didactic themes of Ten Years. But it’s not and, as we’ll see
when discussing the central theme of communications as an
accelerant of globalization, Window’s ’95 (not poker) represents
one of many ‘step-changes’ en route to the ‘Internet-of-Things’ and
the world of social networks, social media and ‘Big Data’ which
characterise the contemporary era (see Appendix Two, Milestones
in the History of Globalization, for key drivers and events in the
process of globalization).
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Windows ’95: communications gateway to the world.

In developing Windows ’95, Microsoft’s original product

development programme was based on a closed system for internet

Fa

access, creating Microsoft Network (MSN) to compete with

CompuServe and America Online (AOL). These were known as
portals, and the business model was firmly rooted in effective

w

supply chain management based upon ‘push’ strategies. But Sir Tim
Berners Lee had ‘invented’ the internet, i.e. www (html), and
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Netscape offered a free web browser to end-users. The business
model had become ‘open systems’ overnight, consumer ‘pull’ and
freedom of choice being its key operational driver.
Knowing full-well the legal challenges they were likely to

encounter by ‘bundling’ Internet Explorer free with Windows ’95,
Microsoft brazenly ignored them and executed an extraordinary
strategic U-turn, essentially creating an open-system, completely
‘free’ global internet platform on its huge installed base of
networked PCs worldwide.
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This is arguably the single most significant ‘step-change’
communication breakthrough in the history of globalization and,
without doubt, the quickest in terms of its global impact. The list
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below, extracted from Appendix Two of this book, presents a range
of key step-change communications technology breakthroughs and
developments in the history of globalization.
Early Nineteenth Century.
•

Railway boom financed by the creation of equity (stock)
markets.

Late 1800s.
•
•
•
•

Early 1900s.

R
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•
•

Internal combustion engine refined; Henry Ford creates
automobile mass manufacturing processes.
Early flight machines built.
Luxury cruise-liners (plus freight) expand, especially
transatlantic routes linking the Americas with Europe.
Aircraft manufacture scaled up and accelerated as First
World War approached.

w

•

Fa

Steamships.
Ocean-bed cables laid.
Telegraph.
Telephone.

•

Mid-Late 1930s.
•
•

Luxury commercial air travel.
Early development of RADAR.

1950s.
•

Containerization: American transport entrepreneur Malcolm
Purcell McLean introduces the intermodal (rail/road/sea)
shipping container; this revolutionises freight transportation
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and the logistics of international trade. He was persuaded to
give patented designs to industry, bringing standardisation
of shipping containers, improved reliability, reduced cargo
theft, lower inventory costs, shortened transit times.
Federal Aid Highway Act, 1956, lays the foundations for US
Interstate Highway System.

•

Commercial jet airlines and global airport infrastructure
developed.
IBM develops commercially viable mainframe computers
and supporting software and services.

•
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•

1980s.
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•
•

Fa

•

Apple launch Macintosh personal computer.
Feeling threatened, IBM launch initiative ‘PC in a Year’;
partners with Intel and Microsoft; presents open systems
architecture, fostering IBM-compatibles (e.g. Dell, Compaq)
and ‘clones’ (‘Made in Taiwan’).
‘Natural monopoly’ status of national telecommunications
infrastructure dissolves; AT&T (Ma Bell) broken up in the US
in 1984 and ‘Baby-Bells’ are born; privatisation of BT in UK,
1984; scene set for further privatisations including direct
competition (e.g. Cable & Wireless in the UK) and emergent
disruptive technologies.
First-generation cellular infrastructure developed.
Rapid development of distributed networked computing:
Local Area Networks (LANs) and Wide Area Networks
(WANs) lay the foundations for the www revolution which
followed.

w

•
•

1990s.
•

Global Positioning System (GPS), started by (and under
control of) US Military in 1973, becomes fully operational
and publicly accessible.

•

Cisco Systems develop mass-market internet infrastructure
networks.
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•
•
•
•
•
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Tim Berners Lee (not Al Gore) ‘invents’ the internet: creates
HTML and integrates internet protocols at CERN
laboratories, Switzerland.
Amazon founded by Jeff Bezos in 1994, perfectly poised to
exploit the coming Windows 95 revolution. Perfect timing
and entrepreneurial prowess or good luck?
Windows ’95 and rapid, open systems WWW global
expansion.
‘Open skies’ industry deregulation in the US and rise of the
low-cost airline sector.
Rapid development of fibre-optic telecommunications
networks in ‘developed’ countries.

2000s.

The dot.com ‘economy’ falters, but its global infrastructure
is installed.

•

Household penetration of broadband expands rapidly,
creating global communications infrastructure and
consumer e-commerce channels.
3rd and 4th generation cellular infrastructure developed.
Widespread adoption of cellular technology in emerging
markets.
iPhone, Android and smartphone revolution.
Social media and social networks develop, e.g. Myspace,
Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, LinkedIn, Tencent, TikTok,
WhatsApp. Chinese giant Baidu has 2bn active users
worldwide.
‘Big Data’ and ‘Cloud’ computing creates impact.
‘Virtual’ global marketplaces created by Alibaba, Amazon,
eBay, Etsy, Facebook, Google. The smallest of small firms
can now access global markets.
5th generation cellular technology.
Artificial Intelligence (AI); Virtual Reality (VR); Machine
Learning/Deep Learning.
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•
•

w

•
•

Fa

•

•
•
•
•
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At this point in the narrative, I draw heavily upon my
experience of working worldwide as a business advisor to the
technology giants IBM (1994-2002) and Royal Philips International
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(1989-2012). This was an extraordinary period of technological
transformation, rivalling anything arising during previous epochs of
the industrial revolution and ‘post-industrial societal mutations’
(see Giddens and Sutton, 2021, Sociology, for a critical textbook

assessment of the current information era in the context of long
term sociological processes).

In 1993 IBM posted an $8bn loss, then the biggest in

American corporate history. This was a landmark moment-in-time

Fa

that sent shockwaves throughout corporate and business school

communities worldwide. Affectionately known as ‘Big Blue’, it was
for many years the biggest of the big ‘blue chip’ US public

w

corporations, a poker metaphor reflecting the reliability of a
company’s earnings and relentlessly generous dividend
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distributions regardless of economic conditions.
IBM was the most excellent of the ‘excellent’ companies

which featured in McKinsey’s blockbuster business book In Search
of Excellence (Peters and Waterman, 1982). The company offered
‘jobs-for-life’ to its devoted and loyal employees; all managers had
a small placard on their desk with the motivational expression
‘Think!’ printed on it, suggesting ample time for creativity. This
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reflected an organizational culture crafted by IBM’s long-running
Chairman and CEO, Thomas J. Watson, who famously observed:
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The trouble with every one of us is that we don't think
enough. We don't get paid for working with our feet —
we get paid for working with our heads
IBM was also seen as a paragon of virtue in corporate

etiquette and squeaky-clean in its conduct of global business. (Or so
it seemed, but that’s another story for a different book). But by the
early 1990s, although it was financially strong (courtesy of past

glories), the company was commercially bankrupt, riddled with

organizational malaise. What could have gone wrong? IBM became

Fa

strong again; how so?

Following a string of devastating results, the Board of IBM
recruited an industry outsider as Chair and CEO; he was a change

w

agent, a fresh-pair-of-eyes, a fixer: Lou Gerstner. Gerstner was an
ex-McKinsey consultant, a renowned company doctor who’d
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previously healed a very sick American Express and put back the
pieces of the RJR Nabisco fiasco mentioned in Chapter One. He
recruited IBM’s first Chief Marketing Officer (CMO) to this famously
‘hard-sell’ sales organization, a female called Abby Kohnstamm,
formerly of American Express, where the two had worked together.
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Kohnstamm was the first woman to have a seat on
the Board of IBM, a sign of things to come from a
company previously noted for its muscular-macho
organizational culture. In 2019 the Chair, President
and CEO was also female, Ginni Rometty, a life-long
IBMer, an ‘insider’ in corporate-speak.
Kohnstamm centralised vast swathes of previously

decentralised marketing operations in pursuit of efficiency. For

example, hundreds of devolved country advertising agencies were

sacked, and a central New York agency, Ogilvy & Mather, was given
sole-supplier status and privilege.

Many companies were acquired, others sold, and some

Fa

rebranded: remember Lotus 1-2-3 (RIP)? IBM’s reputation for

offering a ‘job-for-life’ became tarnished as numerous voluntary
schemes for a variety of end-of-job initiatives were deployed. There

w

was to be no more time for thinking, it seems, as Gerstner
circulated a company-wide memo with the terse message: “Don’t
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think, execute!”.

A cruel but amusing Harvard Business Review
cartoon at the time featured the manager’s Think!
placard being taken away by a workman and
replaced with a new one: Work! Different variations
of the company’s acronym emerged, with some
saying it stood for "I've Been Moved" due to
multiple relocations and layoffs.

At first, not much happened and IBM seemed doomed to a
vicious cycle of decline-restructure-decline-restructure ad nauseam.
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But then they got lucky — an uncomfortable concept for many
economists, primarily because luck can’t be measured, unlike, for
example, chance (which can be assigned a probability).
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IBM’s vast wealth was built around the mainframe computers
they sold and the global monopoly-like market share these

monolithic big data crunchers enjoyed. The company’s high margin
earnings came from the software and services these machines

needed to function but, by the early 1990s, the whole technology
package was being disrupted on multiple fronts.

Fa

It is important to note that the technologies
discussed in the following passages are intrinsically
irrelevant. This is a case history about markets
(customers and competitors), not products and
services.

w

Mainframes were no longer mainstream as powerful
networked PCs (courtesy of Cisco Systems, Compaq, Dell,
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Taiwanese ‘clones’ etc.) began to dominate enterprise computing.
New hardware entrants (e.g. Amdahl, Apollo, EMC2, Hitachi Data
Systems, HP, Sun Microsystems, Wang Laboratories), substitute
software technologies (e.g. Oracle databases, SAP ERP solutions)
and ‘full-service’ service providers (e.g. Anderson Consulting, EDS
and KPMG) entered IBM’s enterprise ‘space’, companies which
offered better value and customised solutions. In the lexicon of
strategic marketing, IBM had been ‘cherry-picked’ on a segment-bysegment basis by sharper, more agile, customer-focused
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competitors. The ultimate driver of the market fragmentation
process was - and always will be in competitive markets - consumer
sovereignty, i.e. ‘the customer is king; or queen’.
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As we saw in the Introduction, the theories of Adam Smith,
published in 1776, could have predicted and can certainly explain
the demise of this colossus of twentieth-century international

business corporations, IBM. In a nutshell, and to paraphrase the
great sage (i.e. Smith’s thoughts, my words):

Fa

Allow producers the freedom to choose what they wish
to produce and where to peddle their stuff; allow
consumers the freedom to choose what they want to
consume and which peddlers to procure it from; keep
government out of the business of business, except for
such niceties as property rights, financial liquidity and
gentle regulation.
Under these conditions of supply and demand, amidst

w

minimalist government interference, there should be two generic
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outcomes according to Smith:

1. The invisible hand of the market will lead to the most
efficient allocation of society’s scarce resources.
2. Consumer sovereignty (the customer is king/queen) will
determine competitive outcomes.
So it was the dissatisfied customer and aggressive rivals that

did for IBM. And, as a consumer of these words, you can rightly
demand further elaboration from me on this simple case scenario
which had a monumental and complex global impact.
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Earlier, I mentioned organizational malaise, and malaise
suggests debate relating to cause and effect. Such debate is a good
thing, especially regarding general management theories as applied
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to specific business cases. But, more often than not, there is a core
explanatory factor that impacts upon all-else. But time and time
again, we see companies and even industries disappearing as a
consequence of their fundamental misunderstanding of buyer

behaviour, consumer motivations and competitive dynamics. It can

be argued that the essence of management, in general, is to identify
and address such a challenge but that process, as managers would
say, is easier said than done.

Fa

Through the lens of strategic marketing, IBM was outflanked

by nimble rivals; many were unfamiliar to the company while others
were naively aided and abetted by it. IBM had previously created

w

the open-system PC market in response to a perceived threat from
the Silicon Valley upstart Apple. In its race for a ‘PC in a year’, the
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company outsourced key PC technologies, including
microprocessors from Intel and an operating system from Microsoft
branded as IBM PC-DOS. The poker-minded genius of Bill Gates
negotiated the rights for Microsoft to sell the operating system in
wider market spaces. They branded the software MS-DOS
(Microsoft Disk Operating System), a name widely and pejoratively
labelled QDOS by technologists: Quick and Dirty Operating System!
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And it was precisely that, as early adopters of PCs in the mid-1980s
will testify, with venom.
A key point to note in this business case scenario is that IBM,
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famous for its proprietary closed-systems business model,
inadvertently laid the foundations for a global, accessible, scalable,
affordable communications infrastructure, in the first instance

because they were genuinely afraid of a small bunch of hippies from
California.

The good news for IBM - the lucky bit - was that mainframes
were back in vogue as the internet explosion was set in motion by
the circumstances described above. In 1994 IBM had begun the

Fa

dismal task of dismantling/mothballing its mainframe

manufacturing facility in Poughkeepsie, upstate New York, believing
the market was dying. All that changed with the advent of www and

w

the launch of Windows ’95, Microsoft’s new operating system
bundled with Internet Explorer. The mainframes were renamed
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‘servers’, demand for them proliferated, the factory was expanded,
workers re-employed, and the infrastructure for what we now know
as cloud computing was established in ‘server farms’ worldwide.
Considering all the above, this was an unprecedently intense

period of technological convergence, especially in
telecommunications and IT more generally, and it was remarkable
for two key characteristics:
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1. It was not orchestrated by any single ‘conductor’ — it just
‘happened’ by the ‘invisible hand’ so presciently observed by
Adam Smith.
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2. It happened at lightning speed from a commercial
perspective (superbly observed at the time by technology
writer Geoffrey Moore in his best-selling 1995 book Inside
the Tornado: Marketing Strategies from Silicon Valley's
Cutting Edge). And, for the record, in amongst all this
technology turmoil, the world’s first online retailer was
quietly born on July 5th 1994: Amazon.com.

Windows ‘95 was not just a symbol of the internet as a stepchange-communications factor in the progress of globalization. It

was a communications catalyst, bringing ‘overnight’ global online

Fa

access to anyone, anywhere in the world, so long as they had use of
a PC, whether at home or work. If the global telecommunications

infrastructure was the internet highway, Windows ‘95 was its traffic
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w

management system.

The internet goes global.
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That was some poker game between Bill and Mick. And ubersymbolic: the dawn of a new era in the history of globalization, not
because of what happened then per se, but because of what
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happened next, writ large.
In the next chapter of Ten Years, I return to the complex

world of geopolitics and financial markets: “Oh! What a tangled
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w

Fa

web we weave”. But, in truth, weave it we must…
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Chapter Eleven
Globalization Interrupted: George Soros Returns, the
Asian Financial Crisis, Russia Defaults.
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Teach a parrot the terms supply and demand and you have an
economist.
Thomas Carlyle (1795-1887).
Philosopher, mathematician and polemicist.

In the late 1990s, the general advice given to those managers
conducting business in Thailand had two standout elements over
and above the typical corporate travel recommendations:
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w

Fa

1. Do not insult the King or Royal Family in any way, shape or
form. This is a serious consideration in the conduct of
international trade at the corporate level, especially where
the foreign country is proudly republican (e.g. France,
Germany) or frequently critical of the monarchies they do
have (e.g. UK, Netherlands). Cultural sensitivity is a
fundamental requirement for success as an international
manager. Cultural arrogance, sadly, remains too common in
the conduct of international business by multinationals,
both by employees and the companies they work for (see
Steers and Osland, 2019, Management Across Cultures:
Challenges, Strategies, and Skills, for insights into cultural
dimensions of companies conducting international
business). Be warned. Lese-majesty in Thailand will land you
in jail: that experience won’t be pleasant, and you might be
there for an indeterminate time, but you will deserve it.
Forewarned is forearmed: don’t do it.

2. Also, do not mention George Soros, preferably not at all, and
definitely not with any hint of respect for the man.
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The first point above is deadly serious. I have the travel
advisory to prove it, provided by a major multinational company I
was consulting for in Thailand during this period. The second point
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is not a joke. Soros became a hate figure amongst large swathes of
Thailand’s population, a focal point of blame for the devastation to
the country’s economy caused by the collapse of the Thai baht in
1997. He frequently figured in mass-market news channels and
public news postings, always in a highly negative fashion.

Whether the vitriol was justified will not be debated here, nor
will the culpability of the Thai politicians and civil servants

responsible for Thailand’s failed monetary policy be assessed in any

Fa

depth (but see below for brief details).
The Asian Financial Crisis.

w

Whether your opinion of Soros is that he is a financial genius
or a sordid speculator preying on the vulnerable is a discussion for a
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different forum. What happened is what matters when we come to
explore the impact on the global economy of this ‘little local
difficulty’ and the implications of this for the steady expansion of
international trade and Foreign Direct Investment (FDI) into
emerging and ‘frontier’ markets.
What Soros did was a de facto déjà vu of what he had

previously done to the UK government in 1992, discussed in
Chapter Six. He correctly judged that the Thai baht was
unsustainably over-priced and shorted it on a massive scale. Simply
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put, he thought the baht would devalue, backed his judgement and
reaped the rewards.
Although the UK and Thailand scenarios had the same
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outcome (currency devaluation), their economic and political
contexts differed markedly. In both cases, Soros and his team
carefully analysed the political motivations behind the two

countries’ macroeconomic policies of setting a currency peg, always
a perilous financial markets strategy when undertaken by overly
ambitious or hubristic governments.

In the UK’s case, pegging sterling to a Deutsmark-dominant
European Exchange Rate Mechanism (ERM) was part of the 1992

Fa

process in preparation for entering the European Single Market (see
Chapter Eight). For Thailand, riding the wave of surging economic
growth during the 1990s, the baht was pegged to the US dollar, not

w

unusual for those conditions. But as the dollar strengthened, the
peg became unsustainable.
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The critical point of departure between the two countries was

that, although they ‘lost’ the skirmish, the UK could afford to take
the battle to Soros. Although initially defiant, the Thais had to
concede, lacking the foreign reserves to stay in the fight. They were
forced to float the baht on July 2nd 1997, allowing its value to be
determined by the global currency markets. This, in turn, caused a
chain reaction, eventually culminating in a region-wide economic
drama, subsequently labelled the ‘Asian financial crisis’.
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Like dominoes, in a process that economists call contagion,
the currencies of other high growth countries in Southeast Asia
collapsed (followed later by South Korea and Japan), wreaking
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havoc in the process and disturbing global financial markets. In
tandem, stock market valuations slumped across the region, as did

other asset prices (e.g. property), while corporate and private debt

soared. After Thailand, the countries most affected were Indonesia,
South Korea and Malaysia, while Hong Kong, Laos, the Philippines

and even China were hurt. The little local difficulty had globalized.

Fa

It should be noted that a full economic recovery was
achieved relatively quickly in the region, reflecting a
defining characteristic of emerging and frontier
markets: turbulence and tranquillity, aka volatility.
As a final remark on the Asian financial crisis, Soros became

w

embroiled in a controversial ‘conversation’ with Malaysia’s prime
minister, Dr Mahathir Mohamad. Mohamad accused Soros of using
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his vast wealth to punish the Association of Southeast Asian Nations
(ASEAN) for inviting Myanmar to become a member. Soros,
meanwhile, said that the accusation was “wholly unfounded” and
claimed that he had actually “left most of the potential gain on the
table” by pulling the trade too early, i.e. he could have inflicted
much more pain if he chose, especially against Malaysia!
We need an impartial umpire, and none is better qualified to
adjudicate on this than the influential economist Paul Krugman in
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his essential-read 1999 book The Accidental Theorist: And Other
Dispatches from the Dismal Science:
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Nobody who has read a business magazine in the last
few years can be unaware that these days there really
are investors who not only move money in anticipation
of a currency crisis, but actually do their best to trigger
that crisis for fun and profit. These new actors on the
scene do not yet have a standard name; my proposed
term is 'Soroi'.

Russia Defaults.

Fa

Turbulence and tranquillity in Southeast Asia.

Undoubtedly the most significant single event at this time in

w

terms of its global impact was that Russia, shortly after the onset of
the Asian financial crisis and now under the stewardship of Boris
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Yeltsin, devalued the rouble on August 17th 1998, defaulted on its
domestic debt and declared a moratorium on the repayment of its
foreign debt.

Although not directly linked to the Asian crisis via trade or

financial transfers, the ‘Russian flu’ had many similar economic
problems, albeit tinged with a soviet hue of corruption, oligarchy
and anti-capitalist political sentiment. It is important to note that
the debt default was the effect, not the cause, of the Russian crisis.
At the time, the country’s Central Bank employed a ‘floating peg’
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policy toward the ruble, which meant it managed the ruble-todollar exchange rate within a relatively narrow band (range). In
practice, the Bank would intervene in currency markets by selling or
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buying rubles using its foreign reserves. As was the case with
Thailand, this worked well as long as those reserves were plentiful
and the economic conditions were benign.

For multiple reasons and long before the debt default, the

Russian economy was in desperate need of reform, as was its fragile
political system. The inability of the government to implement a

series of coherent reforms dramatically eroded investor confidence
which, in turn, instigated a vicious cycle of currency (ruble) and

Fa

asset sales, the latter including property, stocks and bonds. This then
put further downward pressure on the ruble, which forced the
Central Bank to deplete foreign reserves through their interventions

w

which again sapped investor confidence.

All of this happened just seven years after the previously
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discussed collapse of Comecon and the dissolution of the Soviet
Union (see Chapter Three). It sent shock waves throughout the
capitalist community eager to invest in the new country (echoing
late 1980s FDI in China – see Chapter Five), either to exploit its
natural resources (e.g. in a joint venture with a Russian oil & gas
company) or to tap into its fast-growing attractive demographic
profile: young and relatively affluent consumers.
More generally, the Asian financial crisis commencing 1997
and the simultaneous Russian default in its wake sent shivers
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throughout the corporate world, shook investors to their core and
forced recalibrations of the numerous FDI risk indices which
multinational companies rely so heavily upon.
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Except for the two World Wars of the twentieth century and
the Great Depression that separated them, the combined impact of
the Asian financial crisis and the Russian debt default delivered the
most significant single systemic jolt to global financial markets in
the history of the world economy (until a decade later, see
Appendix One).

Like an economic tsunami, the shockwaves it produced

jumped continents and landed in Greenwich, Connecticut, USA,
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w

Fa

threatening Wall St., New York City, in its turbulent wash.
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Chapter Twelve
Why Genius Failed and No One Noticed.
The difference between genius and stupidity is that genius has its
limits.
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Albert Einstein (1879-1955).
Genius.

This chapter will be narrowly focused because the

implications of what arose in the sorry story it relates did not have
the same long-term systemic impact on globalization dynamics as

the chapters which precede it. But it should have been more widely
noticed, especially beyond the ivory tower, economic sciences,
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Nobel-laureate sphere of influence and the Wall St. mega-bank
community, which represented and reflected its domain.

In the passages that follow, I have no option but to include

w

words and concepts from the lexicon of financial economics. These
will be kept to a minimum because they mustn’t distract from the
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book's purpose, which is to highlight significant historical events,
processes, themes and globalization dynamics that define our
decade. And to make sense of them.
The story I tell may cause some confusion and a heavy dose of

incredulity. Confusion because the issues are complex, and
economists are notoriously fractious in how they conduct and
communicate their ‘dismal science’. Disbelief because the central
characters employed by the company I scrutinise, Long Term Capital
Management (LTCM), are Nobel prize winners who should have
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known better when doing what they did. But we can seek solace
that we are in good company, the genuine genius Sir Isaac Newton
(1643-1727), mathematician, astronomer, physicist, theologian,
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lockdown philosopher etc., who caustically observed (having made
a fortune in stocks before promptly losing it again):

I can calculate the motions of heavenly bodies but not
the madness of money.

With these observations made, let’s take a (random) walk

down Wall St., the beating heart of global capitalism, which opened

w

Fa

chapter one: “Greed is good”.

On Wall Street…
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The Efficient Market Hypothesis.
Traditional financial economics argues that it is impossible for

investors to ‘outperform’ asset markets, a theorem known as the
Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH). In this section, I will
demonstrate that, while this may or not be the case for individuals
or fund managers, deep market analysis, insightful information
processing, astute knowledge management, a sharp customer focus
and sustainable differential advantages enable intelligent
companies to break this fundamental economic rule.
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Numerous scholarly research projects (and some frankly
frivolous but fun experiments involving Florida ‘seniors’ and,
separately, monkeys) have demonstrated that highly-paid Wall St.
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and City of London fund managers are not worthy of the generous
remuneration packages they receive.

In both finance and economics, behavioural sciences are in

the ascendency, challenging fundamental theories associated with
the EMH (see Malkiel, 2016, for an update on his original ‘Random
Walk’ thesis) and other aspects of behavioural economic life,

perspectives ranging from Nobel-laureate-academic (Thaler, 2016)

to lightweight-facetious (e.g. Levitt and Dubner, 2007). Also, please
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take note of John Maynard Keynes’s oft-cited observation that “the
market can stay irrational far longer than you or I can remain

w

solvent”.
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Monkeys are frequently used in experiments relating
to ‘stock-picking’ to challenge the idea that any
individual investor - or highly-paid fund manager can outperform the stock market by being smarter
than the mammal; time after time, the monkey wins.
Applying this concept to Donald Trump’s hotel, casino and resorts
business for the decade following 1995, iconic investor Warren
Buffet observed: “If a monkey had thrown a dart at the stock page,
the monkey, on average, would have made 150%”. Investors in
Trump’s business, he noted, lost 90 cents on every dollar during the
same period.
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The illustration below presents a proxy for EMH, graphically
demonstrating the three interacting elements of finance and

Fa
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investment theory: (i) Investment; (ii) Risk; (iii) Expected Return.

Explaining the Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH).

Let us assume that investment capital is a fixed amount, say,

w

$1m. Risk is presented here on the horizontal axis as an objective
factor, a proxy for broader market acceptance of the risk associated

R
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with any asset class or portfolio. The emphasis on expected return
as depicted on the vertical axis relates to the behavioural dimension
of investment theory, i.e. it describes the motivation underpinning
investment decisions made by an individual or group of like-minded
investors.

So, for example, why would someone invest in a very high-risk

project? Cynically stated, because they are greedy, like fictional
character Gordon Gekko (“greed is good”) or the very real Jordan
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Belfort, the Wolf of Wall Street (Belfort, 2007; and movie with the
same title, 2013).
Or they have animal spirits, “a spontaneous urge to action”
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(attrib. John Maynard Keynes). Or they are caught up in the bubbleblowing madness of crowds (attrib. Charles Mackay). Or they are

consumed by irrational exuberance (attrib. Robert Shiller). Or they
think they are smarter than the market (e.g. Profs. Merton and
Scholes of LTCM — see below). Or they are deluded. Or, less

critically, because they know what they are doing, can afford to play
the game and are prepared to lose their money (e.g. Wayne
Rooney).

Fa

Such motivations and variations upon them have been the

defining characteristics of every boom-and-bust bubble in economic
history, from seventeenth-century Dutch tulips (tulip mania)

w

through 1840s railroads (railway mania) to 2020s cryptocurrencies
such as bitcoin and Etherium (see Quinn and Turner, 2021, Boom
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and Bust: A Global History of Financial Bubbles, for a highly
informative and often entertaining history of these sporadic but
frequent economic phenomena).
Reverting to the EMH illustration on the previous page, I have

refrained from naming specific asset classes, but I can provide
generalised examples along the horizontal (objective) risk axis, from
lowest to highest.
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Low: the lowest-risk asset class in this category is sovereign
debt (bonds) issued by stable, advanced economies, e.g. US
Treasuries, UK Gilts, German Bunds, French OATs etc. Cash-in-the-
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bank is the most common ‘mass-market’ example in this category.
Still, bank deposits do come with a risk caveat: the notion of moral

hazard and the principle that banks must be allowed to go bankrupt
to constrain their lending behaviour (I discussed this regarding

Japan in Chapter Seven). ‘Blue-chip’ corporate bonds (debt) would
also feature within this low-risk spectrum, towards its higher end.

R
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w

Fa

In Appendix One, I relate how moral hazard was
dramatically (and unusually) enforced by regulators
during the global financial crisis of 2007-2008 with
the allowed collapse of Lehmann Brothers. Note that
there are no zero-risk reference points in the EMH
illustration above. This is not a graphical error: during Japan’s ‘lost
decade’ in the 1990s, savers, in fear of deflation or bank failure,
were putting their hard-earned ¥s under the mattress rather than
depositing them in the bank. But even Japan has burglars; and very
small dogs.
Medium: the typical profile here would be of a balanced,

diversified portfolio of cash (for liquidity), bonds (for income) and
equities (for liquidity, income and capital gain). The biggest risk
investors take here is the potential loss of capital. A large majority
of the general public will be invested in this risk category, primarily
through their long-term savings for retirement and mainly through
statutory pension funds. Most ‘active’ fund managers will earn their
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living from managing these investment portfolios. Since the pension
reforms introduced by Chancellor George Osbourne in 2015, which
gave individuals direct access to and control over their retirement
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savings, there has been a considerable growth in ‘retail investors’ in
the UK, served by companies such as Hargreaves Lansdowne and AJ
Bell Youinvest. Most funds will be linked to a stock-market index,

e.g. FTSE 100/250, Dow Jones, S&P, CAC, DAX, Nikkei, Nasdaq etc.

Taking the US as an example, blue-chip, dividend-paying, relatively

safe (‘old economy’) companies are typically listed on the S&P 500.

The FAANGs (Facebook- now Meta - Apple, Amazon, Netflix, Google
- now Alphabet) represent riskier, higher growth-focused

Fa

companies and are primarily listed on Nasdaq.

Some commentators would put gold in this medium-risk
category — it pays no income, and its capital value can (and

w

frequently does) fall. However, it is the original hedge against
inflation and the vagaries and volatilities associated with other
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assets. There are also different means to access it, e.g. directly
owning (and safely storing) ‘physical gold’ or owning shares
(equities) of gold mining companies.
Very High: tulips from Amsterdam (Dash, 2010; and fictional

movie, Tulip Fever, 2017); the millennium dot.com casino (Cassidy,
2002; Lowenstein, 2004); the sub-prime slice & dice (Lewis, 2010;
and docu-drama movie, The Big Short, 2015); the bitcoin bonanza;
the unquoted biopharma equity stock-picker; etc.
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Another way of presenting this spectrum of risk profiles is:
savings (low) → investment (medium) → speculation (very high). But
please note that the discussion thus far reflects the options
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available to an investor. Companies, meanwhile, rely upon and are
constrained by investors and banks, so the principles remain the

same. The constraints on company capital investment decisions are
reflected in the EMH illustration by the dotted horizontal lines.

These represent the limits of corporate decision making: too low a
promised return and the rational investor would deposit their

capital in the bank; too high a perceived promised return and the

opportunities.

Fa

typical investor would seek more mainstream investment

Over and above these common-sense assumptions, most fund
managers (and pension trustees) are prohibited either by law,

w

prospectuses or ‘standing orders’ from making certain types of
investment, for example, the percentage of an investment trust or
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mutual fund which can be allocated to unquoted equities.
I conclude this discussion of ‘the madness of money’ with

another aphorism from Warren Buffet:
I will tell you how to be rich. Close the doors. Be fearful
when others are greedy. Be greedy when others are
fearful.
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For the ‘backstory’ to a spectacular recent example
of the potential harm lurking behind the façade of
expertise which befuddled ‘rainy day’ and
professional investors in equal measure, read the
account of the collapse of investment superhero
Neil Woodford’s ‘Patient Capital Fund’ by the Financial Time’s Owen
Walker (2021), Built on a Lie: The Rise and Fall of Neil Woodford
and the Fate of Middle England's Money. Like a sheep in Wolf’s
clothing, Woodford essentially became a speculator with his client’s
‘safe’ money, buying ‘pet project’ stakes in unlisted small
companies and startups, e.g. in the biopharma sector. He fooled
everyone: the government regulator (the Financial Conduct
Authority), pension fund trustees and the professional fund
managers they employ and, most harmfully, the UK’s largest ‘retail’
stockbroker, Hargreaves Landsdowne.

Fa

Returning to the (duller) theoretical world of financial

economics, while I acknowledge both the principles of EMH
(Malkiel, 2016) and the ‘irrational exuberance’ of markets identified

w

by Nobel Laureate Robert Shiller (2016), I argue that, from a
business strategy perspective, it is indeed possible for companies to
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outperform the market and ‘beat’ the long-run average return
indicated in the EMH illustration above by building what Waren
Buffet called ‘moats’, for example, intellectual property, brands,
distribution systems control, alliance networks etc. (see Egan,
2021).

With this assertion, I pay tribute to no less an authority than

Plato, who observed that “A good decision is based on knowledge,
not numbers”. When considered in the contemporary context of
‘Big Data’, this ancient observation draws attention to another
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quote on the subject from esteemed (and honest) Nobel prizewinning economist, Professor Ronald Coase: “If you torture data
enough, it will confess to anything”.
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All of which brings us to our main feature: the rise and fall of
Long Term Capital Management.

Long Term Capital Management.

The title of this chapter is unashamedly borrowed and

adapted from the international best-selling book by Wall Street

Journal reporter and author Roger Lowenstein (2002): When Genius
Failed: The Rise and Fall of Long-Term Capital Management (How

Fa

One Small Bank Created a Trillion-Dollar Hole). The company

concerned is Long Term Capital Management (LTCM), registered in
Delaware but headquartered in Greenwich, Connecticut.

w

LTCM was founded in 1994 as a hedge fund management firm
(to circumvent regulation) by John Meriwether, the former vice-
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chairman and head of bond trading at Soloman Brothers during the
heady days of the late 1980s (described in Chapter One). The
geniuses are two famous scholars noted for their econometric
modelling of markets and managing assets via leverage and hedging
to provide their wealthy clients with (promised) above-normal
returns (depicted as the LTCM ‘Advantage’ in the EMH illustration
above). These were the quants, the ‘Masters of the Universe’ so
beautifully described, warts and all, by Michael Lewis in his
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numerous publications on the subject (see Lewis, 1990, for hors
d'oeuvre).
The professors were Myron Scholes and Robert Merton. They
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were awarded The Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic Sciences in
1997 for their contribution to the creation of the Black-Scholes

model, a conceptual framework for valuing derivatives, including
options such as ‘calls’ or ‘puts’ (continuous-time options pricing)
amongst other ‘tricks of the (dismal science) trade’ of financial
economics.

Reverting to the discussion in the previous chapter and the
economic tsunami crossing continents, while countries such as

Fa

Thailand, Indonesia and Malaysia were relatively ‘small fish’ in the

grand scheme of global finance, Russia was a different prospect. It
has vast natural resources, massive nuclear capability and a

system.

w

centralised and highly politicised macroeconomic management
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As previously noted, in August 1998, the Russian Central Bank

devalued the rouble, defaulted on its domestic debt and declared a
moratorium on the repayment of its foreign debt. In a sign of things
to come in 2007/2008 and beyond, when a country needs more
cash, it can simply print it, and this is what Russia announced they
would do in September 1998, further stoking inflation and denting
investor confidence in the country. (In developed countries, this
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dubious and potentially destabilising policy has been disguised as
‘Quantitative Easing’ - QE - since 2008).
Employing debt default as a macroeconomic monetary policy
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‘lever’ is especially relevant in local currency-denominated bonds.
Financial market ‘wisdom’ has it that sovereign states would never

do it, primarily because they are likely to require affordable debt in
the future. But this was Russia, only seven years away from the

humiliating collapse of the former Soviet Union, a ‘new’ country

already having had to kowtow to the ‘capitalist roadshow’ of the

IMF and in deep inner turmoil with the return of the oligarchs and
some extremely dodgy privatisation schemes.

Fa

Along with other supposedly hedged trading positions, LTCM
had invested heavily in Russian local currency bonds but left itself
horribly exposed to a ‘liquidity trap’ when Russia defaulted, a

w

problem compounded by similarly misjudged investments in
complex financial derivatives and apparently ‘safe’ corporate bonds.
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For example, the fund had invested heavily in Fiat bonds, assuming
that the Italian automobile manufacturer had the same low-risk
profile as ‘blue chip’ stocks such as US firms IBM, The Coca-Cola
Company and GE.

The liquidity trap scenario is both incredibly simple and

horrendously complex to explain within the subject domain of
financial economics. Let’s deal with the simple aspect first. Cash is
king, which is a proxy for liquidity. For example, suppose you have a
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90% mortgage consuming most of your monthly income and have a
sudden unanticipated cash call, e.g. funeral expenses. In this case,
you can’t release the equity in your property quickly enough to pay
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the upcoming bills, nor can you borrow using it as an asset. You are
heavily leveraged, and pay-day loans loom large.

Reverting to LTCM, the complexity shouldn’t have concerned

investors because their trust was placed in the famous professors to
handle it, two Nobel laureates (Scholes and Merton) with their

magic models for hedging bets and taking care of their clients’ cash.
But no amount of quantitative analysis could predict the enigmatic
nature of Russian government behaviour or, indeed, the intricate

Fa

political relationship between the Italian government and Fiat,

another investment made (corporate bonds) by LTCM. Here are a
few lines from the blurb on the back cover of Lowenstein’s book:
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w

A group of elite investors who called themselves ‘LongTerm Capital Management’ believed they could beat the
market and, like alchemists, create limitless wealth for
themselves and their partners. In fact, they created a
trillion-dollar hole in the international banking system.
So the real question should be why genius failed, not when.

The latter is easy: 1998, the end of our turbulent decade. The
former is equally straightforward: hubris in the form of excessive
self-belief to the extent that the professors just kept digging that
financial black hole when faced with mounting evidence that it was
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getting deeper. As former French President Charles de Gaulle pithily
observed, “Genius sometimes consists of knowing when to stop”.
The LTCM fund had performed exceptionally well in its early
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years, realizing annualized returns above 40%. Merriweather
became emboldened in self-belief (again), and the fund’s original
boundaries began to stretch. It remains unclear whether the

professors were motivated by greed or the opportunity to test their
magnificent Nobel prize-winning models in a real-world, real-time
continuous-time global financial markets laboratory (with other
peoples’ money, of course). Still, I can speculate that it was a

combination of the two and say with certainty that the fund was

Fa

highly leveraged (debt-ridden).

Following the Asian Financial Crisis and the Russian sovereign
debt default, and with a growing realisation that bigger banks with

w

deeper pockets were mirroring their trades and cashing out, LTCM
was busted, and the genius professors knew it. In short order,
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losses accumulated to $4.6bn and the piggy bank was emptied of its
moolah. For financial geeks, here is where the cash evaporated; for
laity, it doesn’t make a difference — what happened next is what
matters most:
•
•
•
•

$1,6bn in swaps.
$1.3bn in equity volatility.
$430mn in Russia and other emerging markets.
$371mn in directional trades in developed countries.
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•
•
•

$286mn in dual-listed company pairs which entice arbitrage,
for example, Shell, which has separate listings in London and
Amsterdam (Class A and Class B equities).
$215mn in yield curve arbitrage (a bond ‘thing’).
$203mn in S&P 500 stocks (puts, calls, shorts, longs and the
rest).
$100mn in junk bond arbitrage.
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•

The fund had collapsed abruptly, marking the most extensive
single fund failure in the history of market capitalism and the

investment industry up to that point in time. Reverting to this

chapter’s title, the reason that ‘no one noticed’ is because that is

the way the New York financial sector wanted it to be. ‘Encouraged’

Fa

by the Federal Reserve of New York seeking creditor involvement in
a rescue, the industry rallied around and bailed itself out. The
following financial institutions led the bailout, which was, by a

$300mn each: Bankers Trust; Barclays; Chase; Credit Suisse;
Deutsche Bank; First Boston; Goldman Sachs; J.P. Morgan;
Merrill Lynch; Morgan Stanley; Soloman Smith Barney; UBS.
$125mn: Société Générale.
$100mn each: Crédit Agricole; Paribas.
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•

w

considerable margin, the largest of all time for a single fund:

•
•

In this case, moral hazard had again infected the global

capitalist system of financial markets. Bear Stearns and Lehman
Brothers refused to participate in the bailout, and it doesn’t require
a conspiracy-theory mindset to leap from this ‘point-of-fact’ to the
Fed’s allowing Lehman to fail a decade later, a pivotal decision
which fuelled the flames of the 2007/08 global financial pandemic.
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Fa

The madness of money.

I conclude this analysis with a simple quotation from one of
the most highly respected central bankers in the history of this

w

complex (and frequently thankless) profession, Alan Greenspan, an
economist who was Chairman of the Federal Reserve of the United
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States from 1987 to 2006, holding office during the administrations
of Presidents Ronald Reagan, George H.W. Bush, Bill Clinton and
George W. Bush.

Greenspan was famous for soporific speeches and pithy

quotes, a man of great intellect and unprecedented experience in
such a role (but not without his critics) and here he sums up
perfectly (if inadvertently) the behavioural theory of financial
economics:
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Unless somebody can find a way to change human
nature, we will have more crises.
With LTCM, greed was back, and it would return, along with
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w

Fa

decade and for a different book.
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its companion and enabler, moral hazard. But that is in another
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Epilogue
Capitalism versus Communism: Half-Time or Perfect
Storm? And a Case for Optimism.
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Sunshine is delicious, rain is refreshing, wind braces us up, snow is
exhilarating; there is really no such thing as bad weather, only
different kinds of good weather.
John Ruskin (1819-1900).
Art critic and patron, draughtsman, philosopher, philanthropist.

Students of history will recognise that the title of this book is
derivative. It is ‘borrowed’ from a classic example of reportage,

John Reed’s immersive account of the 1917 Russian Revolution: Ten

Fa

Days That Shook the World (Reed, 2007). First published in 1919,

here is the description of the work from the editor of the Penguin
Classic reprint:
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A contemporary journalist writing in the first flush of
revolutionary enthusiasm, [Reed] gives a gripping record
of the events in Petrograd in November 1917, when
Lenin and the Bolsheviks finally seized power. Containing
verbatim reports both of speeches by leaders and the
chance comments of bystanders, set against an idealized
backcloth of the proletariat, soldiers, sailors, and
peasants uniting to throw off oppression. Reed’s account
is the product of passionate involvement and remains an
unsurpassed classic of reporting.
Reed’s passion was for the Bolshevik cause and socialism

more generally, and he was unashamedly honest in stating this in
his book’s introduction. But his admiration was for the cerebral
Lenin, not the brutal Joseph Vissarionovich Stalin who sowed the
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seeds of the ultimate failure of the Soviet dream (see Chapter
Three). The novelist and social commentator George Orwell
presciently foresaw this eventual failure in Animal Farm, published

least, especially in America.
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in 1945 when criticising ‘Uncle Joe’ was unfashionable, to say the

The most memorable (and frequently quoted) line from

Orwell’s allegorical novella is "All animals are equal, but some

animals are more equal than others" (Orwell, 2000). The inequality
alluded to in this sentence has been widely interpreted as a cause

for the relative demise of communism vis-à-vis capitalism, but this

Fa

is fundamentally flawed for two key reasons:

w

1. It assumes that communism has failed, which, as
demonstrated in this book, as a political system it continues
to thrive in a nation of 1,411,778,724 souls in China; add to
this 93,000,000 in Vietnam, 25,000,000 in North Korea,
12,000,000 in Cuba and more.
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2. It assumes that capitalism as an economic system delivers
equality in wealth. As French economist Thomas Piketty
(2014) has demonstrated in his thought-provoking and
successful book, Capital in the Twenty-First Century, this is
patently not the case. The principal surprise is that - in
contrast to what Marx had predicted - the considerable
inequality in wealth that capitalism has created hasn’t (yet)
attracted any significant, sustained, ‘beyond state’ rebellious
reaction. From this perspective, the capitalist/communist
nation-state has survived and prospered, North Korea and
several ‘communist legacy’ countries excepted regarding
prosperity.
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What has undoubtedly triumphed is market economics.
As I have chronicled throughout this book, so has international
free trade and the long march of globalization (see Appendix

Fa

the Introduction).
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Two) that was engineered in the aftermath of World War II (see

Multiple strands in the long march of globalization.

w

In a guest piece for The Economist, the current DirectorGeneral of the WTO, Ngozi Okonjo-Iweala (2021), has presented her
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manifesto for rejuvenating the multilateral trade deals that
underpin and drive the globalization process (see Chapter Nine).
She also challenges those who argue that such progress is stalling:
The idea that global trade is waning has become widely
accepted. Yet the perception is far from reality. Fears of
de-globalization are not matched by evidence of
companies abandoning foreign suppliers for domestic
ones, or less trade in intermediate goods. On the
contrary, global trade for merchandise is at a record
high. And the overwhelming majority is conducted on
the basic tariff terms that governments extend on a non167
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discriminatory basis to all WTO members, in line with
the organization’s “most-favoured-nation” principle.
Capitalism versus Communism: Half Time? Or Perfect Storm?
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This book aims to convey the dramatic series of simultaneous
discontinuous changes and events that arose in an extremely short
timeframe during the 1990s, a turbulence unknown since the

Second World War. During this extraordinary decade, and as the

Cold War ended, political systems diverged further while economic
systems based on ‘free’ markets converged as the principal means

of ‘doing business’ as globalization progressed. In the 21st Century,
a new political economy is taking shape: its direction of travel is
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w

Fa

shrouded in uncertainty, ‘disruption’ and multiple discontinuities.

Capitalism versus Communism: the perfect storm?

It should be acknowledged here that there is a danger in

presenting capitalism and communism as a pure dichotomy in
which the two are polar opposites, although I do accept that the
‘versus’ in this section’s title suggests this to be the case. A detailed
assessment of the semantics involved and the debates they
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embrace is beyond the scope of Ten Years, but a brief discussion is
warranted.
There is a tendency in much of the literature to describe
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communism as a political system and capitalism as an economic
system, i.e. comparing the two is akin to contrasting chalk and

cheese. But there is also a rich stream of thought which expresses
itself under the banner of Authoritarian Capitalism.

In Chapter Five, for example, we assessed China's economic
reforms under Deng Xiaoping in the 1980s and early 1990s. As

discussed there, he stated that “We must integrate the universal

truth of Marxism with the concrete realities of China, blaze a path

Fa

of our own and build socialism with Chinese characteristics”, an
almost perfect euphemism for the concept of authoritarian

capitalism when examined alongside the actions Deng took, e.g. the

w

creation of Special Economic Zones (SEZs) which required rapid and
‘forced’ mass movement of people into newly created supercities.
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Russia is also frequently cited as an example of authoritarian

capitalism, particularly following the collapse of the USSR, discussed
briefly in Chapter Eleven in relation to the background events which
led to the country’s debt default in 1997.
At the time of writing - autumn 2021 - Xi Jinping of China

and Vladimir Putin of Russia have manoeuvred politically to secure
effective lifetime presidencies. Russia is increasingly likened to a
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dictatorship, and both countries have made provocative territorial
military gestures part of their respective foreign policies.
Both China (joined in 2001) and Russia (2012) are fully
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signed up members of the WTO, which has international free trade
and market economics as its rules-based platform. Their entry into
this post-Bretton Woods institution represent highly symbolic

moments in economic history wherein the two communist giants
have effectively agreed to play by the rules of the capitalist game
(see Chapter Nine).

There are no clear answers to the two questions raised in this

section’s heading. However, as captured in this laconic quote, Deng

Fa

Xiaoping’s economic philosophy does offer a clue: “It doesn’t

matter whether a cat is black or white as long as it catches mice”.
Many contemporary observers suggest that the true nature of

w

competition on the global stage in the context of globalization
dynamics is authoritarian capitalism versus liberal capitalism. And
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the likely winner? Only time will tell, and only a fool would tell you
otherwise.

Essential Issues in Trade, Globalization and International Business
Not Covered in This Book.
Every writing project has its limitations and, while not

wishing to pre-empt legitimate critique, it does need to be
acknowledged that, within this book’s scope, significant regions of
the globe have been largely or entirely overlooked, including:
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1. The populous markets within the Indian sub-continent (e.g.
Bangladesh, India, Pakistan).
2. The populous markets within Africa (e.g. Ethiopia, Kenya,
Nigeria, South Africa).
3. The populous markets within South America (e.g. Brazil,
Chile, Mexico; the perennially troubled Argentina; the oilblessed but bankrupt Venezuela).
4. Much of Southeast Asia.
5. The rich and poor countries of the middle east where wealth
is directly related to the land-luck of oil deposits.
6. The sanctions-restricted Iran.
7. The coup-prone Egypt.
8. The ever-turbulent Turkey.

Fa

The following Issue Categories in trade, globalization and

international business stray beyond the boundaries of our studied
decade, but they do influence and are influenced by it. As ever,

w

historical events and processes have antecedents and
consequences and can rarely be considered in isolation of each
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other.

1. The spectre of Middle East conflict remained (and remains)
ever-present, as does the menace of OPEC, which caused so
much devastation to Western economies and geopolitical
stability during the 1970s and ‘80s and left a legacy that
influenced the decade explored in this book. However, it should
be noted that OPEC remains vulnerable to the threat facing all
cartels, ‘legitimate’ or otherwise: the rogue member, in this
case, a powerful supplier who breaches production targets for
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financial or political gain (e.g. Saudia Arabia). Furthermore,
ambitious oil exploration projects, significant advances in
drilling technology (e.g. for deepwater extraction), oil
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‘substitutes’ such as shale, new oil & gas extraction processes
such as fracking and a political determination amongst many

countries not to be dependent on foreign oil (e.g. the US), all
combine to undermine OPEC’s previous influence.

2. The multiple agendas of ‘Climate Change’ institutions and

movements permeate all aspects of society, economics and

geopolitics, and have done for decades. And they will continue

Fa

to do so in the future, but with greater intensity and deeper

scrutiny. As I compose this sentence, the 2021 United Nations
Climate Change Conference (COP 26) in Glasgow, UK, has
concluded with a spat over the coal lexicon. The multiple-

w

language countries China and India insisted on last-minute
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changes to the multiple-nation (English language) climate pact,
forcing a change to the pledge to “phase out” coal with one to
“phase down” its use. This semantic nuance brought the British
minister presiding over the event, Alok Sharma, to tears as he
closed the conference. And the UK Prime Minister Boris Johnson
expressed his frustration at the watered-down outcome:
While many of us were willing to go there, that
wasn’t true of everyone. Sadly that is the nature of
diplomacy. We can lobby, cajole, encourage, but we
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cannot force sovereign nations to do what they do
not wish to do.
Johnson's subtle reference to national sovereignty underlines
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the complexity of international relationships and diplomacy
between nation-states regarding geopolitical agreements. The
Swedish schoolgirl and environment campaigner Greta

Thunberg’s Cop 26 ‘brief tweet summary’ will probably linger
longer: “Blah, blah, blah”.

3. From a broader-based economics perspective, there is no

explicit discussion made in this book relating to the Marshall
Plan, which played a hugely significant role in the post-war

Fa

reconstruction (and political stability) of Western Europe. See
Steil, 2018, The Marshall Plan: Dawn of the Cold War, for an
authoritative account of the Marshall Plan and its role in the

w

collapse of post-war US-Soviet Relations and the origins of the
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Cold War (discussed in Chapters Two and Three of this book).
4. The role of the World Bank in developmental economics in the
post-Bretton Woods era is paid little attention in this book. The
Bank’s remit primarily focuses on providing loans and grants to
low- and middle-income countries for capital projects such as
infrastructure. Throughout the decade this book covers, the
World Bank spent much energy ‘cleaning up’ the legacy of
controversial policies it had pursued during the previous
decades, many of which left the poorest countries with
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substantial debt burdens. In our decade, the World Bank also
took an active role in financing global ‘public goods’ such as
malaria control, ozone-depletion damage reversal and
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preventing deforestation in areas such as the Amazon. For
example, the Bank has increasingly refused finance for

commercial logging ventures or any infrastructure projects that
would potentially harm the environment. When assessing the

World Bank’s historical performance and prescribing its future
direction, Clemens and Kremer (2016) argue for a policy focus
on reducing poverty worldwide. Their article was published in

the influential Journal of Economic Perspectives, and the Bank

Fa

has adopted its central tenets:
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The Bank’s greatest impact comes from its role in the
dramatic policy changes many developing countries
have undertaken in multiple sectors that most
economists would consider likely to reduce poverty,
either by increasing growth or promoting equity.
5. The role of the IMF in post-war economic stability has been
alluded to, for example, regarding the collapse of Comecon
(Chapter Three) and the Asian financial crisis/Russian debt
default (examined in Chapter Eleven). The institution has not
been explored in any detail, not least because it has a long and
chequered history that takes it beyond the book's scope. It is
highly controversial from some perspectives; for example, it is
often informally referred to as the ‘capitalism roadshow’ by its
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critics and even its potential beneficiaries (e.g. Malaysia in
1997). At the core of its operations is ‘conditionality’, a set of
policies and conditions that the IMF requires from a country in
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exchange for providing financial resources. The funds will be
withheld if the conditions are agreed upon but not met. The IMF
requires collateral from countries for the loans it dispenses. It
also requires that any government seeking its assistance -

capitalist or communist, democratic or despotic - adjust its

deemed macroeconomic imbalances through closely scrutinised
policy reforms. Known as the ‘Washington consensus’, such
reforms include fiscal (tax and spend) discipline, budget

Fa

reductions, subsidy reductions, privatisation, financial

liberalisation, trade liberalisation and, in some cases, an
insistence on breaking up import substitution programmes by

w

opening markets up to inward Foreign Direct Investment (FDI).
The overall goal is to reduce government involvement levels in
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macroeconomic management and encourage a shift towards
free-market economics (see the Introduction). ‘Big name’
countries that have sought IMF funding include the ever-volatile
Argentina (frequent clients) and a reforming Russia during the
1990s. One of the earliest and largest beneficiaries was the UK,
which sought $4bn in 1976 to address the chronic sterling
currency crisis it faced (at the time, this was the largest loan
ever to have been requested from the IMF). The IMF’s loan
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conditions required drastic budget cuts by the UK government,
many of which were anathema to the ruling Labour Party’s leftwing. The Party fractured, and within three years, Margaret
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Thatcher, a firm believer in the supply-side macroeconomic
policies underpinning the IMF’s economic blueprint, won the

1979 General Election. Only half of the loan facility was drawn
down, and the outstanding debt was settled before Thatcher
assumed power.

6. The powerful positive impact of diasporic remittances on

developing economies such as Bangladesh, India, Pakistan and

Fa

the Philippines is acknowledged here but not elaborated upon,

even though it grew significantly and consistently in our studied
decade. On a related theme, inward investments to China from
overseas Chinese workers in the early days of Deng’s reforms in

w

the 1980s contributed to China’s economic stability and growth,
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an important ‘hidden’ factor underpinning Deng’s success which
I explored in Chapter Five.

7. Finally, microfinance is a global financial services category
designed for individuals and small businesses who lack access to
conventional banking and related services. It includes
microcredit, which provides small loans to poorer clients in
already ‘poor’ countries. Payment systems, savings and checking
accounts and microinsurance are also categorised under the
microfinance label. These simple, low-key services aim to reach
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excluded, mostly poorer populations and segments within them,
including the socially marginalised and geographically isolated.
The principal goal of most microfinance initiatives and projects
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is to help these communities become self-sufficient at an ultralocal level. The microfinance movement is diverse, incorporating
savings banks, agricultural and development banks, specialised
rural banks, financial cooperatives and credit unions.

Geographically, the highest concentration of microfinance

accounts is in India, with high growth penetration taking place in
West Africa and, most recently, in Eastern and Southern Africa.
Some providers are private enterprises, many are state-owned

Fa

or assisted, with Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs)

playing an increasingly important role. The highly fragmented
microfinance ‘ecosystem’ makes it difficult to measure, both in

w

its scale and impact on developmental economics, particularly
as compared to the role of traditional trade and aid in securing
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stable economic prosperity in a wildly diverse political sphere.
The Nobel Peace Prize in 2006 was awarded jointly to the
Bangladeshi microfinance/microcredit social entrepreneur and
civil society leader Muhammed Yunus and the bank he founded,
the Grameen Bank. It provides a rare, universally acknowledged
example of the direct relationship between economic principles
and societal peace (not a new idea — see the discussion relating
to the pacifist principles underpinning the early arguments for
177
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European integration in Chapter Eight). The Nobel Peace Prize
awarded to Yunus and Grameen Bank recognised:
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their efforts through microcredit to create economic and
social development from below… lasting peace cannot
be achieved unless large population groups find ways in
which to break out of poverty… across cultures and
civilizations, Yunus and Grameen Bank have shown that
even the poorest of the poor can work to bring about
their own development.
Predicting the Future is a Torrid Task.

Far too often, ‘Epilogues’ in nonfiction books waste words

reviewing what has been written and read already, whereas their

Fa

purpose should be mildly reflective but primarily forward-looking.
An excellent example of this can be found in How Britain Really
Works: Understanding the Ideas and Institutions of a Nation by

w

former Times Literary Supplement editor Stig Abel (2018). In the
book’s brief epilogue, Abel announced that his wife was pregnant
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with their third child, Phoebe, when writing his book. He envisioned
a state-of-the-nation vista of how Britain might look when his
unborn child reached her teenage years in the 2030s. While this
writing technique is not unique, it is well executed with reference to
his book’s essence.

In the following sections, I will aim to emulate (steal) Abel’s

literary insight but, in the field of globalization and its impact on
international business strategy, I wouldn’t dare to dream so far
ahead. Recall the quote from Lenin cited in Chapter One: “There are
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decades when nothing happens; and there are weeks when decades
happen.” Events, dear reader, events…
Looking Back and Reflecting.
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This book opens in late-1987 with global financial markets in
turmoil, greed in the ascendency (a sign of things-to-come), walls

falling (but a trend which would be reversed), Germany reunifying,

China emerging (while ground-strafing its protesting students), the
USSR collapsing, George Soros rupturing the UK’s monetary policy,
the fractious 1992 process limping towards a European Single

Market following five centuries of turmoil and terror — and all of

Fa

this within four years.

As the decade progressed, the Chinese dragon fiercely roared
and its economy soared. Japan wilted while the ‘Asian Tiger’

w

economies of Hong Kong, Indonesia, Malaysia, Singapore, South
Korea, Taiwan and Thailand flourished before many then
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floundered. The US quietly blossomed in a sustained period of real
(non-inflationary) economic growth underpinned by cumulative
annual productivity gains and technological progress.
At the outset of our tumultuous ten years, the much-maligned

and misunderstood WTO, with all its rules and regulations and
deterrents and structures and commitment to fair play, was still on
the horizon. Meanwhile, the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT) meandered along its half-century journey towards a
belated birth of multilateral, rules-based ‘free trade’ in 1995.
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In our decade, global financial markets were characterized by
extreme turbulence that saw capitalism face-off against two
varieties of communism, witnessed dramatic transformations in
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information and communications technologies, and concluded with
the Asian financial crisis and the newly minted Russian state

defaulting on its sovereign debt in 1998, threatening Wall St. in the
process.

Ten Years chronicles these cataclysmic events and addresses
many burning questions that define the modern era:

R
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•
•
•

Fa

•
•
•

What is globalization? And was it designed?
Why do countries trade? And is it ‘free’?
Risk, uncertainty and chance: Does God play dice?
The Berlin Wall falls, Germany reunifies, Comecon unravels,
the Soviet Union dissolves, the Cold War ends: Game over?
Or end of Round One?
What is liberal democracy? And did history end?
A tale of two Chinas: What happened and why?
The EU is born, kicking and screaming. But did this success
sow the seeds of future failure?
What is the WTO? And does it matter?
Who invented the internet? And how did it happen?
Capitalism versus communism: Final score or half-time?

w

•
•
•
•

Looking Forward to a New Enlightenment and a Case for Optimism.
According to Edwin Land, founder of Polaroid, “Optimism is a

moral duty”. My preferred observation on the subject comes from
the barrister and ‘Rumpole of the Bailey’ author, John Mortimer:
“Pessimism is the best basis for a cheerful disposition. It means that
I am constantly surprised”.
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Despite such positivity, much is made of the impact of social
media being excessively negative, and there does seem to be an air
of doom and gloom if one is foolish enough to get sucked into its
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sticky entrails or become hooked on 24/7 rolling news channels:
they have to say something and, if they become too cheerful, you
may as well switch channels and watch something more

ecumenically evangelical. Bad news sells. The print media are

desperate and with good reason. Even ‘quality’ newspapers are
seduced by the seductive power of ‘clickbait’ in their online
presence as ‘digital natives’ engage in ‘doomscrolling’, the

obsessive hunt for bad news that has fuelled so much of the web

Fa

and social media in recent years.
But it’s not all bad.

In 2018, the highly respected linguist, author and philosopher

w

Steven Pinker provided a welcome respite from the doomsayers
with a reassessment of humanist progress and a renaissance of the
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enlightenment philosophy.

Optimism breaks the status quo.
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He did so with reference to solid ideas and hard statistics: we
are, for the most part, leading much better lives from many
dimensions of measurable or intangible perspectives (Pinker, 2018).
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As the back cover blurb of his book states and my studying of it
verifies:

Fa

If you follow the headlines, the world in the 21st century
appears to be sinking into chaos, hatred, and
irrationality. Yet Enlightenment Now shows that this is
an illusion - a symptom of historical amnesia and
statistical fallacies. If you follow the trendlines rather
than the headlines, you discover that our lives have
become longer, healthier, safer, happier, more peaceful,
more stimulating and more prosperous - not just in the
West, but worldwide. Such progress is no accident: it's
the gift of a coherent and inspiring value system that
many of us embrace without even realizing it. These are
the values of the Enlightenment: of reason, science,
humanism and progress.

w

Furthermore, as The Economist noted in a special briefing on
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one aspect of globalization - regional inequality, primarily in
wealthier, developed economies including the UK, Germany and in
the mid-west USA - there are many ‘Left-behind places’. But in the
briefing, they also devote attention to those economic policies that
governments, both national and regional, can adopt to address the
problem (Economist, 2017, October 21st). This message should be
heeded, but that it is not a new idea should also be acknowledged.
In his most impactful book, The Affluent Society, the influential
economist John Kenneth Galbraith (1999) recognised that
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capitalism is great at creating wealth but less good at distributing it
more equitably or allocating it in a more meaningful way for the
benefit of broader society. This book was originally published in
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1958 when America was drenched in post-war prosperity and ahead
of the tidal wave of consumerism so perfectly captured in the TV
drama series Mad Men.

Starting in the Introduction, I have discussed the seminal,

visionary work of Adam Smith, and without doubt, his Wealth of

Nations treatise can be seen as a blueprint for capitalism. Perhaps
the most enduring critique of his philosophy has related to its

(2018) notes:

Fa

emphasis on ‘self-interest’, which was at its core. But, as Pinker
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Smith was not saying that people are ruthlessly selfish,
or that they ought to be; he was one of history’s keenest
commentators on human sympathy. He only said that in
a market, whatever tendency people have to care for
their families and themselves can work to the good of
all. Exchange can make an entire society not just richer
but nicer, because in an effective market it is cheaper to
buy things than to steal them, and other people are
more valuable to you alive than dead.
Following is a positive metaphor deeply rooted in the

humanistic tradition which Pinker so eloquently describes.
The Jar: A Metaphor for Work-Life Balance.
A philosophy professor stood before the class with some
items on the table alongside her lectern. When the class began,
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wordlessly, she picked up a very large, empty mayonnaise jar and
proceeded to fill it with rocks, each roughly 2" in diameter and of
uneven shape. She then asked the students if the jar was full. They
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agreed that it was. The professor then picked up a box of pebbles
and poured them into the jar. She shook the jar lightly. The pebbles,
of course, rolled into the open areas between the rocks. She asked
the students again if the jar was full. They agreed that it was. The

professor then picked up a box of sand and poured it into the jar. Of
course, the sand filled up the tiny spaces that existed between

everything else. She asked once more if the jar was full. Despite

suspecting upcoming deceit but enjoying the entertainment not

Fa

generally associated with a heavy subject, the students responded

with a unanimous "Yes!". The professor then produced two cans of
beer from under the podium and proceeded to pour their entire

w

contents into the jar, effectively filling the empty space between
the sand. The students laughed.
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"Now," said the professor, as the laughter subsided, "I want

you to recognize that this jar represents your life. The rocks are the
important things — your family, your partner, your health, your
children. Things that if everything else was lost and only they
remained, your life would still be full. The pebbles are the other
things that matter, like your job, your house, your car. The sand is
everything else — the small stuff. If you put the sand into the jar
first," she continued, "there is no room for the pebbles or the rocks.
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The same goes for your life. If you spend all your time and energy
on the small stuff, you will never have room for the things that are
important to you. Pay attention to the things that are critical to
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your happiness. Play with your children. Take time to get medical
check-ups. Take your partner out dancing. There will always be time
to go to work, clean the house, give a dinner party and fix the car.

Take care of the rocks first — the things that really matter. Set your
priorities. The rest is just sand."

One of the students raised his hand and cheekily inquired
what the beer represented.

The professor smiled. "I'm glad you asked. It just goes to show

Fa

you that no matter how full your life may seem, there's always
room for a couple of beers”.

The fashionable focus on work-life balance alluded to in ‘The

w

Jar’ is not new. Arnold J. Toynbee (1889-1975), philosopher of
history, a long time ago contended that:
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The supreme accomplishment is to blur the line between
work and play.

The Benefits of International Free Trade Face Political
Obstructionism.
From political economy to competitive advantage, there have

been two recurring themes throughout this book:
1. The benefits of free trade between nations to society and
economies have been proven over centuries, not decades,
despite opposing forces, including world wars, cold wars,
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financial catastrophes, and global pandemics.
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2. The critical role of free markets (supply and demand) in
driving customer choice, competitive dynamics, innovation
and productivity is equally proven, a powerful testament to
the wisdom and prescience of their early proponents, Adam
Smith and David Ricardo.
In a well-regarded and widely disseminated discussion paper
for the Institute of Economic Affairs, Free Trade And How It

Enriches Us, Prof. Donald Boudreaux (2018) praises international
free trade as an economics principle but draws attention to the
vagaries of political interference with its progressive impact.
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The case for free trade has been familiar to economists
since the work of Adam Smith in the late eighteenth
century and David Ricardo four decades later. But
politicians keep forgetting it, if they ever knew it … The
50-year post-World War II international consensus in
favour of free trade was a triumph of wise policy over
demagoguery. Alas, that consensus is collapsing.

The free trade lexicon.
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Prof. Boudreaux was writing at the height of Donald Trump's
rhetoric surrounding his 'America First' isolationist US foreign policy
stance. Trump’s bombast was backed up by:
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1. Replacing the North American Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA) with the United States–Mexico–Canada Agreement
(USMCA), ratified by all three countries in March 2020.
2. Triggering US/EU tit-for-tat tariff-setting.

3. Initiating aggressive on-off trade wars with China.

4. Undermining the post-Bretton woods rules-based
institutional frameworks discussed in the Introduction, i.e.
the WTO, IMF and the World Bank.

Fa

5. Numerous geopolitical destabilising decisions, including
withdrawal from the Paris Climate Accords (effective 2016)
and The Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (the Iran
nuclear deal, implemented 2016).
6. Threatening to ‘defund’ NATO amongst other international
military organizations and affiliations.

w

At the time of writing this second edition of Ten Years, Trump
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was gone. The world is now waiting anxiously to decipher the
international trade and foreign policy posture of the new(ish) US
Administration, focussing in particular on which elements constitute
the emerging ‘Biden Doctrine’.
Despite the above, the economics of Adam Smith and David

Ricardo have stood the test of time, as Smith's most recent
biographer, Jesse Norman (2019), observes:
And there is one thing that Smith gets triumphantly,
monumentally right, that guarantees his place among
the immortals: he sets himself to address the
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foundational question of how far the pursuit of
individual self-interest through cultural and market
exchange can yield economic growth and socially
beneficial outcomes. That marks the moment at which
economics starts to come of age.
Knowledge.

In the Introduction to Ten Years, I discussed uncertainty,

risk, risk assessment and risk mitigation. And I also contemplated
randomness as a greater terror. As I conclude the book in this

epilogue, it is worthwhile revisiting the observations made by Sir

John Kay, an economist and business strategy professor, and Lord

Mervyn King, a former Governor of the Bank of England, from their

future:
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2021 book Radical Uncertainty: Decision-making for an unknowable
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We live in a world of radical uncertainty in which our
understanding of the present is imperfect, our
understanding of the future even more limited, and in
which no one person or organisation can hold the range
of information required to arrive at the ‘best
explanation’.
It is rare to see the complex interrelatedness of

macroeconomic and microeconomic issues discussed within one
book. The 'decision-making’ in the book’s title could refer to
economic policies determined by governments and institutions such
as the WTO, the IMF, the World Bank, and international business
strategies developed by corporations. Information and knowledge
can be used to ‘look back and explain’ or to ‘look forward and
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predict’. Regarding the latter category, we can meticulously and
systematically reduce information interpretation errors by adhering
to a structured approach such as the one presented below:

w
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1. Issue Identification:
(opportunities, threats, critical success factors).
2. Data:
(processed).
3. Information:
(compiled).
4. Intelligence:
(analysed).
5. Knowledge:
(interpreted).
6. Political, economic or business strategy decisions:
(evidence-based).
7. Performance review, evaluation and control:
(favourable/adverse outcomes).
8. Do it again!
(iterate).
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This knowledge management process is adapted from the

complex markets analysis process presented in Chapter Five,
Analysing Global Markets and the Intelligent Company of Outside
Fortress Europe: Strategies for the Global Market (Egan, 2021). In
that book, I present comprehensive lists of the data-set categories
that provide the essential inputs into a robust intelligence creation
process to guide effective decision-making in business strategy.
Ten Years has examined significant events and historical
economic and political processes as they have unfolded over the
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decade under study: 1988-1998. I have extended the analysis to
provide a similar but brief assessment of the two decades that
followed, and this is included as Appendix One, 1998 - 2018: A Brief
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Overview. In Appendix Two, I present a comprehensive table of
significant milestones in ‘the long march of globalization’, from Ötzi
‘the Iceman’ millennia ago to Donald Trump’s international trade
shenanigans and the impact of the smartphone and social media
network revolutions at the time of writing this book.
And Finally.

A series of questions concludes this book. Do we take a

Fa

chance and roll the dice to make our decisions and determine our

future? Or do we study, think, learn, and apply the great ingenuity,
patience, perseverance, endeavour, stubbornness, and sheer

w

bloody-mindedness that distinguishes our species and its innate
humanity? Can we cooperate, or must we compete? Is big data big
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enough? Will the machines learn, and will our intelligence be
artificial or natural or both? And how do we compute complexity?
As Albert Einstein observed:
Any intelligent fool can make things bigger and more
complex. It takes a touch of genius and a lot of courage
to move in the opposite direction.
I give the last word on wisdom in this book to Plato (423-347

BCE), Greek philosopher and higher education pioneer:
A good decision is based on knowledge, not numbers.
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Appendix One
1998 – 2018: A Brief Overview.
Things never go so well that one should have no fear and never so ill
that one should have no hope.
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Turkish proverb.

From the perspective of the progression of globalization, the
two decades which followed the one featured in this book were
relatively calm in comparison, with one notable exception: the

financial crisis commencing late 2007 (see below). And, of course,

the ‘small’ matter of Brexit amidst the craziness of a unique episode

Fa

in British politics.

Both China and Russia ascended to full membership of the
WTO. As previously discussed, these were highly symbolic moments
in economic history, the two communist giants effectively agreeing

w

to play by the rules of the capitalist game. From the early 2000s,
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India began to open its economy, the liberalisation of its market
being matched with the overseas ambitions of its domestic
companies, for example, the huge conglomerate Tata Group.
More generally, frontier and emerging markets did what most

emerging markets do: they continued to emerge, albeit with a
predictable degree of volatility. In a general period of steady
development, there were three significant discontinuities beyond
the scope and timeframe of the current book and the decade it
covers, but which are identified and briefly discussed. Direction is
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given to curated further resources for readers keen to explore the
events and the contexts within which they unfolded.
1. The Dot.Com Boom and Bust: 1999-2003 (approx.).
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When compiling the chronology presented in the second

Appendix to this book, Milestones in the History of Globalization,
the prime selection criterion used for which events should be

included was the global impact made, either in the short or long

term. Purely local events were not included, but that is not to say
they were unimportant, especially for those constituents and
stakeholders affected by them.

Fa

Financial economists distinguish between systemic risk and
specific risk, and I will adapt and borrow their classification here.
For our purposes, a systemic event has a global impact; a specific

w

event affects one country (or region) or one sector.
The dot.com boom and bust is an example of a specific,
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‘periodic event’. It primarily impacted the ‘tech sector’, and many of
the business failures were pretty predictable using tried-and-tested
innovation screening techniques. The ‘bust’ in the ‘boom and bust’
refers to the funds lost by investors and is par for the course when
capital is speculative- rather than investment-focused — think of
Bitcoin, Etherium (Ether) and any number of cryptocurrencies for
contemporary examples.

‘Old economy’ companies did see some depression in their
equity performance during this period but recovered robustly when
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investors’ appetite for hard cash rather than false promise
returned. For those seeking additional reading materials on this
dot.com drama, I recommend (full references at the end of the
•
•
•
•
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book):
Michael Lewis, 2000: The New New Thing: A Silicon Valley
Story.
John Cassidy, 2002: Dot.Con: The Greatest Story Ever Sold.
Roger Lowenstein, 2004: Origins of the Crash: The Great
Bubble and its Undoing.
Don Tapscott, 2014: The Digital Economy: Rethinking
Promise and Peril in the Age of Networked Intelligence.

It is a largely unreported fact that the dot.com boom led to a

Fa

surge in what was described at the time as ‘day-trading’, most
notably in the US. This coincided with a rapid repositioning of

declining internet cafés to ‘financial trading coffee houses’. These

w

venues hosted incredibly inexperienced and universally naïve ‘retail
investors’ who ‘played’ the stock market trading game against Wall
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Street’s highly qualified and well-resourced investors and traders. It
was carnage, writ large, and mass shootings and suicides were
reported daily.

Capital is greedy. It gravitates towards high (and often

ephemeral) returns, and many of the dot.com business failures
were readily predictable with even scant perusal of key economic
indicators. For example, IBM tracked a single data point, household
penetration of broadband internet connection, to assess the uptake
of ‘e-commerce’ in mass consumer markets. This percentage figure
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remained stubbornly low for many years, suggesting that ecommerce, including ‘e-tail’, was primarily a business-to-business
opportunity, not a mass-market consumer pot of gold that many
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dot.com startups were chasing.

Dot.com boom & bust: lucrative bet or sucker punch?

Fa

Despite the failure of many companies lured into the

dot.com financial black hole, the IT and telecommunications
infrastructure investments during this boom and bust period
provided the foundations for the technological ‘platforms’ (e.g.

w

fintech, martech) that came to prominence a decade later.
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2. Global Financial Markets Meltdown: 2007/08; Onwards and
Ongoing.
This discontinuity provides a textbook example of a series of

parallel systemic events converging, creating by any measure the
most extensive economic shock in the history of capitalism and
presenting a considerable milestone in the long march of
globalization. I could recommend a whole library of books for this
globalization interlude. The immediate beneficiary from a
publishing perspective was the estate of J.K. Galbraith, whose 1954
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book, The Great Crash 1929: The Classic Account of Financial
Disaster, soared to the top of all the bestseller charts (New York
Times, Sunday Times, Amazon etc.) when Penguin rushed out a
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reprint in 2009 as people ran to the economic history literature to
work out what the hell was going on! It is well worth reading and

highly relevant, even now. I also recommend (full references at the
end of the book):

•
•
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•
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•

Andrew Ross Sorokin, 2009: Too Big to Fail: Inside the Battle
to Save Wall Street (and/or watch the movie).
Michael Lewis, 2010: The Big Short: Inside the Doomsday
Machine (and/or watch the movie, an award-winning
cinematic ‘docudrama’).
Hank Paulson, 74th United States Secretary of the Treasury,
2010: On the Brink: Inside the Race to Stop the Collapse of
the Global Finance System.
Timothy Geithner, 75th United States Secretary of the
Treasury, 2015: Stress Test: Reflections on Financial Crises.
Ben Bernanke, former Chairman of the Federal Reserve and
distinguished scholar of The Great Depression, 2017: The
Courage to Act: A Memoir of a Crisis and its Aftermath.

w

•

And from the UK perspective:
•

Gordon Brown, British Prime Minister at the time of the
crisis and self-proclaimed saviour of the world, 2010: Beyond
the Crash: Overcoming the First [sic] Crisis of Globalisation.

•

Alistair Darling, British Chancellor of the Exchequer at the
time of the crisis, 2012: Back from the Brink: 1000 Days at
Number 11.

The forces that precipitated this calamity were a combination
of greed, financial product mis-selling (e.g. mortgages, car leases) to
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vulnerable consumers by commission-only salespeople, financial
product development by mathematical whizz-kids who bamboozled
ignorant bank executives and, the worst crime, a palpable failure by
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governments and their regulators to understand or acknowledge
what was happening on their watch.

Fa

Not if, but when: the bear bites back.

I will give the last words on this sorry saga to a puzzled

w

Michael Lewis, musings taken from the prologue to The Big Short:
Inside the Doomsday Machine (Lewis, 2010):
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In the two decades after I left, I waited for the end of
Wall Street as I had known it. The outrageous bonuses,
the endless parade of rogue traders, the scandal that
sank Drexel Burnham, the scandal that destroyed John
Gutfreund and finished off Salomon Brothers, the crisis
following the collapse of my old boss John Meriwether’s
Long-Term Capital Management, the Internet bubble:
Over and over again, the financial system was, in some
narrow way, discredited. Yet the big Wall Street banks at
the center of it just kept on growing, along with the
sums of money that they doled out to twenty-six-yearolds to perform tasks of no obvious social utility.
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3. Brexit: 2016 Onwards; and Upwards?
Jean-Claude Junker, President of the European Commission
between 2014-2019, is allegedly fond of a tipple or three, especially
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to numb the tedium of the endless round of summits and such-like
that went with the job. At one such dull event, he was overheard
slurring:

I have met two big destroyers. Gorbachev who
destroyed the Soviet Union, and Cameron who destroyed
the United Kingdom.

Harsh words indeed. I have dealt with Gorbachev already (see
Chapters Two and Three), so let us briefly look at how the United

Fa

Kingdom ended up in its state of Brexit stasis following the
referendum of June 23rd 2016.

First things first, British Prime Minister David Cameron did not

w

have to call the Brexit referendum. He may have felt honour-bound
to do so because it was in the Conservative Party manifesto which
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brought him to power. But this is British politics; honour? And
Cameron had form in breaking political promises: in September
2007, he had given a ‘cast-iron guarantee’ that he would hold a
referendum on the Treaty of Lisbon if elected. This treaty was
signed by member states, including the UK Labour government, on
December 13th 2007 and became effective following member
states’ ratifications on December 1st 2009. It updated the
Maastricht Treaty of 1992 and the Treaty of Rome of 1957. It also
created a more powerful European Parliament, established a long197
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term role of President of the European Council, made the Charter of
Fundamental Rights legally binding on member states and was
widely seen by Eurosceptics across the political spectrum as a
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powershift away from national electorates. Furthermore, reflecting
a greater fear, the Lisbon treaty was perceived as diluting UK

sovereignty while advancing EU integration. Regardless of this,
Cameron changed his mind on the referendum pledge he had
made.

Except for his own party’s Eurosceptic wing and the

‘Westminster Bubble’ politicos and their hangers-on, nobody really
noticed. Or cared. As former British Prime Minister Harold Wilson

Fa

famously observed, “A week is a long time in politics”, and soon

everybody had forgotten Cameron’s covenant. Ironically, it was the
Treaty of Lisbon which for the first time codified a ‘get-out-of-jail’

w

clause for member states wanting to leave the Union, the now
infamous Article 50, which states that: "Any Member State may
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decide to withdraw from the Union in accordance with its own
constitutional requirements."
The Brexit referendum was binary, i.e. ‘should we stay or

should we go?’ The winning margin for go was low (4%). Still, the
turnout was extraordinarily high for a British plebiscite (72%), a fact
under-reported in the general Brexit debate and indicative of the
passions the issue raised at the time and which continue to fester. A
visibly shocked, pink-cheeked Cameron resigned to write his
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truncated political memoir and, following some textbook Tory
shenanigans, was replaced by Theresa May.
Second things second, British Prime Minister Theresa May did
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not have to call a General Election. She had steadfastly said on
numerous public occasions that she had no intention of doing so.

But this is British politics and she did so anyway, throwing away the
relatively comfortable majority the Conservative Party would have
had for a few more years and leaving it at the mercy of two

handfuls of Northern Irish politicians: ten Westminster MPs.

When writing this passage for the first edition of the book, it
seemed that the most significant single factor influencing the

Fa

‘deal/no deal’ outcome in the Brexit negotiations was the border
between Northern Ireland and EU member state Ireland. And

whether and how this could remain frictionless or return to being a

w

hard border that would undermine the Good Friday (Peace)
Agreement signed in Belfast on April 10th 1998. Phew! Another fine
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mess…

Three years on, exactly the same conversation was
had between new leaders Joe Biden and Boris
Johnson in Washington, D.C., the former using his
Éire (Irish) heritage to emphasise the importance of
maintaining the integrity of the island of Ireland in
the post-Brexit era.

As an economist, I have no more to offer on these political
contrivances. For spectacular insights into the trials and travails of
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both Cameron and May and the whole Brexit farrago, I strongly
recommend two companion books by Tim Shipman, the Sunday
Times Chief Political Commentator, ideally to be read in sequence
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and preferably in one sitting (full references at the end of the book):
1. All Out War: The Full Story of How Brexit Sank Britain's
Political Class (2017).
2. Fallout: A Year of Political Mayhem (2018).

Volume Three of Shipman’s Brexit trilogy is scheduled for

publication in February 2022. The deal should finally be done by this
time — almost six years after the drama began with the Brexit
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referendum. Maybe.

Brexit beckons...

In 2021 two ‘insider’ perspectives on Brexit machinations

and melodramas were published. One is by Michel Barnier, the
Frenchman who had the snappy job title ‘European Commission’s
Head of Task Force for Relations with the United Kingdom’, i.e. he
was the EU’s chief negotiator: My Secret Brexit Diary: A Glorious
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Illusion. The English translation was reviewed on its release by
Adam Fleming, the Chief Political Correspondent of BBC News:
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If the treaties are the legal texts of the Brexit talks, then
this is the human version, revealing a Michel Barnier
who is much warmer and far less diplomatic than his
public persona. It’s a masterclass in how the EU
operates, and a rare glimpse into the tensions on their
side.

Other reviews have been less kind, for example, that offered
by Tim Shipman (2021, October 3rd) in the Sunday Times, in which
he suggests that Barnier’s “book (pompous and prolix by turns)

drips with the dismissive Eurocrat worldview that regards Britain’s

Fa

decision to go it alone as bizarre”. He also suggests that the book

was heavily censored “by EU mandarins worried that he was overly
critical of colleagues”. But he does concede that “Barnier deserves

w

huge credit for ensuring that the EU side remained united in seeing
off British attempts to divide and rule”.
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The second Brexit insider book was by British politician

Gavin Barwell, Downing Street Chief of Staff to Prime Minister
Teresa May during the Brexit negotiations from 2017 until July
2019: Chief of Staff: Notes from Downing Street.
Barwell describes his mixed feelings about writing the book,

especially with Brexit negotiations still ongoing, but justified it to
himself by noting excessive misreporting:
The last two years of the May government were among
the most turbulent and important in modern British
201
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political history. The existing accounts are second-hand,
at best partial and at worst get important details wrong.
The book was well-received, although Shipman observed:
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he is too partisan in his picture of a prime minister who
tried very hard, but ultimately lacked the political
dexterity to get the job done. His book feels like a
substitute for the memoir that Theresa May has so far
refused to write.

Robert Peston, the Political Editor of ITV News, claimed that
Barwell’s memoir was:

w

Fa

An important book. It explains how the prime minister's
office works, which means it shows how we are
governed. It is a window on one of the most important
periods of modem political history: the Brexit
negotiation years. Barwell is candid about the mistakes
that were made, about how emotion and stupidity will
often trump reason, and about the comedy of so much
of government.
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Despite numerous cajoles, I have not and will not
reveal which way I voted in the Brexit referendum,
and I will not because it's irrelevant from the
questioner's perspective or mine. And mainly
because Brexit is a mixed-up (to put it politely)
political farce, just as it was in 1975 when the last referendum on
the subject was held and the political parameters then were exactly
the same as they are now: in-fighting Tories (Conservatives) and
lacklustre-Labour (who knows anymore?) confusing the electorate
with members of both parties riven with disagreements between
and within themselves (see Saunders, 2018, for excellent insights
into the 1975 referendum and its aftermath; the UK had entered
the European Community on January 1st 1973).
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It all began with Greece, this ‘EU exit’ lexicon, the key
difference between that country and the UK being that Greece was
threatened with expulsion while Britain chose to leave. ‘Grexit’ was
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a verb-cum-noun coined by Ebrahim Rahbari, Citigroup economist,
at a point in time - May 2012 - when it looked highly likely that
Greece would be forced into sovereign debt default.

The European Union was (and remains) dominated, financially

at least, by an ultra-conservative Germany coming to terms with the
economic ‘fact of life’ that a common-country monetary policy (the
Eurozone) run in alignment with wildly disparate country-specific
fiscal policies would likely deliver unstable outcomes (see Mody,

Fa

2018, for insights).
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The PIGS (Portugal, Ireland, Greece, Spain) provided
the prime example of this monetary/fiscal
conundrum during the previously discussed 2007/08
financial crisis. All four countries had overheated
economies that required higher interest rates to
‘cool’ them. This would have been a wholly inappropriate
macroeconomic policy for more stable Eurozone countries like
Belgium, France, Germany, Netherlands and others.
While the Greeks somehow managed to stay within the fold,

the United Kingdom embarked upon a highly complex divorce, wellcovered elsewhere and drearily documented day-by-day in hourly
news coverage, ad infinitum, ad nauseam, ad absurdum.
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Along with Grexit came the potential threat of Italexit, Frexit,
dePartugal and CzecOut, as one amused blogger blogged. Then
came the very tangible Brexit referendum of June 23rd 2016,
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signalling the departure of the United Kingdom of England, Wales,
Scotland and Northern Ireland from the European Union. The

margin of victory for the ‘Brexiteers’ over the ‘Remainers’ was

small, but, as noted, the turnout was high, a significant factor in this
binding plebiscite. Calls for a second referendum by the

‘Remoaners’ (the lexicon grew) were always unlikely to be heeded,
especially following the landslide Conservative Party victory in
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Brexit Done’.
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December 2019; a complex campaign with a simple message: ‘Get

(Br)exit day: January 31st 2020.

Amongst the most surprising facets of the daily Brexit

discussion was the constant equating of a ‘hard’ Brexit with WTO
rules, frequently expressed in demonic caricature by vested
interests spreading blatant untruths, from one side or the other,
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intentionally or in seemingly blissful ignorance (see Chapter Nine
for details relating to the eventual establishment of the WTO in
1995).
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As a final remark, my favourite witticism relating to the UK’s
negotiation stance during the Brexit negotiations came from a
tweet by Xavier Bettel, the Prime Minister of Luxembourg:
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They were in with a load of opt-outs. Now they are out
and want a load of opt-ins.
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Appendix Two
Milestones in the History of Globalization.
I don’t know where I’m going from here, but I promise it won’t be
boring.
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David Bowie (1947-2016).
Musician, songwriter, actor, genius, etc.
Introduction.

The list of significant globalization milestones provided in the
table below is broadly chronological. However, history rarely plays

out linearly, as I have discussed frequently throughout the pages of

Fa

Ten Years. Major events often have limited lasting impact, e.g. the

‘Great Exhibition’ of 1851, while apparently minor events have huge
ramifications. The latter was spectacularly demonstrated when a
single moment-in-time, the assassination of Austria’s Arch Duke

w

Franz Ferdinand in tiny Sarajevo, led to the global conflagration
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known as The Great War. Similarly, Japan’s attack on Pearl Harbour
on December 7th 1941, famously described by President Franklin D.
Roosevelt as “a date which will live in infamy”, enticed the
previously neutral USA to enter World War II and changed the
course of history in previously unimaginable ways.
When starting the first edition of Ten Years in early 2018,

nuclear Armageddon seemed on the cards as Supreme Leader of
North Korea, Kim Jong-Un, brandished his bombs, and US President
Donald Trump bragged about the size of his buttons and warned of
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“Fire and Fury”. By the time of the manuscript’s submission later in
the year, the two shared an emerging bromance and planned a
lovefest in Singapore.
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While writing the book's second edition, Covid-19 and its
ever-expanding mutations and variations wreaked havoc

throughout the world economy. Its implications for the long march
of globalization will not be fully understood for many years, if not
decades, to come.

The image below illustrates the rationale behind the phrase

‘long march’ as I use it throughout Ten Years to describe the path of

globalization. The bright light at the end of the milestone-lined road

Fa

does not suggest that the direction of travel is universally agreed

upon. Nor does it present a deterministic historical journey (see the
Introduction). It will lead somewhere, but where it goes, nobody
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w

knows: Shangri-La? Or Armageddon?

Globalization Milestones on the road to — where?
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Any list such as this is defined as much by what it leaves out
as what it includes, and this globalization milestones compilation is
no exception. The prime selection criterion used for which events
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should be included was the global impact made, either short or long
term. Purely local events were not included, but that is not to say
they were unimportant, especially for those constituents and
stakeholders affected. I apologise in advance for any offence

associated with missing significant dates, events and/or what might
be deemed by other commentators as critical historical processes.
Writers on globalization dynamics come from diverse

backgrounds and disciplines, and there is a broad spectrum of

Fa

opinion along the optimistic (Shangri-La) to pessimistic

(Armageddon) range regarding likely outcomes. But a strong
consensus exists relating to the role of communications as a catalyst

w

and/or accelerator/retardent of globalization's progress.
This is particularly true in economics and geopolitics,
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disciplines that feature heavily in Ten Years. In the ‘Milestones’
table presented below, I separate significant ‘Step-change
Communications’ events and processes from the rest and highlight
them at the end of each time period within which they most readily
fit.
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The Globalization Milestones
In 1991 hikers in the Austrian Ötztal Alps
discovered a mummified body protruding from a
melting glacier. Archaeologists dated the frozen
remains at 5,300 years old and gave him the
nickname Ötzi, ‘the Iceman’. They were able to
demonstrate that he was travelling between two
locations, contending with confidence that he was
moving with the purpose of exchanging goods, one
community to another. International trade, if not
born, or ‘free’ (who knows?), is proven.
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5,300
Years
ago
(approx.)

The First Industrial Revolution begins: Mid-18th
Century, Great Britain.
Empire building and colonisation.
European mercantilism dominates world trade.

1776

Adam Smith publishes An Inquiry into the Nature
and Causes of the Wealth of Nations:
• ‘Invisible Hand’ of the market (allocation of
scarce resources).
• Consumer sovereignty (the customer is king).
• Theory of Absolute Advantage.
• Birth of classical economics.
• A proponent of liberalism.
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1700s

1800s 1914

1817: David Ricardo publishes On the Principles of
Political Economy: And Taxation:
• Theory of Comparative Advantage.
• Campaigning for free trade intensifies.
1840s: ‘Golden Era’, 2nd phase of the industrial
revolution; railway boom financed by the creation
of equity (stock) markets.
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1843: The Economist magazine is launched to lobby
for liberal democracy and free trade.
1846: UK Corn Laws repealed: free trade; the
ascendancy of business over aristocracy.
1851: The Great Exhibition, Crystal Palace; the
height of Britain’s global industrial and military
strength.
1868: Meiji Restoration; Japan ‘opens its doors’ to
international trade.
Gas, oil, electricity etc.
The Wright Brothers fly; early ‘flight machines’
built.
Late 1800s: Step-change Communications:
Technology breakthroughs: steamships/ocean-bed
cables laid/telegraph/telephone.
Early 1900s: Step-change Communications:
Internal combustion engine refined and Henry Ford
creates automobile mass manufacturing processes;
luxury cruise liners (plus freight) expand, especially
transatlantic routes linking the Americas with
Europe; aircraft manufacture scaled-up and output
accelerated as First World War unfolds.
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1914 1918

The Great War.

1917 1920

1917: ‘Ten days that shook the world’: The Russian
Revolution.
1919: Treaty of Versailles; John Maynard Keynes
publishes The Economic Consequences of the
Peace.
Step-Change Communications:
War technologies commercialised for mass-market
consumption, e.g. passenger airlines.
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Hyper-inflation in Germany; social unrest etc.
Hitler elected.
The Great Gatsby: America parties.
Rise of fascist tendency in Europe:
• General Franco – Spain.
• Benito Mussolini – Italy.
• Adolf Hitler – Germany.
• Oswald Mosley – UK.
The party’s over: The Wall St. Crash.
The Great Depression.
Nationalism / protectionism emerges worldwide.
1933: John Maynard Keynes publishes The General
Theory of Employment, Interest and Money.
Keynesian macroeconomic management principles
are dominant.
Step-change Communications:
Luxury international commercial air travel.
Step-change Communications:
Early development of RADAR.
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1920s /
1930s

The Second World War.

1944 1949

1944: Bretton Woods Conference, USA: John
Maynard Keynes returns. Keynes and Harry Dexter
White lead the charge; blueprints agreed for ‘A
New World Order’:
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1939 1945

• International Monetary Fund (IMF).
• General Agreement on Tariffs & Trade (GATT).
• The World Bank.
1949: Chinese Communists rebel against
Kuomintang (KMT); Mao Zedong ascends in
mainland China (People’s Republic of China, PRC);
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KMT under Chiang Kai-shek retreat to Taiwan
(Republic of China, ROC).
US Wealthy.
Japan recovers.
Europe reconstructs.
1950-1953: Korean War; South Korea protected by
the USA.
China’s ‘Great Leap Forward’; huge backwards
step.
Two-front Cold War: The Russian Bear (NATO
protects); The Chinese Panda (huge USA military
presence in and around South Korea, air bases in
Japan etc.).
Colonisation, empire and mercantilism unravel
(e.g. UK in India, France in north Africa).
1951: Treaty of Paris. France, West Germany, Italy
and the three Benelux countries (Belgium,
Netherlands and Luxemburg) establish the
European Coal and Steel Community and lay down
the foundations for the European Union.
1957: Treaty of Rome creates the European
Economic Community (EEC).
1960: OPEC Created: Sovereign state (’legitimate’)
cartel formed.
South Korean market protected from international
trade; giant chaebol conglomerates created:
Samsung, Hyundai, Kia, Lucky Goldstar (LG) etc.
Export at marginal cost prices.
Step-change Communications:
Containerization: American transport entrepreneur
Malcolm Purcell McLean introduces the intermodal
(rail/road/sea) shipping container; this
revolutionises freight transportation and the
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1950s /
1960s
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logistics of international trade. He was persuaded
to give patented designs to industry, bringing
standardisation of shipping containers, improved
reliability, reduced cargo theft, lower inventory
costs, shortened transit times.
Step-change Communications:
Federal Aid Highway Act, 1956, lays the
foundations for US Interstate Highway System.
Step-change Communications:
Commercial jet airlines and global airport
infrastructure developed.
Step-change Communications:
IBM develops commercially viable mainframe
computers and supporting software and services.

Gold standards end; paper (and nickel) triumph.
World Bank rule-change seeds African debt crisis.
April 1971: ‘ping-pong diplomacy’: an American
table tennis team playing a tournament in Japan
invited to visit PRC for ‘friendly’ matches.
October 1971: UN Assembly votes resolution to
“expel forthwith the representatives of Chiang Kaishek [ROC – Taiwan] from the place which they
unlawfully occupy at the United Nations and in all
organizations related to it”. Mao’s PRC becomes
“the only legitimate representative of China to the
United Nations”.
Panda diplomacy: President Richard Nixon (with
Henry Kissinger) visits China in February 1972 and
is gifted two pandas (Ling-Ling and Hsing-Hsing);
China seems keen to establish diplomatic relations
with the US and its allies, e.g. Japan. Not great
news for Taiwan.
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1970s
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Fa

1979: Margaret Thatcher becomes PM in the UK.
1980: Ronald Reagan elected 40th President of USA,
inaugurated 20 January 1981.
1979/1980: Milton Friedman (with wife, Rose)
publishes Free to Choose: A Personal Statement.
Neo-classical economics; principles of monetarism;
a blueprint for macro-economic management;
dominant economic philosophy to the present day.
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1979 1980
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6-25 October 1973: Yom Kippur War: Arab-Israeli
Conflict; coalition of Arab states (led by Egypt and
Syria) against Israel.
OPEC flexes muscle: quadrupling of oil price – twice
in 5 Years: 1974 / 1979.
9 September 1976: Mao Zedong (the Great
Helmsman) dies.
Global recession and stagflation (high inflation/low
growth/high unemployment) predominant.
Post-panda Taiwan: ‘export-or-die’ mentality drives
its trade ambitions.
Government capital controls lifted, globalizing freemarket theories and nation-state economic
policies.

1980s
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Deregulation of global financial markets (e.g. Big
Bang, UK, 1987).
Privatisation in the UK.
Privatisation in France.
China under Deng Xiaoping: ‘socialism with Chinese
characteristics’; ‘one country, two systems’;
market liberalization, FDI allowed and Special
Economic Zones (SEZs) created along the east coast
and south-east Guangdong province.
10 March 1985: Michael Gorbachev becomes
General Secretary of the Communist Party of the
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Soviet Union. Enacts policies of glasnost
(openness/political freedom) and perestroika
(restructuring/economic reform).
1989: Tiananmen Square: student protests
quashed by Deng’s orders and PLA ‘June Fourth
Incident’. Question mark hangs over China’s
economic reforms.
Step-change Communications:
Apple launch Macintosh personal computer;
feeling threatened, IBM launch initiative ‘PC in a
Year’; partners with Intel, Microsoft; presents open
systems architecture, fostering IBM-compatibles
(e.g. Compaq) and ‘clones’ (‘Made in Taiwan’).
Step-change Communications:
‘Natural monopoly’ status of national
telecommunications infrastructure dissolves; AT&T
(Ma Bell) broken up in the US in 1984, Baby-Bells
are born; privatisation of BT in UK, 1984; scene set
for further privatisations, direct competition (e.g.
Cable & Wireless in the UK) and emergent
disruptive technologies.
Step-change Communications:
First-generation cellular infrastructure developed.
Step-change Communications:
Rapid development of distributed networked
computing: Local Area Networks (LANs) and Wide
Area Networks (WANs) lay foundations for www
revolution which follows.

1990s

Berlin Wall falls / Comecon collapses. USSR
dissolves. Cold War (round one) ends.
3 October 1990: German reunification (German
Unity): A process culminating in the German
Democratic Republic (‘East Germany’) and the
Federal Republic of Germany (‘West Germany’)
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forming the reunited nation of Germany. Berlin
comes together as a single city and regains status
as the German capital.
Deng reaffirms China’s economic reform program
in ‘Southern Tour’.
7 February 1992: Maastricht Treaty (Treaty on
European Union) signed by the twelve member
states of the European Community.
16 September 1992: George Soros versus Bank of
England: Soros wins.
1 January 1993: European Single Market
established.
1 January 1994: North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFTA) created.
1 January 1995: World Trade Organization (WTO)
replaces GATT as the independent regulator of
global commerce; India joins.
Privatisation in Russia: the return of the oligarchs.
Privatisation in Central and Eastern European (CEE)
countries.
Japan: ‘The Lost Decade’ - failure of bank
regulation and asset management is the core
problem.
1 July 1997: Hong Kong ‘Handed Over’ to China
George Soros versus Bank of Thailand: Soros wins;
Asian financial markets meltdown (The ‘Asian
financial crisis’); Russian Federation defaults.
Genius fails: Long Term Capital Management
(LTCM) collapses but no one notices (except author
Roger Lowenstein, who exposes the scandal).
1 January 1999: ‘virtual’ European monetary union
and Euro launched.
dot.com ‘economy’ emerges.
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Step-change Communications:
Global Positioning System (GPS), started by (and
under control of) US Military in 1973, becomes
fully operational and accessible in 1995.
Step-change Communications:
Cisco Systems develop mass-market internet
infrastructure networks.
Step-change Communications:
Tim Berners Lee (not Al Gore) ‘invents’ the
internet: creates HTML and integrates internet
protocols at CERN laboratories, Switzerland.
Step-change Communications:
Amazon founded by Jeff Bezos in 1994; perfectly
poised to exploit the coming Windows 95
revolution. Perfect timing and entrepreneurial
prowess, or good luck?
Step-change Communications:
Windows ’95 and rapid WWW global expansion.
Step-change Communications:
Open skies industry deregulation in the US and rise
of low-cost airline sector (e.g. Southwest Airlines).
Step-change Communications:
Rapid developments of fibre-optic
telecommunications networks in ‘developed’
countries.

The
2000s

The dot.com ‘economy’ falters, but its global
infrastructure is installed.
11 December 2001: China joins WTO.
India accelerates market liberalisation.
9/11: George W Bush begs the US public to shop at
thanksgiving, November 2001 (consumer
confidence drives economic growth plus political
message sent that US will not be cowed).
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1 January 2002: Euro goes tangible; notes and
coins distributed in Eurozone economies.
EU enlargement.
Emerging markets – emerge! Brazil, Russia, India,
China (BRICs) etc.
2007/2008: Global financial markets convulse.
Ireland and southern European countries face
financial meltdown: Portugal, Ireland, Greece,
Spain (the PIGSs etc.); Italy on the brink.
Germany prospers, builds huge trade surpluses.
China rides the economic storm.
Currency wars?
Step-change Communications:
The dot.com ‘economy’ falters, but its global
infrastructure is installed.
Step-change Communications:
Household penetration of broadband expands
rapidly, creating global communications
infrastructure and consumer e-commerce
channels.
Step-change Communications:
3rd and 4th generation cellular infrastructure
developed.
Step-change Communications:
Widespread adoption of cellular technology in
emerging markets.

2010 present
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22 August 2012: Russian Federation joins WTO.
18 March 2014: Russian Federation annexes
Crimea; dropped from G8.
23 June 2016: the British public votes with a small
majority (but large turnout) to leave the European
Union; Brexit negotiations begin.
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8 November 2016: Donald Trump elected 45th
President of the United States of America; electoral
platform included ‘Make America Great Again’ and
hinted strongly at protectionism and trade wars.
20 January 2017: Donald Trump presidential
inauguration.
29 March 2017: Teresa May signs letter to Donald
Tusk, President of the European Council, invoking
Article 50 of the Treaty on European Union; letter
hand-delivered by two civil servants travelling
business class to Brussels on Eurostar. Cost of
tickets? £985.50p.
8 March 2018: Donald Trump announces punitive
tariffs on steel and aluminium imports, citing
‘national security’ to bypass WTO rules.
Brexit processes meander.
China launches ‘Belt and Road Initiative’ (BRI). Xi
Jinping’s ‘project of the century’.
Step-change Communications:
iPhone and Android drive smartphone revolution.
Social media and social networks develop, e.g.
MySpace, Facebook, Twitter, Snapchat, LinkedIn,
Tencent, TikTok, WhatsApp. Chinese giant Baidu
has 2bn active users worldwide.
Step-change Communications:
‘Big Data’ and ‘Cloud’ computing creates impact.
Step-change Communications:
‘Virtual’ global marketplaces created by Alibaba,
Amazon, eBay, Etsy, Facebook, Google. The
smallest of small firms can now access global
markets.
Step-change Communications:
5th generation cellular technology.
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Step-change Communications:
Artificial Intelligence (AI); Virtual Reality (VR);
Machine Learning/Deep Learning.
Korea Summit: Moon Jae-in (down-South) and Kim
Jong Un (up-North) get friendly, crisscrossing no
man’s land into each other’s DMZ trenches: end-ofwar or silent night?
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27 April
2018

Concluding Remarks.

A broadly chronological list like this could never be fully
comprehensive unless presented with a different scope or
redefined with a narrative presented in book form.

Fa

Over many decades there have been multiple interruptions to
the smooth progression of globalization, as our studied decade in
Ten Years amply demonstrates. Despite this, by taking a long-term

w

historical perspective, it is possible to recognise that the forces
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driving it forward have far outweighed those working against it.
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Egan, C. E. (2021). Outside Fortress Europe: Strategies for the
Global Market (2 ed). Rugby: Strategic Management Think Tank.

Fa

Outside Fortress Europe: Strategies for the Global Market (2ed.) is a
book with an attitude that acknowledges scholarly debate but
expresses its own opinion, particularly regarding what is possible
for companies to achieve despite the naysayers who claim
otherwise. It captures a moment in time in the historical
development of globalization while presenting the principles,
frameworks, processes, methodologies and tools for inquiring
managers to make intelligent decisions in what has been described
as an era of extreme discontinuity and unprecedented uncertainty.
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The principal focus of the book is to cover a broader range of
subject areas than would typically be found in a single management
or business studies textbook, the intention being to provide a crossfunctional, multi-disciplinary perspective on the challenges of
‘organizational life’ and strategy development in a highly
competitive and complex global business environment. Its
discussion relates to companies from all countries, of all sectors and
of all sizes. Its chapters provide evidence-based principles,
frameworks, methodologies, processes and tools to guide the
inquisitive manager in developing and leading the Intelligent
Company.
Theories of International Business, Global Strategic Management,
Finance, Economics, Strategy, Competition, Marketing and
Organizational Behaviour are presented alongside a proven
Practical Framework for Global Business Strategy Success which
embraces effective strategic marketing, innovation, brand
management excellence and implementation capabilities. After all,
a strategy that cannot be implemented is not a strategy at all.
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The second edition has been completely updated, building upon
extensive feedback from leading experts in the
disciplines/subjects/topics explored and user insights into the
effectiveness of the book in meeting their goals. Accessibility,
relevance and an integrated perspective based upon an objective
and updated assessment of critical debates in management science
are once again presented throughout the book.
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And strategic clarity…

Fa

The book is written for an experienced, inquiring manager audience
and/or an MBA/post-MBA/DBA/PhD readership. It reflects a desire
for positive organizational and personal change and emphasises
that there is no need to distinguish between academic theory and
business practice: one begets the other, and positive
transformation is indeed achievable through effective leadership,
management development, operational excellence and employee
engagement.
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Egan, C. E. (1995). Creating Organizational Advantage. London:
Routledge.
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Winner of the 1995 MCA Best Management Book Prize.
Acclaim.

Fa

“While covering considerable territory from a range of angles, this
book does not suffer from the kind of terminological opacity all too
often found in academic tomes. If you are looking to be challenged
and are interested in delving more deeply into the range of topics
that make up the management discipline, you should derive a great
deal of benefit from it”.
Professor Robert Galliers
Dean, Warwick Business School, University of Warwick, UK, in
Financial Times.
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"A critical map, for the inquisitive manager, of the dynamic world of
global strategic management".
Professor Peter McKiernan,
Dean, Department of Management, St Andrews University,
Scotland.
From the back cover:
An examination of global competitive forces and the
internationalization pressures faced by companies provides insight
into key strategic challenges as we approach the 21st century.
‘Creating Organizational Advantage’ analyses:
•
•
•

How globalization is forcing organizations to address their
'strategic sloppiness'
Why companies seek 'panacea' solutions to basic business
problems
The strategic dimensions of organizational change programmes
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•

The role of joint ventures and strategic alliances in
compensating for shortfalls in core competencies
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These key themes are integrated within a framework which
proposes balanced solutions for organizational survival and
strategic prosperity.
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Bridgewater, S., & Egan, C. E. (2002). International Marketing
Relationships. Basingstoke: Palgrave.
Acclaim.

From the back cover:
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“The evolution of a new paradigm in management is always both
exciting and challenging; this book is both; intellectually
challenging, exciting, comprehensive and very readable. I commend
it wholeheartedly; it will, I believe, prove to be one of the ‘classics’ of
international marketing”.
Professor Peter Turnbull
Dean, Birmingham Business School, University of Birmingham, UK.
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Relationship and network marketing has become an important topic
within business as firms realize the need to build and sustain
relationships with their customers. The goal of marketing activity
has now shifted towards a need to forge long-term and profitable
relationships with targeted customers. This new text reflects the
growing trend and explains international marketing within this
context. Providing a comprehensive review of the issues facing
international marketing practitioners, the authors explain the
subject from traditional, relationship and network perspectives.
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Egan, C. E., & McKiernan, P. (1993). Inside Fortress Europe:
Strategies for the Single Market. London: AddisonWesley/Economist Intelligence Unit.
Acclaim.

From the back cover:
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Academics who teach economics and business studies can easily
become outdated in areas outside their own research. We also
prefer to slot events into preferred paradigms and set aside those
facts and developments which threaten our traditional modes of
thinking. Here we have an up-to-date work with a balanced
approach which can be quickly absorbed and is packed with insights
into the practice of modern multinationals, particularly Japanese
concerns. The authors write from a strong belief in classical liberal
economics, and from this a belief in free trade. In this Smithsonian
tradition the sceptre of protectionism is ever present… For the busy
manager here is a book worth the trouble of reading.
Dr Roger Fox, University of Greenwich, UK, in Times Higher
Education Supplement
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The European business environment is undergoing rapid change,
exposing strategic weaknesses and challenging management skills.
‘Inside Fortress Europe: Strategies for the Single Market’ examines
how non-European firms have developed strategies to compete
successfully in this volatile European market. It describes the
opportunities of the new Europe and suggests ways of grasping
these opportunities. This book is essential reading for anyone
wishing to identify the most profitable business strategies for the
Single European Market. The book:
•

Analyses key drivers of change and essential responses

•

Explores a range of successful business strategies for Europe

•

Examines future European business scenarios

•

Provides detailed case studies of major US and Japanese
companies in Europe
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Egan, C. E., & Thomas, M. J., eds, (1998). The CIM Handbook of
Strategic Marketing: A Practical Guide for Designing and
Implementing Effective Marketing Strategies. London: Routledge.
From the back cover:

Is a reference source to guide effective marketing practice
Provides supporting material for managers and employees who
are building their marketing competence by attending training
programmes
Includes contributions from leading academics
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The Chartered Institute of Marketing (CIM) Handbook of Strategic
marketing targets senior executives responsible for shaping and
managing the company’s strategic direction. The book features
contributions from sixteen academics writing on their specialist
subject areas, including Professors David Jobber, David Shipley,
Veronica Wong, Peter McKiernan, Graham Hooley, Malcolm
McDonald, Leslie de Chernatony, Martin Christopher, John Fahy,
Nigel Piercy, Colin Egan, Peter Doyle and Michael Thomas. Strategic
dimensions of marketing management are emphasised along with
the critical importance of matching the company’s capabilities with
genuinely attractive market sectors. The rise of global competition
and continuous innovation have redefined market structures,
reshaped industries and given customers unprecedented value and
choice. In the era of customer sovereignty there is a tremendous
amount of pressure on organizations to adopt the principles of the
marketing concept and to develop a much sharper strategic focus.
‘The CIM Handbook of Strategic Marketing’:

•
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